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GLOSSARY 

 

Accounting Law 
the Law of Ukraine "On Accounting and Financial Reporting in Ukraine" No. 996-
XIV dated 16 Jul. 1999 

API 
Application Programming Interface, allows two different programs to 
communicate and interact with one another using the same set of functions 

BAFT Bankers Association for Finance and Trade 

Blockchain 

a type of DLT where transactions are recorded with an immutable cryptographic 
signature called a hash. The transactions are then grouped in blocks and each 
new block includes a hash of the previous one, chaining them together1. Notably, 
Bitcoin is the most famous application of blockchain 

B2B business-to-business commercial transactions 

B2G business-to-government (public procurement) commercial transactions. 

BRDO Better Regulation Delivery Office 

BRSA 
Banking Regulation and Supervision Agency, the regulator of financial sector in 
Turkey. 

Capital Markets 
Law 

the Law of Ukraine "On Capital Markets and Organized Commodities Markets" 
No. 3480-IV dated 23 Feb. 2006 

DLT 
a decentralized database managed by multiple participants, across multiple 
nodes2 

EBSI European Blockchain Services Infrastructure 

E-CMR 
electronic consignment note introduced in Ukraine after ratification of Additional 
Protocol to the Convention on the Contract for the International Carriage of 
Goods by Road dated 3 Jun. 2020 

EDR 
Unified State Register of legal entities, individual entrepreneurs and non-
governmental organizations in Ukraine  

EESPA European E-invoicing Providers Association 

E-invoice 
commercial primary document to be issued in structured electronic format by a 
seller either for the sake of pre-payment (pre-payment e-invoice) or to document 
actual supply of goods, performance of works and/or provision of services 

EIS 
Electronic Invoicing System, commercial transactions module of the proposed 
ETF 

																																																													
1 For example, https://www.r3.com/blockchain-101/ 
2 ibid.  
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EMSFEI European Multi-Stakeholder Forum on E-Invoicing 

EN-16931 EU’s standard on e-invoicing  

ETF 
Electronic Trade Framework, a working title of the IT ecosystem consisting of the 
interconnected EIS and TFDR modules 

E-invoicing 
Directive 

Directive 2014/55/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of the 
European Union on electronic invoicing in public procurement dated 16 Apr. 2014 

FCI Factors Chain International  

ICC International Chamber of Commerce 

Movable Pledges 
Law 

the Law of Ukraine "On Securing Creditors’ Claims and Registration of 
Encumbrances" No. 1255-IV dated 18 Nov. 2003 

Movable Pledges 
Registry 

State Registry of Encumbrances of Movable Property 

NBU National Bank of Ukraine 

NPL a non-performing loan 

OECD Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development  

Once-Only 
Principle 

principle that information from citizens and businesses should be collected by 
public authorities only once and be reused, should it be needed 

Paper invoice 

by this we refer to such paper invoices as "видаткова накладна", "прибуткова 
накладна", "товарна накладна", "акт наданих послуг", "акт виконаних 
робіт" and "акт приймання-передачі" (in Ukrainian). In turn, by pre-payment 
paper invoices we refer to "рахунок" and "рахунок-фактура" 

Peppol 
Pan-European Public Procurement OnLine is a common network for secure 
cross-border exchange of electronic business documents 

Prism 
Prism Global Partners LLP is a London-based boutique consultancy firm advising 
on matters of international trade, trade finance & risk mitigation, and trade related 
policy issues   

RST Reform Support Team at the Ministry of Economy of Ukraine 

SCALES 
Supply Chain Architecture Leading to Enhanced Services, the EU-supported 
project on creation of Italian e-invoicing infrastructure based on the DLT 

SMEs small and medium-sized enterprises 

STSU State Tax Service of Ukraine 

TFDR Trade Finance Documents Register, trade finance module of the proposed ETF 
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TFG Trade Finance Global  

TIN Trade Information Network 

Turkish 
Association 

Association of Financial Institutions of Turkey 

UATFF Ukrainian Alliance for Trade Finance and Factoring 

UBL 
Universal Business Language, a library of standard electronic XML business 
documents such as purchase orders and invoices developed by OASIS Technical 
Committee 

Underlying 
commercial 
transaction 

transaction on supply of goods, provision of services and/or performance of 
works which have led to the issuance of the invoice 

VAT value-added tax 

VAT Directive 
Directive 2006/112/EC of the Council of the European Union on the common 
system of value added tax dated 28 Nov. 2006 

VAT invoice 
tax invoice to be issued by a seller to the tax administration when a sale is 
subject to VAT 

VAT register Unified Register of VAT Invoices operated by the Ukrainian tax administration 

WTO World Trade Organization 

XML 
Extensible Markup Language, a markup language widely used for the 
representation of data structures  
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1. PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

This Report has been developed at the request of USAID Financial Sector Transformation (FST) 
Project for the purpose of improving SME financing market in Ukraine. The aim of this Report is to 
assist policymakers in modernizing the trade and trade finance landscape in Ukraine.  

To this end, special emphasis has been made on modern technologies that offer new perspective for 
trade and trade finance, with costs reduction, increased trust and accelerated processes being often 
named among the top benefits. As implemented internationally, electronic registries of reassigned 
receivables increase trust in trade financing and help grow the market. Registries of reassigned 
receivables are based on systems of standard electronic trade documents, electronic invoicing 
systems. A high level of adoption of electronic invoices is thus a key factor contributing to the 
automation of trade financing. It lowers the cost of financing for small businesses and simplifies 
working capital management. Hence, this Report strives to conceptualize Trade Finance 
Documents Register (TFDR) and Electronic Invoicing System (EIS) for Ukraine. 

The Report has been prepared by Aequo in cooperation with Prism and support from UATFF.		

1.1 Problem set 

The following issues have been identified during the preparatory stages of the Project: 

Issue 

No.1 

Present-day factoring transactions in Ukraine are mostly paper based, with a low 
level of digitalization across the participants of the trade finance chain. Paper or 
PDF versions of paper invoices are exchanged upon the request for trade financing, 
which leads to slow manual processing of loads of paper documents. This is further 
exacerbated by the fact that invoices presented to financiers are non-standardized 
which substantially hinders extracting the necessary information. All the interviewed 
financiers explicitly pointed out that low level of digitalization is one of the major 
impediments to growth of factoring and trade finance in Ukraine. 

Issue 

No. 2 

Reliance on non-standardized paper documents and invisibility of underlying 
commercial transactions to financiers opens the door to certain risks: 

• Double financing fraud. A seller presents the same invoice for financing to 
two or even more financiers, which are not interconnected and do not know 
that the invoice has already been assigned or financed. 

• Fresh air (fake) invoicing. A seller presents an invoice for financing without 
any underlying commercial transaction between a seller and a buyer. 

• Invoices not accepted by the obligor. The factor may purchase an invoice not 
expressly accepted by the obligor; in which case the factor will only have 
recourse against the transferor of the invoice. 

• Failure to inform the obligor of the transfer of the invoices. In this case, 
payments by the obligor to the transferor will be valid, and the factor must 
recover from the transferor. 

Issue 

No. 3 

Present-day commercial transactions between enterprises in Ukraine are 
overloaded with paperwork. Exchange of digitally signed PDF documents is 
nascent, there are many examples of large companies still preferring to use only 
paper documents. Although PDF documents enable document turnover via e-mail, 
there remains the problem of their manual processing. Different businesses use 
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different accounting systems, which are not interconnected with each other. As the 
accounting legislation is rather vague with respect the documents that document 
the transaction, businesses usually generate two or even more different non-
standardized paper invoices to document one single transaction. 

Issue 

No. 4 

The relevant surveys provide a gloomy picture of perception of factoring in Ukraine 
– 93% of surveyed Ukrainian SMEs have not even tried to obtain factoring 
financing3. There are different reasons behind this lack of attention to factoring – 
from lack of information to the well-recognized pain points of applying for factoring 
financing. According to the study of the Boston Consulting Group, those major pain 
points for businesses, among others, include limited connectivity between the 
parties involved, highly paper-based manual processes and slow turnaround times. 
Curing those pain points can potentially reignite interest of businesses in factoring. 

Issue 

No. 5 

Existing legislation in Ukraine does not clearly differentiate between trade factoring 
and purchase of NPLs. Even more, according to some estimates, today truly trade 
factoring agreements account only for up to 20% of all concluded factoring 
agreements in Ukraine4. The differentiation problem is explicitly recognized by the 
NBU, with an aim to delineate factoring from purchase of NPLs by introducing some 
changes to the existing definition of factoring5. Even though recent legislative 
amendments introduced specific status of collection companies, the definition of 
factoring remains as it is, so the problem remains unsolved. As will be detailed later, 
digitalized trade environment in this Report, coupled with special changes in the 
definition of factoring, would help to tackle this problem. 

As a matter of fact, the majority (if not all) countries have encountered similar difficulties. Keeping this 
in mind, this study focused on electronic systems that have been developed in the selected pool of 
countries as a response to the mentioned problems.  

1.2 Scope of work  

The following work was conducted during the Project: 

• comparative analysis of the EISs and TFDRs in the selected countries, namely Chile, Colombia, 
Italy, Turkey, Poland, and the USA. Such a diversity permitted the study of approaches adopted in 
completely different markets and regulatory landscapes, with an aim to find the best practice for 
Ukraine; 

• interviews with various private and public international and local stakeholders, including regulators, 
businesses, financial institutions, credit bureaus, EDI-providers, professional associations, and 
international organizations. This enabled us to conceptualize the electronic ecosystem that meets 
the widest scope of diverse market needs and public policy considerations. 

1.3 Summary of recommendations 

Emerging digital solutions for trade finance are focused either on enhancing volumes of trade finance 
deals (e.g., marketplaces for receivables, etc.) or on making trade finance deals more secure 
(platforms focused on preventing double-financing and other forms of fraud). While marketplaces for 
receivables can produce visible results in terms of revenues right from their launch, the security-
focused digital solutions that we refer to as a TDFR bring indirect advantages in terms of reduced 

																																																													
3 Page 51 of Big challenges for small business, Business Ombudsman Council of Ukraine  
4 Page 6 of the White Paper "On the Future Regulation of the Factoring Market in Ukraine", NBU 
5 Ibid., page 9 
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levels of fraud and a more transparent market with increased level of traceability, which translates into 
more trust in the sector and reduced trade finance cost. 	

A security-focused digital solution is necessary if we want to be sure that: 

• If a financier provides trade financing to a business, then the financier is the only owner of 
those receivables, because they have not been previously assigned or pledged to another 
financier. 

• Every buyer (debtor under the factoring arrangement) will be duly notified about factoring 
transaction and will pay to the account of the financier and not to the account of the seller. 

A security-focused trade finance market infrastructure is possible only if a country has a system of 
standard electronic trade documents. In the reviewed countries it is an electronic invoicing system: a 
single invoice is used for tax reporting, as a primary accounting document, and as a payment claim 
accepted by a buyer in the electronic exchange. Electronic invoicing is necessary for a TFDR because 
only standardized electronic invoices can be assigned a unique number and protect against double 
financing. More importantly, it is difficult to build a TFDR on expensive manual reporting. Trade finance 
facilitation is a positive side effect of electronic invoicing systems. The primary goals are cheaper 
bookkeeping and payment administration, and improved tax administration. The elements of an 
electronic invoicing system are the standard machine-readable form and content of invoices and 
interoperability rules for interconnecting information technology systems that produce and exchange 
invoices.  

There is little doubt that in the next ten to twenty years electronic invoicing will be a standard way to 
operate almost everywhere in the world. Today different countries are implementing electronic 
invoicing systems at different paces. The European Union transferred all governmental transactions 
on electronic invoicing as part of electronic procurement system that allows saving on administration 
of procurement and makes state procurement controllable and easily auditable. Italy has implemented 
a more extensive e-invoicing system that covers all B2B and B2G/G2B transactions. The rationale was 
to improve VAT administration. The Italian-like models operate in Latin American counties reviewed in 
the report. Columbia and Chile not only gather B2B and B2G/G2B invoices in the VAT database, but 
B2C invoices as well. The U.S., also discussed here, has a private sector-led electronic invoicing 
interoperability project, the main driver being saving on processing trade documents and payments 
rather than collection of taxes.  

Many large Ukrainian businesses already exchange trade documents with counterparties 
electronically using EDI providers, for efficiency and cost saving reasons. However, the percentage of 
digitization of the economy is currently not significant. If Ukrainian businesses and EDIs decide to 
support the national electronic invoicing standardization and interoperability project in Ukraine, they 
will need support from the state as a coordinator. For a large part of the economy, electronic invoicing 
will most likely need to be mandated by the state, given that free e-invoicing service must be provided 
for small businesses. The process of transferring to electronic invoicing can take from five to ten years, 
and is done in stages, by sectors or company size. In Ukraine electronic invoicing should cover private 
entrepreneurs that are non-VAT payers. Microbusinesses represent a significant share of the 
Ukrainian economy and they should not be left out of the benefits produced by digitalization, including 
access to trade finance that electronic invoicing provides. 

We propose an interoperability framework for electronic invoicing in Ukraine that is based on 
distributed ledger technology. We further summarize how this framework could work in Ukraine, but 
let us first present the advantages of e-invoicing to businesses, financiers, the government, and the 
economy as a whole. 

Resource efficiency  

Significant cost and time 
savings by taking paper 

Acceleration 

E-invoicing accelerates 
exchange of documents 

which, in turn, often leads to 
faster payment cycles. As per 

Simplified accounting 

Only one e-invoice to be 
produced to document the 
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documents and their physical 
delivery out of equation.  

trade finance, it will 
significantly expedite trade 
financing procedures within 

the financiers. 

transaction instead of an array 
of current documents.  

Free from risks 

It will not be possible to 
present forged e-invoices to a 

bank, buyers will not be able to 
argue that paper invoices have 
been lost or damaged on their 

way to buyers, etc., which 
might be the case with paper 

invoices. 

Cross-border B2G and B2B 

E-invoices compliant with EU 
standard will allow Ukrainian 

businesses to engage in 
cross-border public 

procurement and exchange 
commercial documents with 

EU-based businesses. 

Reduction of input errors 

Paper invoices often need 
additional data re-entry, which 
is time-consuming, error-prone 

and can be reduced to the 
minimum with e-invoices. 

Safer for trade finance 

E-invoices will also make the 
trade finance process more 

secure as the financiers will be 
able to verify that an invoice is 
genuine, and its acceptance by 

the buyer. 

Improved administration of 
taxes 

E-invoices will simplify and 
accelerate tax inspections of 

accounting documents, in this 
way improving collection of 

taxes during tax 
reconciliations. In addition to 
this, e-invoices may enable 
automatic pre-filling of VAT 
invoices, by this significantly 
reducing the burden of VAT 

reporting. 

Automatic requests for trade 
financing 

Coupled with the opportunities 
offered by smart contracts, e-

invoices will enable fully 
automated sharing, payment 

and assignment of 
receivables, by this enlarging 
the scope of recipients among 

SMEs. 

In short, we would recommend the following: 

• To design and deploy the overarching nationwide trade and trade finance IT infrastructure – the 
Electronic Trade Framework ("ETF"). The ETF will consist of two interconnected IT modules, 
namely the Electronic Invoicing System ("EIS") and the Trade Finance Documents Registry 
("TFDR"). Each module will constitute a part of the technical infrastructure that will connect 
existing accounting systems of businesses and financiers, as well as systems of EDI-
providers, into one common network of nodes. New infrastructure will be the infrastructure in 
the true sense of the word and will perform the role of connecting all businesses, financiers, and 
state authorities, as well as foreign businesses and financiers, to ensure flow of digitized data. 
Existing accounting systems and EDI-providers will connect to the infrastructure via set of APIs, 
so all users will continue to use existing accounting/ERP systems. 
	

• EIS module will be used to create, send, receive, accept, and store e-invoices both in B2B and in 
B2G transactions. There will be different channels of connection to the EIS modules, designed to 
meet needs of different businesses. Large corporates already have elaborated complex 
accounting systems to deal with thousands of invoices, so their systems will not be substituted by 
the EIS. It is the other way around; the state could provide free APIs which could be used by 
corporates to connect their existing accounting software to the technical backbone of the EIS. If 
they decide not to invest in establishing interlinkage between their accounting modules and the 
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EIS module, corporates would also be able to switch to services of EDI-providers. Following on 
from this, medium enterprises will likely use services of EDI-providers, as medium enterprises 
usually do not have their own in-house accounting software. They would also be able to directly 
connect their accounting systems via APIs provided by the state, should it be considered by them 
as a more cost-effective option. The smallest enterprises would be able to deal with e-invoices via 
the special dedicated website provided for free by the state. It is unlikely that they will invest into 
connecting their accounting systems via APIs or use services of EDI-providers, though they would 
also be able to do so. The overall principle is that each business will be able to choose the 
connection channel that better suits its needs, with special care with respect to the needs of 
smallest businesses. 

 
• As per the e-invoicing as such, in brief, the seller via interface of its connection channel will 

populate data fields of its e-invoices, click on the create button and then select his commercial 
counterparty in the search field. Upon clicking on the share button, the e-invoice will be almost 
instantly shared with the counterparty. Once received, the counterparty will be able to either reject 
or accept the e-invoice.  
 

• Evidently, the wider the scope of e-invoicing users, the larger will be the benefits in terms of cost 
and time reduction for the whole economy. Accordingly, there should be the eventual aim of 
scaling up e-invoicing to a national scale. This, in turn, requires the interoperability framework of 
e-invoicing infrastructure that is approved by the state. To this end, we do not propose to make 
the centralized registry in likeness of current VAT register to send and receive e-invoices, as DLT-
based infrastructure is functionally better suited for such purpose. Instead of this, the state should 
help to run the technical backbone of e-invoicing system, define how users may connect to the 
infrastructure and provide APIs for integration of existing systems. Most importantly, the state must 
clearly establish the legal value of all transactions carried in the system. Support from the state 
should facilitate onboarding of foreign entities, for instance nodes of foreign businesses and 
financiers, which may contribute to development of export factoring in Ukraine.  
 

• The state should adopt UA e-invoicing standard similar to the existing EU e-invoicing standard to 
ensure proper cross-border interoperability. Perhaps, the easiest way is simply to adopt PEPPOL 
BIS Billing 3.0 standard and supplement it with some Ukraine and sector-specific changes. This 
would standardize e-invoices, as well as enable Ukrainian businesses to send e-invoices directly 
to counterparties in the EU, that is, intensify engagement in public procurements and commercial 
transactions in the EU. 
 

• E-invoices should substitute currently used paper invoices that are used either for prepayment 
purpose or to document commercial transactions on supply of goods, performance of works and 
provision of services. With e-invoicing in place, businesses would need to issue only one e-invoice 
to document the transaction instead of two or even three paper invoices as it is now. Moreover, 
instead of signing two copies of paper invoice, buyers would be able to simply click acceptance 
button on their interfaces. Also, e-invoices should be supplemented with settlement functions, so 
businesses would be able to present accepted e-invoices to banks to transfer indicated funds from 
the accounts of buyers, if they have not yet paid for outstanding receivables.  

 
• The infrastructure of TFDR module will be used to record factoring assignments of monetary 

claims arising out of accepted e-invoices. It will source information from the EIS. Also, the TFDR 
will automatically notify the debtors about the concluded factoring agreement. Banks and factoring 
companies will record assignments via their accounting systems which will be connected via APIs 
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to the technical backbone of the ETF infrastructure. Financiers will record factoring assignments 
by simply choosing e-invoices and clicking on the record button on interfaces of their accounting 
systems, so they could continue to work in the accounting environment they are used to. If direct 
integration would not be convenient, financiers will be able to record assignments via a separate 
website maintained by the trade finance association. 

 
• The necessary interoperability and transaction security functions of the ETF infrastructure renders 

consideration of the distributed ledger technology as the core element of the ETF. If the latter were 
to be built on the permissioned DLT, commercial transactions and related flow of e-invoices would 
be visible only to participants of such transactions and, in cases of inspections or other similar 
situations, to the state authorities. There will be no anonymous transactions, as the identities of all 
participating nodes will be known. 

 
• The DLT will provide the infrastructure where everyone is connected with everyone as businesses, 

state authorities, financiers, insurers and others will have their own nodes in the system. 
Immutability, traceability and security are among many benefits that are inherent to the DLT-based 
systems, as compared to centralized ones. As will be further discussed, the push for DLT-based 
trade systems is a growing and evolving trend in many countries around the globe. 

 
• For the transactions6 to be recorded in the permissioned distributed ledger, they must be validated 

by the special validating nodes. That said, transactions in the EIS module are to be validated by 
the state authorities, presumably by the Ministry of Finance and/or the Ministry of Economy and/or 
the Ministry of Digital Transformation. Transactions in the TFDR module are to be validated by 
professional non-governmental trade finance association of Ukraine (to be created), likely in 
cooperation with the NBU. For the sake of better understanding, validation in case of the DLT does 
not mean that data of each e-invoice would need to be checked or approved by the state 
authorities/trade finance association to be delivered to the counterparty. Rather, it is a technical 
term that means that validating nodes would perform the computation associated with each 
transaction prior to it being recorded on the distributed ledger. A transaction is simply data that 
has been submitted to be added to a distributed ledger and can include anything the DLT was 
created to be used for. Validators perform such technical functions to ensure that the same 
transaction with an asset (e-invoice) cannot be recorded more than once, as well as ensure 
technical integrity of data in the DLT. That is, validators are just a different technical architectural 
component of the system and may validate the transactions without even having access to the 
underlying e-invoicing data7. 
 

• It is clear thus, that a reform of such scale requires the support of the relevant ministries and the 
NBU. Also, a phased introduction of the ETF would be necessary starting first from its optional use 
and then gradually mandating for different sectors of the economy. 

 
• Evidently, financiers are the ones that are most interested in the launch of the TFDR module which 

is dedicated to trade finance activities. This is why they should be delegated the task of ensuring 
functioning of the TFDR, while the state should provide the necessary regulatory background and 
technical support. At the same time, the situation is different with respect to the EIS module. While 
financiers are also interested in the launch of e-invoicing, they will be obviously not that interested 
in maintaining the nationwide e-invoicing infrastructure. Obviously, this makes little commercial 

																																																													
6 Transactions in the EIS module mean all actions with e-invoices, for instance their issuance, delivery, acceptance and changing the 
status of e-invoices between the nodes in the distributed ledger of the EIS module. In turn, transactions in the distributed ledger of the 
TFDR module mean registration of assignment of rights arising out of e-invoices and delivery of assignments notices to debtors. 
7 https://www.corda.net/blog/corda-and-sgx-a-privacy-update/  
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sense for them. Thus, the EIS module has to be launched and maintained by the other concerned 
stakeholder – the government. As noted earlier, e-invoicing has an enormous potential to digitize 
the considerable part of commercial activities of Ukraine which is one of the state’s priorities. This 
is for this reason that, in the absence of other stakeholders that could pick up the duty, such 
significant project like e-invoicing infrastructure should be initiated and run by the state, of course 
in consultations with the market.  
 

• As both businesses and financiers will have their nodes in the same network, this enables 
automatic sharing of accepted e-invoices with financiers. Smart contracts will allow carrying out 
automatic auctions of e-invoices where the financier proposing best commercial terms will send 
its funds to the account predefined in the smart contract, by this triggering factoring transaction to 
be registered in the TFDR. Another prospective option is tokenization of bunches of e-invoices. 
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2. BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT  

Financial sector reform in Ukraine includes, importantly, consideration of the role of small and medium 
sized enterprises, and the opportunities in international trade for this segment of the national economy. 
As with most jurisdictions around the world, SMEs account for the vast majority of businesses in 
Ukraine, and by extension, contribute significantly to economic value-creation. Small businesses in 
Ukraine are active in international markets, thus the SME segment faces both a generic “access to 
finance” problem, and a specific “access to trade financing” problem. 

SMEs prevail in the Ukrainian economy, accounting for 99.98% of the total business population (both 
legal enterprises and individual entrepreneurs). SMEs employ almost 81% of the labor force and 
generate 65% of total sales8. Over 96% of SMEs in Ukraine are microenterprises, yet as a group, they 
contributed to 28% of domestic exports in various sectors. The combination of these data points 
illustrates clearly, how important the question of access to finance is, for SMEs and for Ukraine. 

International trade has been recognized, in recent decades in particular, as a driver of global economic 
growth and prosperity and an engine of international development and inclusion. Globally, financing is 
recognized by the World Trade Organization and others, as enabling about 80-90% of global 
merchandise trade flows9 (worth US $15-20 trillion annually), and a growing percentage of service 
sector flows, worth an additional US $5 trillion every year. The fundamental importance of financing 
and liquidity to trade and international supply chains was highlighted at the peak of the 2008 Global 
Financial Crisis and is now widely acknowledged among the industry practitioners.  

At the same time, multi-year surveys and analysis by the Asian Development Bank10 and subsequently 
by the International Finance Corporation as well as the International Monetary Fund confirm a 
persistent and systemic trade finance gap in the range of US $1.5 trillion annually that tends to impact 
SMEs, with gaps being the highest in proportion of demand in the least-developed countries. Both the 
conventional financing and the trade financing gaps have been significantly exacerbated by the Covid-
19 crisis, with some estimates suggesting the trade finance gap alone now stands in excess of 
US $4 trillion. Trade finance gaps represent the amount of trade finance which had been requested 
by importers and exporters, and thus rejected. More than 40% of trade finance applications rejected 
by banks came from SMEs. Half of the rejected SMEs abandoned the transaction as they were unable 
to find appropriate alternative financing11. 

According to the OECD, SMEs remain underrepresented in global trade. In most OECD economies, 
for example, SMEs account for upwards of 95% of all firms, around two-thirds of total employment and 
over half of business sector value-added, but their contribution to overall exports is significantly lower 
– between 20% to 40% for most OECD economies12. In the case of Ukraine the numbers are even 
more disappointing – only 6.5% of small and 13.2% of medium enterprises export directly, based on 
the pre-Covid survey of the World Bank13. In accordance with the Export Strategy of Ukraine, this 
suggests that long-term economic growth requires more efforts to integrate SMEs into export value 
chains14.  

																																																													
8 Financing SMEs and Entrepreneurs 2020 : An OECD Scoreboard, OECD 
9 The challenges of trade financing, WTO 
10 2019 Trade Finance Gaps, Growth, and Jobs Survey, Asian Development Bank 
11 Page 7 of Trade finance, gaps and the covid-19 pandemic: a review of events and policy responses to date, WTO 
12 Page 6 of Fostering greater SME participation in a globally integrated economy, OECD 
13 2019 Enterprise Surveys data for the Ukraine, World Bank 
14 Page 20 of the Export Strategy — the Road Map of Strategic Development of Trade for the period 2017-2021 approved by the 
Resolution No. 1017-р of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine dated 27 Dec. 2017 
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The World Economic Forum indicates that a lack of access to trade finance is a top-three export barrier 
for half of the world’s countries.15 In a 2016 study by the Ukrainian Business and Trade Association,16 
lack of access to trade finance was named as the third most important export barrier by Ukrainian 
respondents17. In 2019, however, 43.6% of small and 52.2% of medium Ukrainian enterprises 
identified access to finance as a major constraint, compared to 15 and 15.7% in Europe & Central Asia 
countries respectively18.  

As rightly pointed out by the NBU, trade finance generally and factoring specifically has certain 
advantages over other finance instruments19. Factoring usually entails more simplified procedures of 
obtaining financing compared to borrowing; factoring does not require collateral. Further to this, 
factoring presupposes easier assessment of the solvency of the buyer without recourse and the 
supplier in case of recourse factoring.  

Overall, trade finance is widely considered as a safe form of finance. The risk involved in short term 
trade finance does not vary significantly by geographic region. Relying on data provided by the ICC, 
payables finance (reverse factoring) represents similar or lower risk than other trade finance products 
with transaction-weighted default rate 0.01% in 201820. Traditional factoring is also considered a low 
loss given default solution that is around four times safer for the financial institution than traditional 
lending21. Factoring is less paper intensive and not require reliance on large corporate buyers, the 
latter being important given that many SMEs do not interact with large companies. According to the 
data, the majority of factoring users by number are SME businesses (small businesses represent 75% 
by number of users, medium 14% and large enterprises 11%22). Indeed, the value of factoring for 
SMEs is almost self-evident. Thus, the question is, if trade finance presents such low-risk 
opportunities, why it is not booming in Ukraine? 

Existing trade finance processes are often characterized by practitioners as protracted, too paper-
reliant, and resource-intensive. These statements are not without foundation and reflect the existing 
acute problems of trade finance industry23: 

																																																													
15 Page 303 of The Global Enabling Trade Report 2016, World Economic Forum 
16 Defining current assistance needs of Ukrainian exporters in the European and other international markets, Ukrainian Business and 
Trade Association 
17 Economy profile of Ukraine in The Global Enabling Trade Report 2016, World Economic Forum 
18 2019 Enterprise Surveys data for the Ukraine, World Bank 
19 Page 7 of the White Paper "On the Future Regulation of the Factoring Market in Ukraine", NBU 
20 ICC Trade Register Report 2019, ICC  
21 Page 24 of 2019 Whitepaper - Factoring and Commercial Finance, EU Federation for the Factoring and Commercial Finance Industry 
22 Ibid., page 20 
23 Page 7 of Digital Ecosystems in Trade Finance: Seeing Beyond the Technology, Boston Consulting Group 
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Importantly, practically the same pain points were also mentioned by representatives of various 
Ukrainian banks, with special attention to the issue of fraud. Based on the interview findings, it is clear 
that risk of fraud is a major deterrent not only to financiers, but also to businesses that wish to receive 
external liquidity. It is undeniable that current legacy technologies of trade financing often exacerbate 
ingrained inefficiencies and do not effectively tackle threats of forged or fresh-air commercial 
documents. Legacy technologies are a considerable obstacle when thinking about international trade 
financing, as is shown by the relevant ICC survey conducted with respondents from Central and 
Eastern Europe, the Baltic States, and the CIS24.  

Financial sector institutions in Ukraine do not have the widely accepted tools to deal with such 
problems. While several banks have elaborated more or less effective risk-mitigating methods of trade 
financing, many more financiers seem to have decided not to actively engage with such a time-
consuming and risk-prone business. The weak rule of law and lack of funding sources for factoring 
companies also impacts negatively on the development of the trade finance market. All of this results 
in a very thin trade finance market in Ukraine, and more specifically, a small factoring market. For 
instance, in Ukraine total factoring volume to GDP reaches only 0.2-0.5% of GDP, in EU countries (as 
an example) this indicator is much higher – in 2020 it ranged from 1.9% in Slovakia to 12.9% in Poland 
and 21.1% in Belgium25. Moreover, this is not even mentioning that respective sizes of GDPs in those 
countries are much larger than the size of Ukrainian GDP, which directly affects the eventual size of 
factoring market. 

Ukrainian authorities are aware of the need to develop trade financing for SMEs. For example, 
in May 2021 the NBU Council recommended the NBU Board to amend the Strategy of Ukrainian 
Financial Sector Development until 2025 and to provide for an indicator of 5% ratio of total factoring 
volume to GDP26.  

Recently, the discussion of trade finance and factoring has shifted dramatically to focus on digital 
practices, solutions and policies. Enhanced tax monitoring and collection, fraud prevention, enabling 
greater access to finance particularly for SMEs, are all potential benefits of a well-designed platform 
and set of solutions. It may mean cost reduction for providers of finance, greater transparency of 
transactions for parties to the transactions (hence improving the security of the transaction), and a 
reduction of transaction costs (to the extent that the traders, and not only the bankers, benefit). The 
new infrastructure will undoubtedly create the transparent level playing field for the trade finance 
industry. This in itself constitutes the necessary prerequisite for the growth of trade finance penetration 
in Ukraine.  

Notably, what initially started as a study towards transforming the trade finance industry in 
Ukraine, turned into one to design a reform that will affect a much wider sector of the economy. 
Just as trade finance cannot exist without the underlying trade, the digitalization of trade 
finance cannot be successful without concurrent digitalization of commercial documents, 
especially invoices.  

That is, this Project provides an important opportunity to advance the digital agenda for Ukraine, in 
both domestic and international commercial transactions and relationships. 	

																																																													
24 Page 8 of ICC Global Survey on Trade Finance 2018, ICC 
25 Total factoring volume according to EU Federation for the Factoring and Commercial Finance Industry 
26 Decision of the NBU Council No. 18-рд "On development of factoring and trade finance in Ukraine" dated 25 May 2021 
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3. OVERVIEW OF FOREIGN TFDR-LIKE SYSTEMS 

3.1 Key analysis results 

Existing TFDR programs vary significantly by country, whether in their fundamental purpose (taxation 
and public policy versus commercial objectives, for example), the reasons for their creation or even 
the authority and accountability for their oversight. During the study, many aspects of those TFDRs 
were investigated, with a specific focus on the ways that those countries have taken to combat both 
double-financing problem and problem of access to trade finance. 

At the outset, it is clear that there generally are three TFDR models. For the sake of convenience, 
those three models may be roughly divided into: 

• "State-led model" (adopted by Colombia, Chile, Italy, and Poland). 
• "Private-led model" (adopted by the USA). 
• "Hybrid model" (adopted by Turkey). 

For the sake of clarity, the "state-led model" presupposes that the TFDR was created and is operated 
entirely by the state, which on its own defines the operating rules of the system. In turn, the "private-
led model" entails the absolutely opposite model where the state’s involvement is either minimum, or 
non-existent, so the market players construct the system according to their needs and capabilities. By 
contrast, the "hybrid model" envisages that initial momentum is provided by the state, while an 
association of market participants subsequently defines operating rules of the system and manages 
it. 

The model of a TFDR should be kept in mind while reviewing the following table with brief overview of 
TFDRs in the mentioned countries27: 

 Turkey Colombia Chile Italy Poland USA 

Model of a 
TFDR Hybrid model State-led 

model 
State-led 

model State-led model State-led 
model 

Private-led 
model 

Stage Mature stage Mature 
stage 

Mature 
Stage 

Mature 
stage (in case of 

Public TFDR) 
Early stage Early (concept) 

stage 

Part of an 
EIS 

No (though 
integrated with 

an EIS) 
Yes 

No (though 
integrated 

with an 
EIS) 

No (in case of 
Public TFDR) Yes Yes 

E-invoices 
within the 

TFDR 
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Paper 
invoices 

within the 
TFDR 

Yes No No No No N/A 

																																																													
27 More detailed information can be found in Annex 1 to the Report 
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The body 
responsible 
for a TFDR 

Association of 
Financial 

Institutions (non-
state 

organization 
mandated by the 

state) 

Revenue 
Administrati

on 

Revenue 
Administrati

on 

Ministry of 
Economy and 

Finance 

Ministry of 
Finance Private parties 

Mandatory / 
voluntary 

reporting of 
sold 

invoices 

Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory (in case 
of Public TFDR) Voluntary Voluntary 

Automated 
/ manual 

reporting of 
sold 

invoices 

Both options Both 
options 

Both 
Options Both options N/A Both options 

Information 
on 

traceability 
of sold 

invoices 

Yes Yes Yes Yes (in case of 
Public TFDR) No Yes 

 
The system 
shares non-
assigned e-

invoices 
with 

financiers 
 

Yes28 No Yes29 No No No 

Information 
on 

collection 
of payment 

Yes Yes No Yes N/A Yes 

Separate 
Public 
TFDR30 

No No No Yes No No 

 

Interestingly enough, Italy stands out as it has a specific public TFDR. In detail, the public TFDR is 
called the Commercial Credit Platform. The owner of the system is the Italian government. Companies 
can obtain the certification of the accounts receivable by their public administration debtors through 
the TFDR. The platform provides a complete overview of the outstanding receivables monitoring: 

• All e-invoices (which are transmitted via the EIS) are automatically acquired by the 
platform;  

• Public administrations have the obligation to track the accounting and payment operations 
(advances, assignment to financial intermediaries, compensation with tax bills) on the 
platform and to communicate the due date of each invoice. 

The main benefits are: 

• Creditors can check online the status of the accounts receivable due by each public 
administration debtor;  

																																																													
28 In addition to the TFDR, there is a Trade Chain Finance System in Turkey which connects suppliers, buyers and financiers 
29 In addition to the TFDR, there is an Invoice Publication Platform in Chile where businesses are able to upload their invoices to a file, 
which can then be downloaded by financiers 
30 Public TFDR is a TFDR that is used only for receivables owed by state authorities and state enterprises 
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• Public administration can monitor a real-time situation of debts by maturity and by creditor 
also including assignment; 

• The government can control the debts owed by public administrations. 
 
It is worth considering a TFDR-type development in the context of and in connection with a national e-
invoicing program, as the two can be complementary and can amplify their respective benefits when 
developed together – or at least, when the design and development of one, informs that of the other. 
For the sake of illustration, representatives of the Turkish Association stressed that the Turkish TFDR 
would not have become an effective tool against fraud if the TFDR had been based solely on paper 
invoices, based on the following: 

• When Turkish financiers record assignments of e-invoices in the TFDR, they first enter unique 
codes of those e-invoices. Then, those unique codes are automatically checked against the 
Turkish EIS to ascertain that underlying transactions have already been recorded and 
validated in the EIS and buyers have not raised any objections against those e-invoices.  

• In stark contrast, paper invoices do not allow for such checks, as no paper invoices are 
recorded in the EIS. Given that paper invoices are non-standardized, it is not possible to 
create their unified database.  

• Moreover, paper invoices even bring potential risks to the TFDR, namely that a seller may 
present to two different financiers two almost the same though slightly different versions of 
paper invoices that document the same underlying commercial transaction. If the financiers 
are not interconnected via the same network, they will likely end up registering in the TFDR 
two different assignments with respect to the single underlying commercial transaction. As 
both those assignments would have equal legal value, such a situation would likely result in 
a prolonged court proceeding with an unknown outcome.  

Although the Turkish system was originally built around both paper and electronic invoices, over time 
e-invoices became dominant in the system. Now e-invoices represent around 80% of all invoices within 
the Turkish TFDR. The below figure shows the dynamics of e-invoices in the structure of assigned 
receivables31:  

	

																																																													
31 Virtual Meeting presentation of the Association of Financial Institutions in Turkey, 24 May 2021 
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3.2 TFDR ownership 

The question of core purpose links closely to the operating model and administrative structure of an 
eventual TFDR. One designed and built for reasons of public policy can be structured as a not-for-
profit, run on a cost-recovery basis, with success metrics linked to the achievement of agreed policy 
objectives such as increasing trade finance penetration in the economy, which is often measured in 
volumes of recorded assignments. As noted, such a model also permits authorities to mandate 
participation. If the primary objective is of a commercial nature, it may be worth considering a private 
sector model. This would suggest a wider-ranging set of success metrics and the likelihood of a for-
profit model, even if the targets are modest. That said, a pure commercial model of course lacks the 
authority to mandate use by market players. Thus, there is the strong argument for the adoption of a 
Public/Private Partnership (PPP) model (i.e., similar to Turkey).  

Potential consideration of a hybrid model for Ukraine renders a more detailed discussion of the Turkish 
experience. The Turkish model is a bright example of an effective hybrid model which involves 
partnership between public and private sectors in the TFDR establishment. The Turkish approach 
presupposes not only a wide range of success metrics (for instance, that the TFDR helped to prevent 
about 930,00032 risky trade finance transactions), but the earnings metric as well – in 2020 the owner 
of Turkish TFDR received around TR 5.5 mln33 (approx. USD 637,000) in fees for using the TFDR, the 
Trade Chain Finance System and private integrator services which is the second largest revenue 
source for the non-state owner of the TFDR according to published financial reports. This essentially 
means that considering sources of future earnings plays an important role in the TFDR that is based 
on the Public/Private Partnership (PPP) model. 

Importantly, in the Turkish PPP model, the state actively participated only at the start of the TFDR 
creation and provided the needed momentum. In particular, banks and factoring companies were 
initially unwilling to invest in the registry, so the state mandate (expressed via the changes to the law) 
played a crucial role in forcing them to create the TFDR. Indeed, the same situation may be expected 
in the case of Ukraine; thus, the TFDR initiative should not be driven only by the private sector. Itis 
certain that without the state mandate the Turkish TFDR would not have achieved its objectives and 
would now have an incomplete database of factored e-invoices. The state’s engagement manifested 
itself in that the state mandated the creation and use of the TFDR and determined its non-state owner. 
At the same time, the state has not gone beyond that. The Turkish state did not regulate the operating 
processes within the TFDR, but instead left this to the discretion of the non-state owner of the TFDR. 
As a matter of fact, the non-state owner of the TFDR independently adopted the operating rules of the 
system to meet existing market needs, though the charter of the Turkish Association was adopted by 
the BRSA. 

The TFDR is owned and operated by the Turkish Association which unites all factoring, financial and 
leasing companies in Turkey. The Turkish Association manages the TFDR, leasing registry, and other 
databases, establishes the rules with regard to all databases under its control. There is a complex 
management structure within the Association where all decisions (as well as operating rules of the 
databases) can only be adopted by the majority of votes which are equally shared between members 
of the Turkish Association and do not depend on the size of a member. This aspect should also be 
closely considered in case of a future Ukrainian TFDR, as it will mitigate the risk of abusing the control 
over the TFDR. As is proved in the case of Turkey, introducing equal voting rights among all members 
of the future non-state holder of the TFDR (presumably a trade finance association) will help to produce 
confidence not only in financiers (banks and factoring companies), but also in buyers and suppliers.  

																																																													
32 Page 8 of the Annual Report 2020 of the Turkish Association. That said, according to more recent information provided during the 
interview with the representatives of the Turkish TFDR, as of 2021 the TFDR helped to prevent about 992,000 double assignments 
33 Page 100 of the Annual Report 2020 of the Turkish Association 
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At the same time, it is important to understand that the Turkish Association unites all those companies 
not on a voluntary basis, but rather on a mandatory one. In other words, under the relevant Turkish 
law all mentioned types of companies are obliged to become members of the Turkish Association, 
otherwise their operating licenses can be revoked.  

3.3 Technology 

Technology is another point worth considering. In addition to questions about core objectives and 
optimal operating models, the design and deployment of a TFDR must consider (particularly in light of 
opportunities to leapfrog legacy technology and operating models) the technical architecture, 
functionality and business processes together with so-called "change management" elements of 
significant implementation projects.  

Turkey is a case in point for electronic process interaction, once again rising to the level of an 
illustration of the "art of the possible" in TFDR and e-invoicing. Turkey has envisioned a sophisticated 
stakeholder, process and systems architecture that includes the use of web services and APIs to 
facilitate and enable significant levels of connectivity. Factoring firms and banks use APIs to connect 
to the TFDR called the Receivables Recording Centre, and further substantive connectivity is 
envisioned in future as the Turkish model evolves. Additionally, all the data collected under the roof of 
the Turkish Association is also shared with the Risk Center. The Turkish Risk Center de facto performs 
the functions of a credit bureau as it gathers risk information of the customers of banks and financial 
institutions, namely information about credit limit-risk, payment performance and credit history. In turn, 
the Risk Center shares all that valuable data with members of the Turkish Association and with the 
Central Bank and the BRSA. In designing a future TFDR for Ukraine, the capacity to easily integrate 
with existing systems not only of market participants, but also of regulators, should be taken into 
account.  

As per the technology itself, the World Economic Forum and others have cited trade financing as an 
excellent use case for DLT. While other technologies can deliver similar benefits, the growing adoption 
of DLT in trade-related solutions merits some attention, at minimum to define a base requirement that 
a TFDR for Ukraine should be able to connect to and interact with DLT-based platforms and solutions 
in the market today.  

At the same time, it should be noted that current models of TFDRs in six reviewed countries are 
apparently not based on some sort of DLT. As an illustration, in Turkey the whole platform runs on the 
cloud, just like in case of Invoice Processing Platform in the USA.  

Special attention should be brought to DLT-based e-invoicing initiatives which may lay the foundation 
for new DLT-based TFDRs. Indeed, an initiative of this kind was implemented in Italy during SCALES 
project coordinated by the European Commission and the Italian Revenue Administration. For the 
sake of better understanding, Italy already has established a full-scale centralized e-invoicing system 
under the control of the Italian Revenue Administration34. The mechanics of the centralized Italian 
system, in fact, corresponds to practices of most of the reviewed countries. In essence, the Italian 
Revenue Administration acts as a middleman because all issued e-invoices on their way to a buyer 
must go through the Revenue Administration which collects, transmits, and stores all the information. 
The system was primarily designed to address VAT fraud issues and is doing a good job in this respect. 
Given that the current system is a legacy centralized database with all associated risks, there emerged 
the idea to study possible real-life applications of the DLT in e-invoicing field which led to the SCALES 
system.  

																																																													
34 Sistema di Interscambio  
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Importantly, the SCALES e-invoicing system is based on the R3 Corda version of the DLT which 
dictates the whole structure of the network. To put it simply, Corda is not a typical blockchain where 
all transactions are put into blocks which are then validated by random actors and added onto the 
entire ledger which is open to everyone. In contrast, in SCALES system the transactions are not 
recorded into blocks, thus there is no need to wait for other transactions to come along, a "block 
interval" issue is eliminated as such. Further to this, all transactions are verified by predetermined 
nodes (called notary nodes) rather than by completely random nodes as it is in case of permissionless 
blockchain. Finally, information about a transaction is visible only to the parties of the transaction and 
not to everyone. It is these qualities that have contributed to the success of the SCALES project. 
Indeed, the SCALES system allows the transfer of huge volumes of data in nearly real-time mode, 
ensures privacy of businesses and provides the Revenue Administration with the information on issued 
e-invoices35:  

At the same time, the SCALES project provides additional insights about the possible interrelationship 
between an EIS and a TFDR, especially given the importance of e-invoices for trade finance. As a 
matter of fact, the whole SCALES system is based on the idea of its integration and interoperability 
with other systems. For instance, one of the ideas behind the SCALES system was to build 
decentralized e-procurement on top of it, allowing it to tie e-invoices even more deeply to the existing 
supply chains. The SCALES system, indeed, facilitates such a move, for instance via its support of 
smart contracts feature. That is, SCALES allows writing programs that run only if predetermined 
conditions are met, which may be of great value for automatization of payments in commercial 
transactions. It should be noted that the SCALES architecture is based on the notion that a seller has 
ownership over its e-invoices and only a seller decides whether to provide other businesses with an 

																																																													
35 Source: White Paper of the SCALES project 
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access to the information. As a consequence, it is entirely possible to create a network where 
financiers will have their own nodes and will be able to access e-invoices upon authorization by sellers.  

Overall, DLT-based TFDR solutions are at an early stage of adoption in the studied countries. Despite 
this, we believe that the sample of 6 countries should not lead to an overarching conclusion that it is 
irrational to use the DLT in trade and trade finance platforms. In fact, the low penetration level of the 
DLT is mainly due to the novelty of the technology.  

Importantly, the advantages of the DLT in trade finance have been explicitly outlined by many 
international stakeholders which call for wider adoption of the DLT in trade finance. For instance, the 
joint report of the WTO and the TFG provides a detailed list of many recent DLT-based trade finance 
initiatives, concluding that their number is increasing. Authors of this report directly point out that the 
DLT is vastly interesting for trade finance, as it addresses a myriad of challenges faced, not the least 
of which is greater transparency of suppliers’ operations36. In yet another joint report it is outlined that 
the future of trade finance with the DLT promises to be bright, so the current challenges impeding the 
spread of the technology should be addressed37. Importantly, the World Bank shares this view and 
states that the DLT may be especially beneficial for emerging markets, for instance by decreasing the 
costs of trade finance38 and transforming the outlook of the trade finance. 

Interestingly, there already are use cases of DLT in the supply chain process in Ukraine. For instance, 
a Ukrainian EDI-provider39 participates in the blockchain-based electronic bill of lading initiative and 
connects Ukrainian enterprises with businesses from Israel.  

As discussed, the trend toward DLT in trade finance and trade processes is growing. As a matter of 
fact, the DLT is not a technology of the future, but an adoptable solution that is around us today. Given 
reports of the World Bank Group and the WTO, we can expect that in future all supply chain processes 
will be carried out via either single distributed ledger or via different interoperable distributed ledgers. 
Thus, it will be possible to trace the whole life of all the involved instruments, including e-invoices. 

3.4 Data Sharing and Privacy 

Policy and process considerations related to the sharing of data, as well as data and cybersecurity will 
be critical, with special sensitivity around data that is provided to government authorities. Considering 
the experience of the reviewed countries might be of help in this respect. For instance, in the absolute 
majority of the reviewed countries, viewing and adding information to the TFDR presupposes entering 
a login and a password of a user account. Of course, the login and password cannot be shared. That 
acts as a first layer of protection of information contained within the system.  

Also, some countries oblige users of the TFDR to meet several specific ISO requirements with regard 
to non-disclosure of information contained within the systems. Sometimes contractual obligations are 
also in place that are aimed at protecting information contained within the system – for instance, in 
Turkey there is a specific obligation that a factoring company that wants to procure some services 
regarding entering its information in the TFDR must at first conclude confidentiality agreement with the 
services provider. 

In comparison, data sharing may be less important issue in case of a state led TFDR or a hybrid TFDR 
(Turkish model) where the state mandated recording of all the assignment transactions in the TFDR. 
In this case all existing businesses would be forced to play by the rules established by the state 
(Colombia, Chile, Italy, Poland) or an actor mandated by the state (Turkish model) if they want to carry 

																																																													
36 Page 11 of "Blockchain & DLT in Trade – Where do we stand?", the WTO and the TFG  
37 Page 53 of "Blockchain & DLT in Trade: A Reality Check", the ICC, the WTO and the TFG 
38 Pages 7 and 34 of "BLOCKCHAIN.Opportunities for Private Enterprises in Emerging Markets", World Bank Group 
39 Please refer to https://www.ppl33-35.com/e-konosament  
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out their business activities as usual. As an example, in Turkey there is an obligation to share data 
with the Banking Regulation and Supervision Agency. This allows, at minimum, to collect the data that 
is necessary for statistics purposes to form a complete picture of the TFDR impact on the market 
processes and the state of the economy. At the same time, in the case of adoption a hybrid model 
(like in Turkey) the majority of the information may be collected and shared not with the state 
authorities, but rather with the non-state owner/operator of the system which may collect the data and 
render the statistics on its own. Indeed, the relevant statistics will be needed to properly assess 
development of trade finance market of the country after introduction of the TFDR. It is recommended 
to follow the latter approach, based on the premise that members of the relevant association may 
themselves decide the scope of information that shall be collected, and that this decision will in any 
case require some sort of consensus among the members of the association. 

3.5 Dispute Resolution 

Some form of dispute resolution mechanism may prove necessary. In this regard, it is necessary to 
understand whether it is worth creating a separate dispute resolution mechanism for a TFDR (in-house 
mechanism), or whether existing legal mechanisms should be used (such as courts, etc.). It is obvious 
that the creation of a separate in-house dispute resolution mechanism will be accompanied by the 
allocation of significant resources and time not only from parties to a dispute, but from all members of 
the trade finance association, to make such an in-house mechanism available. 

After analyzing the practice of the studied countries, it can be concluded that in most cases the existing 
legal mechanisms are used. In fact, most reviewed countries in the applicable legislative acts do not 
focus on providing for any separate dispute resolution mechanism with respect to the TFDR. As a 
matter of practice, most of the reviewed countries use indirect dispute resolution approach which can 
be illustrated by an example of the Invoice Processing Platform in the USA – the owner of this system 
does not take part in any disputes related to invoices and simply allows suppliers and buyers to add 
comments and attachments to invoices. The same version of an invoice will be displayed to both 
parties online, so that the supplier and buyer are able to communicate directly to resolve a dispute and 
then submit changed or new versions to the Invoice Processing Platform.  

In our view, the mentioned indirect dispute resolution approach should also be adopted in case of 
Ukraine, because it allows the operator of the system to release itself from the burden of resolving 
such disputes and to focus on operational matters. Of course, that shall not concern disputes arising 
of purely technical mistakes which must be quickly resolved by the trade finance association.  

Apart from that, adopting such approach shall not prohibit the non-state operator of a TFDR from 
introducing any mediation/arbitration mechanism or using an external one. In this regard, we should 
briefly note the relevant experience of such a developed market as the United Kingdom, as it allows 
us to draw parallels with the future of Ukrainian TFDR. There is also a separate association of financial 
institutions in this country, which has even adopted a separate code of conduct for a member of the 
association, which all its participants are obliged to adhere to. At the same time, this association 
decided to use an external dispute resolution mechanism. More specifically, this British association 
uses an independent Centre for Effective Dispute Resolution which was launched in 1990 with the 
support of the Confederation of British Industry.  
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4. OVERVIEW OF FOREIGN EIS-LIKE SYSTEMS 

4.1 Key analysis results 

The EIS is under consideration at what is perhaps an ideal time for this type of initiative, certainly in 
the context of domestic commerce and international trade. In trade and trade financing, the aspiration 
to massively increase efficiency by removing the paper flow dates back to the mid-1990’s, when it was 
commonly referred to as "dematerialization" of documents in trade. Originally motivated by cost 
savings and efficiency, this aspiration to digitize documents became increasingly urgent as corporate 
clients became increasingly sensitive to the commercial cost of properly documenting the commercial 
transactions. 

EIS models reviewed to date point to a degree of centralization in management and structure, with a 
tendency to involve oversight by government and public-sector authorities. Visibility of commercial 
flows linked to tax collection and the reduction of tax evasion are at the heart of various EIS models. 

In particular, in most of the reviewed countries there is an e-invoicing platform that is initiated by the 
state to be used in both B2B and B2G transactions. Usually, those state-backed e-invoicing platforms 
are owned and managed by the state revenue administrations, which affects the overall design of the 
EIS. The USA stands out in this respect because there is no specific government-backed B2B e-
invoicing solution, while there is a specific government-backed B2G e-invoicing solution called Invoice 
Processing Platform. In fact, in the USA introduction of B2B e-invoicing system is advocated primarily 
by the non-state Business Payment Coalition which acts in cooperation with Federal Reserve Banks. 

Within the centralized management and structure, the use and restrictiveness of EISs vary to certain 
extent across the countries reviewed. In the absolute majority of the countries the clearance model 
was put in place. This essentially means that every issued e-invoice shall be at some early-stage 
mandatory provided to the state authorities for approval. As such, those approvals are normally 
rendered within a short period of time, though the EIS rules may prescribe that the approval may be 
rendered within the period of several days (just to illustrate, up to 5 days in case of Italy). However, it 
may take even more extreme form – for instance, in Chile a seller cannot deliver goods to their 
customer, or issue an invoice to that buyer, until government authorities review and approve the 
invoice. Once state clearance is done, the same state authority usually acts as a middleman and 
transfers the e-invoice to a buyer.  

The following is the brief presentation of main findings with respect to EIS models in six reviewed 
countries40: 

 Turkey Colombia Chile Italy Poland USA 

Model of an 
EIS 

State-led 
model 

State-led 
model 

State-led 
model 

State-led 
model State-led model Private-led 

model 

Stage Mature stage Mature 
stage 

Mature 
stage 

Mature 
stage 

Mature stage (in 
case of B2G) and 

early stage (in 
case of B2B) 

Early (pilot) 
stage 

Focus of the 
system Tax reporting Tax 

reporting 
Tax 

reporting 
Tax 

reporting Tax reporting Commercial e-
invoicing 

																																																													
40 More detailed information can be found in Annex 1 to the Report 
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The body 
responsible 
for an EIS 

Revenue 
Administration 

Revenue 
Administrati

on 

Revenue 
Administrati

on 

Revenue 
Administrati

on 

Revenue 
Administration 

Private parties 
(in case of B2B) 
and Bureau of 

the Fiscal 
Service (in case 

of B2G) 

Centralized 
or 

fragmented 
EIS 

Centralized Centralized Centralized Centralized Centralized 
Fragmented 
(federated) 

concept 

Integration 
with a TFDR Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Non-
structured 
(hybrid) e-
invoices 

within the EIS 

No No No No No No 

XML format 
of e-invoices Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Mandatory e-
invoicing Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes (in case of 

B2G) 

Free of 
charge EIS Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Uploading e-
invoices via 
services of 

private 
integrators 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No 

Digital 
signature on 
an e-invoice 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No 

 

There is a significant opportunity to think about the EIS in more strategic terms than as a repository 
for invoice data that could help collect taxes. Private sector consortia such as Marco Polo41 and the 
TIN42 for example, leverage invoice and purchase order data to develop and deploy financing options 
globally to a range of clients. Given the state of loan defaults in Ukraine, emerging technology-based 
solutions that use invoice and settlement data to incorporate payment history into credit analytics could 
be of significant value, both in coaching high-default businesses but also in directing credit and liquidity 
to commercial endeavors and transactions likely to do the most good. 

 

 

																																																													
41 https://www.marcopolonetwork.com/  
42 https://tradeinformationnetwork.io/  
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4.2 E-invoicing definition 

Naturally, introduction of e-invoicing requires to clearly identify what constitutes an e-invoice. Should 
only a structured invoice (e.g., invoice in XML format) fall under the definition of an e-invoice? Maybe 
invoices in form of PDF-documents should also fall under the definition of e-invoices? There are 
diverging approaches with respect to the scope of e-invoices, for instance, let’s consider the existing 
legal situation in the EU: 

 

 

Article 9 of the E-invoicing Directive clearly states that this directive is without prejudice to the 
provisions of the VAT Directive. In essence, this means that the definition provided in the E-invoicing 
Directive cannot fully prevail over the definition provided in the older VAT Directive. Existence of the 
contradictory definitions may be attributed to the shift of business and public interest from PDF 
versions of invoices back in 2005 to fully machine-readable invoices in 2014. That said, other studied 
non-EU countries are more uniform in this respect – they recognize only structured e-invoices as truly 
electronic ones. 

Certainly, opting for a broader definition of an e-invoice (for instance, including PDF-invoices in that 
definition) will only complicate and increase the cost of creating an EIS without producing any 
additional automation benefits. The EU Commission also supports dissemination of structured e-
invoices via its various reports and initiatives.  

Additionally, future integration with a TFDR shall also be considered – only structured e-invoices can 
supplement a TFDR because only they bear machine-readable information that can be automatically 
processed. To strengthen the argument, it is valuable to consider the opposite approach that was 
already tested out in Turkey. In particular, Turkish TFDR allows to upload not only structured e-
invoices, but also paper invoices in PDF form. During the interview with the representatives of the 
Turkish TFDR it was confirmed that those PDF-invoices do not provide the same level of guarantee to 
financiers as in the case of structured e-invoices. To put it simply, there is no effective way to prohibit 
uploading a duplicate of the same PDF-invoice in a TFDR, which thus undermines the whole effort 
toward tackling double-financing problem. It is the other way around in case of structured e-invoices 
because all of them bear a unique identifier and thus an e-invoice cannot be uploaded twice.  

4.3 E-invoicing adoption 

Although the EU predicted that e-invoicing would dominate the market by 2020, this projection made 
in 2014 is far from being achieved, with only a few jurisdictions (and sectors) able to credibly make 

VAT Directive E-invoicing Directive 

Definition of e-invoices 
covers both structured 

and non-structured 
variants 

Definition of e-invoices 
covers only structured 

variants 
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such a claim. Notably, it is clear that adoption rates related to Supply Chain Finance are substantially 
lower than might be expected or desirable.  

While it is acknowledged that both adoption rates and benefits can vary significantly across 
jurisdictions, there is an observation that looking at e-invoicing in the context of broader digital 
commerce and digital trade developments can be helpful in motivating stakeholders and user 
communities/ecosystems to participate more meaningfully. Actually, many countries adopt changes 
that not only affect internal market, but also aimed at external trade. As an example, many countries 
introduced export e-invoices which include export-specific data fields. Some countries, at the same 
time, have gone even further and adopted well-recognized international standards with respect to 
invoices. For instance, Turkish export e-invoices include LEIs and are in English, which for sure 
facilitates the external trade processes. It should be noted that Turkish peculiarity is that during the 
ordinary export transaction two invoices have to be produced – first one for a foreign counterparty and 
another one for the Revenue Administration. As per the financier’s standpoint, banks and factoring 
companies are obliged to check both invoices and register both with the TFDR. This is enforced via 
severe fines. As can be derived from the interview with Turkish TFDR, this produces inconveniences 
for exporters, so they recommended to avoid adoption of similar practice for Ukraine. 

A number of EU Member States43 have introduced or plan to introduce legislative schemes based on 
‘Continuous Transaction Controls’ (CTC) whereby trading parties are obliged to register (report or 
obtain clearance) in real-time (or near real-time) invoices or invoice data in a Market Utility (electronic 
registry) established by the national tax authority to improve VAT reporting and tax collection. Some 
of these countries are using the opportunity of enhancing VAT reporting to introduce mandatory e-
invoicing for both B2G e-invoicing and for B2B e-invoicing.	This relates directly to the policy and 
legislative initiatives of the European Union and its Member States to mandate the use of e-invoices 
in public procurement. Only the compulsory capability by public contracting authorities to receive 
invoices expressed in the European e-invoice standard EN16931 is mandated under Directive 
2014/55/EU, although individual Member States are building on this to mandate all suppliers to public 
sector to send e-invoices. Thus, in terms of post-implementation adoption rates, it is suggested that 
the development and use of CTC is a potential "game changer" that could very significantly increase 
adoption and usage rates. 

Aside the government-mandated adoption and use of e-invoicing solutions, it is clear that jurisdictions 
have tended to overestimate adoption rates in the private sector, and that a combination of factors 
including budget constraints (a proxy for "other priorities"), bureaucratic obstacles and perhaps the 
absence of a compelling commercial Return on Investment (ROI) are contributing factors. As is proved 
by examples of other countries, the phased approach to private sector engagement – initially voluntary, 
then mandated, is persuasive, particularly if the overall program seeks to advance digitization, create 
commercial benefits and address public sector priorities such as monitoring and tax collection. 

																																																													
43 Italy, Greece, Spain, Portugal, Poland, and France 
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5. INTERVIEWS WITH MAJOR STAKEHOLDERS 

5.1 International interviews 

As per the interview technique, we circulated questionnaires with relevant questions via e-mail to 
gather views of the respondents. If any clarifications on responses were needed upon receipt of the 
responses, additional calls with the interviewees were arranged as well. Several respondents 
requested to do the survey via phone call as the person prefers to not send a written response. 
Participants agreed to these interviews on the basis of not being quoted personally. Consequently, no 
individual will be named here. Further, no confidential information was to be shared. The statements 
below do not necessarily reflect the official views of the respondents. 

The international part of interviews included interviews with the following major stakeholders44: 

• Member of the Board, Regional Technical Group, Asia; 
• C-level Executive, Fintech/Bank Startup, Europe; 
• Lead Trade Executive, Enterprise Software Provider, North America. 
• Head, Global Industry Body, Europe; 
• Senior Executive, Document Management, Europe; 
• Head, Industry Body, EU; 
• SVP, Global Industry Body, North America; 
• Program Lead and Legal Specialist, Multilateral Development Institution; 
• Senior Executive, Global IT Company, North America; 
• Senior Executive, Global Bank, North America; 
• Senior Executive, EU-based Bank (Incl. Ukraine Branch View); 
• Senior Executive, Mexico Branch, Global Bank; 
• General Secretary, Turkish Association, Turkey; 
• Product Manager; External Consultant, Colombian Chamber of Electronic Commerce, 

Colombia. 
 

Overall, respondents observed that national markets are highly differentiated and fragmented at the 
national level with respect to the EIS/TFDR infrastructure. That said, Europe is generally viewed as 
being the most advanced region, while Singapore and Turkey are seen as being two leading countries. 
Also, there are notable examples of private platforms which are designed to digitize and risk mitigate 
trade. Some of them are focused mainly on prevention of fraud and double financing (TRAKK45, 
Monetago46, UTC47) and others - on payment commitment and/or financing with some sort of search 
engines (Marco Polo48, Contour49, WeTrade50 and others).   

Respondents noted that for governments deploying such IT infrastructure it is not a commercial model 
as their objective is to foster easier, faster trade for their local corporates internationally. Access to 
financing for SMEs is a key driver for many of the existing projects. On the private side, there has been 
a focus on generating scalability and market adoption which has rendered revenue generation 
secondary status. Importantly, usage rates are higher for government mandated programs versus 
privately developed programs. 

																																																													
44 Those included, among others, representatives of the EBRD, FCI, BAFT, SWIFT, EESPA, Citibank USA, UniCredit Italy, R3 
Consortium, etc. 
45 https://www.komgo.io/komgo-solutions/corp-solutions-trakk  
46 https://www.monetago.com/  
47 https://www.etisalatdigital.ae/en/uae-trade-connect.jsp  
48 https://www.marcopolonetwork.com/  
49 https://contour.network/  
50 https://we-trade.com/  
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Notably, the international survey responses and interviews clearly support the initial findings following 
the desk research, in particular, that some form of progressive “Public/Private Partnership” model 
would best serve the objectives of Ukraine. The importance of adequate and ongoing levels of 
consultation with market players, lawmakers and regulators was also highlighted by the respondents. 
Opting for the opposite approach may stall the pace of the reform. As an illustration, in the US, the 
regulatory effort has been diffused among many regulators who do not collaborate with private sector 
on reducing financial crimes, thus truly structured e-invoicing is only at a pilot stage. 

Although the international surveys and interviews have highlighted numerous observations that would 
prove to be of value to Ukraine and to those ultimately charged with project execution, it is worth noting 
that Turkey and Colombia appear arguably as the most promising illustrations in the field of the IT 
trade and trade finance ecosystem. They offer insights into what is possible when a well-structured 
PPP approach is applied to a holistic, ecosystem-based solution, aimed explicitly at addressing tax 
administration, SME finance and trade objectives together. 

In Turkey, it definitely meets the market needs. The Turkish model reflects, convincingly, the 
opportunities in creating an integrated model, where regulatory authorities are at the heart of the 
solution, and the private sector, represented by the Turkish Association, plays a central role in 
managing the program – both in its development phase, and post-deployment. All members of the 
local factoring industry have shared the cost of the system development. Furthermore, members of 
the Turkish Association are paying a fixed fee for the system every month, while the system itself 
works on a non-profit base.  

Even with the high uptake by banks and factoring companies, Turkish TFDR managers are looking 
ahead, and advocating for mandatory use of the local TFDR for “assignments” beyond just factoring 
transactions. Additionally, the design of the local TFDR looks at “Straight Through Processing” and 
aims to align with or work effectively with local practices, such as the common use of post-dated 
cheques51. Data collection and quality are such that the ecosystem can be used to assess probability 
of payment of an invoice, and therefore to address this risk at portfolio level as well.  

Colombia also provides a very promising, arguably world-class, approach and model for Ukraine to 
consider, with numerous fundamental characteristics similar to that of Turkey. Adoption in Colombia 
was greatly assisted by the tiered rollout of the solution, combined with the choice of implementation 
model including a free version made available via the tax authorities, lowering the barriers to entry and 
use faced by Colombia’s entities. Both characteristics accelerated adoption rates and contributed 
importantly to high usage rates.  

In particular, in Colombia large companies on-boarded first. This was compelling from an “ease of 
execution” perspective and also from a tax monitoring and collection perspective for government 
authorities. It was expected – and borne out by experience – that large corporate buyers would help 
convince SME suppliers to participate; the additional motivator of free access was also found to be 
extremely helpful. It was noted that a degree of patience is advisable in onboarding SMEs, especially 
the so-called “long tail” of supply chains where the smallest of SMEs typically operate, given that they 
are most in need of a viable solution to the access to finance problem.  

Importantly, in Colombia the major consequence of e-invoicing was increased and accelerated access 
for SMEs to increased liquidity due to the confidence factor in their registered e-invoices and the 
willingness of financial institutions to discount those invoices. This has been a major success story. 

To sum up, the following are key findings from international interviews:  

																																																													
51 The particularity of such post-dated cheques is that the date of drawing is specified on the check as a later date than the actual date 
of drawing which extends the check payment date until a later date 
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Current state of affairs and market need 
 

• There is a strong indication among respondents across the geographies covered, that the need 
for e-invoicing and TFDR-type solutions is huge and urgent. 

• Survey respondents have explicitly identified the paradoxical reality of the current state of the 
market: a logical but theoretical recognition of the importance and value of interoperability and 
common standards, combined with execution and the "reality on the ground" that is creating a 
series of disconnected programs with limited attention to interoperability. 

• Respondents indicated that fraudulent invoice financing has a material negative impact on SME 
funding and bridging the trade finance gap. Thus, as noted by one respondent, the lack of the 
TFDR-type registry may be an impediment in developing factoring. 

• Most respondents noted that trade finance has one of the highest manual processes and 
disparate, legacy systems in banking. It is also a commoditized, “high cost to serve” business, with 
customer experience being poor. The connectivity for the corporates and banks needs to be 
strengthened via technology tools to create efficiency and seamless experiences for all parties. It 
must be transformed to evolve. 

• There is a move away from centralized registries and towards decentralized methods of recording 
and reporting transactions, i.e., DLT and blockchain. 72% of trade finance projects using DLT are 
on R3 Corda. It was noted that with every new fraud story that comes out, there is a fresh push to 
use DLT in trade and trade finance in response. 

 
Benefits of the EIS/TFDR-type solutions 

 
• Strong consensus that these solutions have and will continue to contribute to global recovery from 

COVID-19.  
• Some observers are very optimistic of the potential to virtually eliminate duplicate invoice 

financing, on the assumption of wide bank and private sector adoption, together with the ability to 
clearly track – and share – the status of invoices already financed. 

• As per the benefits of the reviewed e-invoicing infrastructures, some of the respondents referred 
to safer and more efficient payments and improved liquidity, especially for SMEs. 

• Move to e-invoicing, in general, has proven to have positive effects on reduction of fraud, including 
tax fraud, theft52, false invoices. Respondents noted that it can also help with invoice finance fraud 
although prevention of double-financing of the same invoice require additional solutions such as 
the TFDR. 

• The focus on the factoring segment for these platforms is logical as factoring itself is largely 
focused on SMEs so investments in the platforms benefits SMEs and increases SME market share 
in the local economy. Such investments improve the services provided to SMEs, as they increase 
service speed and reduce funding times. An overall prerequisite for improvement of SME financing 
is them becoming more digital and among others switch to e-invoicing from paper-based 
processes. 

 
Key factors for a successful implementation of the EIS/TFDR-type solutions 

 
• The importance of uniform adoption and standardized process is seen as vital when considering 

future interoperability with foreign and international systems, as well as the systems already in use 
within the country. If all participants do not use it, it will not be successful. 

																																																													
52 For instance, please refer to an article published by BNP Paribas https://cdn-pays.bnpparibas.com/wp-
content/blogs.dir/148/files/2019/04/Supplier-fraud-and-invoice-theft.pdf  
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• The system should provide benefits both in terms of fiscal optimization (to be recognized by the 
tax administration) and supply efficiency (to be recognized by market participants). 

• It is important that the implementation is well-planned, coordinated with the relevant players, that 
the technology is neutral and non-discriminatory.  

• Private-public partnership is key for widespread use of new infrastructure during optional stages 
of its implementation, simply because this would make the later mandatory stage less burdensome 
for the economy. 

• Raising awareness of businesses and promoting the benefits of new infrastructure is crucial for its 
successful implementation. 

• The chain is only as strong as its weakest link in terms of digitizing documents and related 
commercial, trade and finance processes. Accordingly, the proposed systems must ensure 
completely digitalized flow of documents between all concerned parties, especially when they are 
interacting with the state authorities. Additionally, the infrastructure should be based on Once-Only 
Principle, to avoid the problem when the same data is duplicated in intertwined registries.  

• It would prove to be beneficial to provide market participants with technical specifications and APIs 
in advance. To attain this, it is important that the system is based on an open-source technical 
specification.   

• Complexities related to the onboarding into the system should be reduced to a minimum. There 
should not be any such issues as discriminatory requirements, such as demands to localize 
technology, local processing and/or archiving, limitations to outsource activities to third parties or 
the requirement for the third parties offering services to be locally established. 

• There should be a compelling case for payment of subscriptions or user fees, which again calls 
for intensive discussions with the market participants. 

• Regulatory issues can become a challenge and a significant obstacle; thus, it will be necessary to 
acquaint the regulators with the real market needs and proposals. It is vitally important to identify 
and eliminate main legislative pain-points before the launch of the infrastructure. 

• It may be assumed that some part of market participants will resist new changes due to various 
reasons, for instance due to incorrect understanding of e-invoicing or fear that e-invoicing will 
disrupt already established business processes or tighten tax controls, so the state should at some 
stage mandate the new infrastructure. 

• Presumably, the progress with respect to level of use of the systems will be non-linear, so it is 
equally important to set achievable interim objectives. At the same time, certain progress 
indicators should be established as well, to monitor the development pace and provide the public 
with such data. 

• Role of EDI-providers is paramount, because they will likely onboard most medium and notable 
part of large and small enterprises, so they need to be incentivized to invest in this business. 

• Reliability of local internet can also impact acceptance and adoption.     

Some of the "lessons learnt" offered by respondents may appear obvious, however, we highlight the 
need to avoid underestimating the complexity of the project, and the imperative to maintain 
collaboration and communication with jurisdictions that have travelled this path before. 

5.2 Ukrainian interviews 

The interviews with interested stakeholders from Ukraine were conducted via video calls, usually one 
hour long. A specific questionnaire was drafted for interviews with Ukrainian stakeholders and was 
supplemented with new important questions as the concept of the ecosystem evolved. Interviews with 
private stakeholders consisted of questions focused on the commercial practices adopted by them, 
already achieved levels of digitalization, extent to which they use trade finance facilities and changes 
they deem necessary. The interviews with public stakeholders were focused on their attitude towards 
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the proposed digitalization of current paper invoices, pros and cons that it might bring, possible impact 
of electronic platforms on factoring technique in Ukraine.  

Similar to the international interviews, participants agreed to these interviews on the basis of not being 
quoted personally. Consequently, no individual will be named here. Further, no confidential information 
was to be shared. The statements below do not necessarily reflect the official views of the respondents.  

As per the interviews with stakeholders from Ukraine, we gathered views of the following respondents: 

• NBU; 
• UATFF (the Ukrainian multi-bank work group on developing and fostering trade finance 

market in Ukraine); 
• PUMB; 
• Ukreximbank; 
• Myronivsky Hliboproduct (MHP); 
• Auchan Ukraine; 
• Rukavychka; 
• SupplierPlus;  
• EDIN (EDI-provider); 
• Ukrainian Bureau of Credit Histories (UBCH); 
• International Bureau of Credit Histories (IBCH). 

To summarize, the following are key findings from interviews with stakeholders from Ukraine:  

Current state of affairs and market need 
 

• There is indeed a problem of paper invoice fraud in Ukraine, although it appears to have 
decreased recently. 

• Some companies, including large buyers, are reluctant to participate in trade finance precisely 
because of fraud cases associated with forged paper invoices. 

• Banks provide factoring financing based on invoices signed by the buyer, as well as on the basis 
of invoice registers53. Some respondents also noted that they review underlying commercial 
contracts in addition to reviewing invoices, though it is not entirely clear how often this is the case.  

• As noted by respondents, some banks are already conducting factoring activities exclusively 
through the exchange of PDF versions of paper invoices. Thus, the level of digitalization of 
factoring industry is notably low. 

• The penetration rate of electronic invoices in Ukraine is low, many large companies continue to 
work exclusively with paper invoices. By electronic invoices Ukrainian businesses primarily mean 
PDF versions of paper invoices. Only a very small number of companies use structured e-
invoices. Markedly, there are already some digital solutions for trade finance on the Ukrainian 
market, such as the marketplace for reverse factoring by SupplierPlus54, e-factoring platform by 
EDIN where structured XML e-invoices are presented to banks and factored via integration with 
IT systems of banks55, etc.  

 

Implementation of the EIS 

																																																													
53 Often, such invoice registers are in the form of a MSExcel file signed with a qualified electronic signature, which contains a list of invoices 

and their data 
54 https://supplierplus.com.ua/  
55 https://wiki.edin.ua/uk/latest/retail_2.0/Factoring_instruction_EDIN_2_0.html  
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• The reform should be focused on digitalization of the existing paper documents and not on the 
introduction of new documents in addition to the existing ones. Otherwise, it would put an 
additional administrative burden on Ukrainian companies. 

• All respondents are positive about converting current paper invoices into electronic form. 
• It is very important to ensure interoperability between widely used ERP systems, for instance 1C, 

and the future EIS. The same applies to in-house developed systems of big corporates. 
• Ukrainian EDI providers are technically capable of meeting the market needs for the exchange of 

e-invoices. 
• The respondents positively perceive the DLT as the basis of the proposed ecosystem, some even 

mentioned the ongoing work on development of DLT-based solutions for trade and trade finance. 
• Mandatory and optional data fields of e-invoices should be defined subject to consultations with 

market players and EDI-providers. 
 

Implementation of the TFDR 
	

• Banks are in favor of creating a register of assigned invoices in the likeness of the Turkish Central 
Receivables Recording system. 

• EDI-providers confirmed that it is not effective to upload PDF versions of invoices to the TFDR, 
due to the reason that they cannot be automatically processed and are unmatchable.  

• Financiers are positive about creating their professional trade finance association, especially 
pointing out to the outstanding example of the Turkish Association. 

• Financial institutions use credit scoring services of credit bureaus, so credit reporting system may 
be combined with the TFDR. 

Apart from that, the project team also participated in regular meetings of the Reform Support Team at 
the Ministry of Economy ("the RST") which has brought together a range of interested parties. As the 
RST team is focused on developing the factoring market in Ukraine with an emphasis on the public 
procurement sector, cooperation with them provided helpful insights into the possible design for the 
factoring market. Furthermore, the Ministry of Digital Transformation provided the project team with 
the materials of the pilot eDelivery project56 on testing cross-border e-invoicing, which results are 
accounted for in this Report. 

																																																													
56 https://thedigital.gov.ua/news/mintsifra-rozpochala-pilotniy-proekt-edelivery  
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6. DISCUSSION OF THE TFDR AND EIS CONCEPTS FOR UKRAINE  

Our	conclusions	and	recommendations	are	presented	below.	

6.1 Digitalizing trade and trade finance 

Recommendation 1: To develop and deploy one single overarching decentralized IT ecosystem 
used for both trade and trade finance activities. The IT ecosystem will consist of two modules – for 
the purposes of this study they are called the EIS and the TFDR. The TFDR module will be used by 
financiers to record all factoring transactions based on e-invoices. Financiers will be able to inquire 
the status of e-invoices (assigned or not) in the TFDR. The TFDR will combat double-assignment 
problem, in this way reducing risk factors associated with factoring and other trade finance techniques. 
Upon the registration of assigned invoice in the system, the TFDR will also automatically deliver 
legally valid electronic notices of assignment to buyers that are also registered in the system57. The 
applicable legislation should mandate that only electronic notices of assignment are legally valid for 
buyers and financiers that have accounts in the network. 

For the TFDR to function efficiently, it must deal only with machine-readable structured e-invoices 
data. This is where the EIS module comes in. The EIS will be used by businesses to deliver e-invoices 
from a buyer to a seller, therefore eliminating any risks of loss and fraud associated with paper 
invoices. On their way to a buyer all issued e-invoices will be recorded in decentralized infrastructure. 
The EIS module could also be used to automatically create, prefill, and record VAT invoices in the 
VAT register. 

Businesses will connect to the EIS either via APIs, authorized EDI-providers or free state e-invoicing 
web portal. Financiers will connect to the TFDR either directly via the special trade finance web portal 
or via API connection of their ERP systems to the said TFDR infrastructure. Undoubtedly, relevant 
APIs must be made publicly available well in advance. It is expected that big corporates will use APIs 
to connect their inhouse ERP systems with the EIS, while other businesses will connect to the system 
via services of EDI-providers or via free state e-invoicing portal dedicated for SMEs, like it is in the 
reviewed countries. It is essentially important that the state creates free platform/software for issuing 
e-invoices that should be used only by SMEs that meet certain predefined criteria. Such a free 
platform should allow to issue only a limited number of e-invoices per user, for instance not more than 
100 e-invoices per month. 

As the EIS and the TFDR will be mutually reinforcing and complementary, it would be better to create 
the network where the EIS and the TFDR simply represent interconnected modules of the same single 
IT ecosystem. 

 

Rationale 

Benefits to suppliers and 
buyers 

 
 
 
 
 

With less risks and costs incurred by financiers, more businesses may 
potentially receive trade financing at a more affordable cost. 

 

																																																													
57 At the same time, if a buyer does not have its account in the network, then a financier would have to deliver notice of assignment by 
ordinary means 
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Benefits to financiers 

 
 
 
 
 

The TFDR will significantly reduce risks associated with trade 
financing58, eliminate cumbersome processing of paper invoices, and 
obviate the need to notify a buyer about factoring transaction. 

 
Benefits to the economy 

 
 
 

The sufficient trade finance penetration may oil the wheels of internal 
and cross-border trade by producing savings on electronic processes 
and expediting the whole documenting procedures, consequently 
contributing to the economic growth. 

 

Our research clearly shows that established trade finance practices not only can but have to be 
reinvigorated with the help of new technology solutions. As a matter of fact, other countries have either 
already established the relevant trade finance databases or are on the way towards it. Such reporting-
based databases of issued and assigned e-invoices have, importantly, already started bearing fruits 
in the studied countries: 

a. databases of e-invoices increase levels of confidence of businesses and financiers in 
trade finance and factoring technique. 

b. reduction of risks usually results in lower trade finance fees, therefore making trade 
finance more appealing to its consumers. 

c. increased trust between market players, coupled with accessible information about trade 
finance opportunities, leads to dissemination of trade finance across the economy. 

The proposed TFDR module should incorporate the following functionality: 

Verification that an e-
invoice exists and has 

been accepted59 

Registration of assigned 
receivables  

Update of information on 
payment status of e-invoices 

Registration of financed 
(pledged) e-invoices 

Delivery of notices of 
assignment to buyers60 

Automated assignment and 
payment of receivables via 

smart contracts 

Only banks and factoring companies would have access to the TFDR module. Connection to the TFDR 
could be realized through the following channels: 

• Web portal. It is to be held by the trade finance association which will likely charge its fees 
for access and/or registration of assignment and/or delivery of assignment notice.	

• Direct connection of the ERP systems of banks and factoring companies to the TFDR via 
certain API. The latter will be rolled out by the trade finance association and should be 
provided well in advance.	

For its part, the EIS module will encompass such functions as: 

																																																													
58 According to the information provided during the interview with the representatives of the Turkish TFDR, the TFDR helped to prevent 
about 992,000 double assignments. 
59 This is achieved via integration with the EIS module of the DLT network. 
60 The TFDR will deal only with e-invoices, which have already been received and accepted by a buyer having its account (node) in the 
EIS. Thus, the notices of assignment will be delivered from the TFDR to a buyer’s node in the EIS. 
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Creation of e-invoices Delivery of e-invoices to 
buyers 

Acceptance or rejection of e-
invoices by buyers 

Storing of e-invoices 

Automated creation of 
VAT invoices via 

integration with VAT 
registry 

Sharing e-invoices with 
financiers, insurers, state 

authorities, etc. 

Connection to the EIS would be realized through the following channels: 

• Free e-invoicing web portal/application exclusively for SMEs meeting certain criteria. It is 
needed to encourage the smallest enterprises to embrace new technology. There should be 
a limitation on the number of e-invoices that can be issued per month by a user.	

• EDI-providers that have been authorized by the relevant state authorities, for instance the 
Ministry of Digital Transformation. Those requirements should probably include ISO 27001 
"Information security management" and ISO 22301 "Business continuity management 
systems" that have been set as requirements to the EDI-providers in the reviewed countries. 
Presumably, based on experience of other countries, EDI-providers would provide e-invoicing 
solutions for the largest number of e-invoicing users.	

• Direct connection of the ERP systems to the EIS via certain API. This channel will likely be 
used by the big corporates that have already developed complex ERP systems. 	

What is even more important is that proposed technology solutions do not reinvent the wheel of trade 
finance industry, downplay existing commercial practices, or distort market competition. It is 
completely the other way around, as the new infrastructure will connect all interested parties via the 
same network, in this way increasing their interaction. Clearly, registration of assigned e-invoices is 
unavoidable if there is the goal to eliminate double-financing problem out of factoring equation. 

 
Factoring transaction with the new trade finance ecosystem 

 
 
 
 
 

Even with factoring transactions register in place, the problem of double financing may remain only 
partially solved. Fraud may take another form where already pledged receivables are subsequently 
assigned. Receivables in Ukraine fall into the category of movable property, accordingly, pledges over 
e-invoices can be registered in the relevant Movable Pledges Registry. It should be noted that currently 
registration of pledged receivables in that state registry is not mandatory, so many pledges remain 

1. Seller requests 
trade financing and 

grants access to its e-
invoicing data Financier’s

node 
Seller’s 
node 

The EIS verifies that 
the e-invoices exist and 

are accepted by a 
buyer 

The TFDR verifies that 
the e-invoices have not 
been assigned to other 

financiers 

2. Via one single 
interface financier 

checks information in 
the EIS and TFDR 

modules 

3. If no problems have 
been identified, 

financier grants trade 
financing request 

4. Financier records 
factoring assignment in 

the TFDR 

Buyer’s 
node 

4. The TFDR automatically 
sends legally valid electronic 

notice of assignment 
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unrecorded. Additionally, the current registration procedures in that registry are somewhat lengthy and 
normally done via a state registrar (as a rule - notary) and imply additional steps to be done.  

In order to combat the double-assignment problem it is important to ensure the single uniform channel 
of interaction between the TFDR and the Movable Pledges Registry. According to Article 42 (3) of the 
Movable Pledges Law, the Ministry of Justice may record encumbrances in the Movable Pledges 
Registry as holder of the said registry. Hence, the amendments to the legislation may prescribe that 
pledges over receivables represented by e-invoices shall be registered in the Movable Pledges 
Registry through the TFDR. The latter could automatically provide the Ministry of Justice with the data 
on pledges of e-invoices, which would then in a timely manner be recorded in the existing Movable 
Pledges Registry. The legislation must be clear on the period in which the Ministry of Justice is obliged 
to record the pledge over receivables, for instance in the period of up to three days upon notification 
from the TFDR. To this end, the Ministry of Justice can have its own node in the ETF network. Surely, 
the Movable Pledges Register data fields shall be adjusted to clearly identify the pledged e-invoices 
by their unique identifiers. The TFDR, thus, will also source information from the Movable Pledges 
Registry on the e-invoices that have been pledged already. 

Aside from that, positive effects of the new ecosystem are not limited to financiers because under the 
proposed reform Ukrainian businesses would also get workable and legit e-invoicing infrastructure, 
therefore further taking off the current administrative pressure. The EIS module is discussed in more 
detail in the next sections. 

6.2 Role of the trade finance association 

Recommendation 2: To facilitate establishment of an association of banks and factoring companies, 
i.e., the trade finance association. As is proven by example of Turkey, the fastest way is to mandate 
creation of such organization by a law, which would unite and organize participants of the factoring 
market. The applicable legislation should establish some high-level requirements with respect to such 
association, for instance it must have at least certain number of banks and factoring companies under 
its roof. There should be no restraints on the right of other eligible financiers to join the trade finance 
association in the second wave. Alternative approach would be to establish full-fledge mandatory 
participation of all banks and factoring companies in the said association, potentially accelerating the 
process of its creation.  

The trade finance association should perform the following important roles: 

• Run the TFDR module in cooperation with the NBU. 
• Lobby legislative changes necessary for development of the trade finance market. 
• Represent trade finance industry not only in the internal market but also in the global arena, 

in so doing contributing to incremental progress toward Ukraine’s engagement into the global 
trade finance chains. 

• Collect and release statistics of the trade finance industry, to define potential growth points. 

 

Rationale 

Benefits to suppliers 
and buyers 

 
The trade finance association will likely drive digitalization of trade 
documents, other than invoices, that are also used in trade finance. 
Additionally, the organized community of financiers will have better chances 
of establishing mutually beneficial relations with foreign trade finance 
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institutions. This may result in stronger facilitation of cross-border trade via 
export and import financing.  

 
Benefits to financiers 

 

 
 

The trade finance association may be better placed to face existing 
challenges and initiate important reforms in the sector, as well as attract 
attention of foreign and international financiers to Ukraine.  

Benefits to the 
economy 

 

 

The more organized professional community could reveal and 
communicate the pressing matters to the regulator, therefore improving its 
understanding of the needed changes61.  Ideally, it could lead to designing 
the market in the way that caters views of all stakeholders and contributes 
to the development of trade and trade finance. Importantly, the NBU is of 
the same view62. 

The experience of Turkey explicitly shows that the best way to launch the factoring-oriented system is 
to deal and cooperate with the participants of the factoring market. In Ukraine, the launch of such 
game-changing systems probably could not be successfully achieved by cooperation among a few 
market players without any state support. It works out in countries, where there already exists a strong 
and well-organized community of financiers specialized in trade finance. As Ukraine’s market is in the 
organizational stage, it is too early to believe that market players, for instance financiers, can launch 
such an ambitious project on their own. Moreover, even if they could, such an initiative will not be 
mandatory for businesses, so is assumed to take much more time to gain ground. This is also 
recognized by financiers themselves. On the other hand, the state acting on its own will likely fail to 
achieve some of the pressing market needs and may overregulate digitalization of commercial 
practices.  

Based on such considerations, the communication and cooperation between the factoring sector and 
the state proves to be necessary. Our research shows that Turkey's experience is the best practice 
for Ukraine. It is the symbiosis of the interests of the state and the interests of a strong representative 
of the financial sector in the form of a professional association that has made it possible to significantly 
increase the volume of the factoring sector in Turkey. The local association is a full-fledged 
representative of the financial sector in negotiations with the state, thereby allowing to achieve a 
balance of interests in new decisions of the regulator. In addition, such professional associations often 
enjoy significant credibility with the financial sector, especially if they consist of representatives from 
all or nearly all concerned financial institutions. 

Also, the creation of a trade finance association is extremely important for the launch of the TFDR 
module from a technical point of view. Since the initiative to create such a module came from financial 
institutions, it is logical that they should operate this module as the most interested actors, thereby not 
burdening the state with additional costs. The trade finance association as the validator of the TFDR 
will be able to construct the module and its operating rules with full recognition of the mentioned pain 
points of trade finance sector. Indeed, the launch of the TFDR module could bring many benefits to 
banks, for example, a reduced level of risk, no paper notices of a factoring transaction, as well as 
automatic notification through smart contracts of receivables being sold by any Ukrainian enterprises. 
All this would allow financiers to significantly increase their local factoring base, thereby fully 

																																																													
61 For instance, for the sake of tackling double-financing of invoices, Turkish Association concluded the protocol with the Ministry of 
Customs and Trade, so now financiers can find out whether relevant receivables have been previously subject to a pledge. 
62 Page 21 of the White Paper "On the Future Regulation of the Factoring Market in Ukraine", NBU 
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compensating for the costs of maintaining the TFDR module. In addition, it is quite possible to establish 
a certain minimum fee for the registration of a factoring transaction in the TFDR to be paid by financial 
institutions. A similar approach can be implemented when providing access to other functions of the 
TFDR. 

As can be concluded from the experience of Turkey and interviews with Ukrainian banks, a push from 
the state is necessary for a successful and quick launch of such a trade finance association. Following 
the example of Turkey, the state can regulate in the applicable legislation the need to establish such 
a professional trade finance association. The association must be authorized by the financial regulator, 
that is, the NBU, in order to set industry standards and operate the TFDR. A minimum feasible level 
of requirements for an association should be established to obtain authorization from the regulator, for 
example, the minimum number of banks and factoring companies that are represented by such an 
association. As can be seen, this approach presupposes voluntary creation of association by financial 
institutions, with only one mandatory stage – authorization from the NBU. This non-mandatory 
approach, however, also has its downside – in this case the whole process will depend on the self-
organization of financial institutions. In the worst case, it may significantly delay the creation of the 
trade finance association and the subsequent launch of the TFDR. Thus, there may be the case for 
following the example of Turkey where the state mandated participation of all banks and factoring 
companies in the trade finance association, coupled with penalties for breach of such requirements.  

The future trade finance association should on its own draft code of conduct for the factoring sector, 
charter of the association, operating rules of the TFDR, etc. Probably, all those documents should be 
approved with the NBU, so as the regulator’s position is also considered. In fact, in its White Paper 
the NBU explicitly points out that the trade finance association may be delegated with some authority 
to handle issues at hand. From the high-level perspective, it is necessary to establish level-playing 
field for all members of the association and ensure its non-discriminatory nature. The number of votes 
per member of the association should not depend on the size of the member or its stake of the factoring 
market. It is essentially important that all votes are equally distributed between all members of the 
trade finance association. This will contribute to the financial sector’s trust in the association. 

6.3 Opting for a decentralized architecture 

Recommendation 3: We recommend using the DLT technology to build a single overarching 
decentralized IT ecosystem (the ETF), encompassing both EIS and TFDR modules. The ecosystem 
should allow adding additional modules to the system, for instance module with bills of lading, other 
commercial documents, etc. 

Particularly, there is the strong argument for a permissioned model of DLT where all transactions are 
validated by the predefined validators and are not visible to all other participants of the network. It is 
recommended to establish different validating nodes for the EIS and the TFDR. In practice, this will 
mean that certain validating nodes will validate transactions recorded in the EIS-module and certain 
validating nodes will validate transactions recorded in the TFDR-module. In relation to the EIS, 
validating nodes should be represented by the state-backed legal entities that could be co-owned by 
the governmental bodies. In this regard, it is important to ensure that those state-backed legal entities 
are meeting specific security requirements, such as ISO 27001 and ISO 22301 and have backup 
centers. This is essential to ensure that those validators will perform their validating role in the 
uninterrupted fashion. 

At the same time, given that both an EIS and a TFDR will form the single DLT-based scalable 
infrastructure, in some cases it is worth allowing validators of the TFDR to validate transactions in an 
EIS. This option may be needed in the situations when EIS-dedicated validators are unavailable due 
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to the various reasons. No doubt, it is especially important to ensure minimum lags between the 
recorded transactions, so as not to interrupt ordinary business activities.  

We recommend building the new decentralized system on the open source DLT that is widely used 
in the already existing e-invoicing and trade finance projects. This would allow easier integration with 
the systems existing in other jurisdictions and participation in their trade flows. Additionally, this would 
allow providing the system with additional modules, namely scaling it up. 

Rationale 

Benefits to suppliers 
and buyers 

	

	

As the businesses and financiers will be interconnected via the same single 
system, it will likely increase level of cooperation between business and 
financial sector, providing such necessary liquidity. The system will 
eliminate the need to store and deliver invoices to counterparties, as well 
as the need to receive and store executed invoices. Less administrative 
burden will likely turn into more time spent on the primary business 
activities. 

 

 
Benefits to financiers 

	

 

As all assigned invoices will be recorded in the system, it will reduce the 
risks inherent in factoring, namely risks of fraud. Furthermore, the system 
will allow businesses to share their outstanding invoices with financiers, in 
this way providing much more trade financing to the economy. We cannot 
fail to mention smart contract feature of DLT which in case of trade financing 
may allow carrying out full-fledge auctions of e-invoices. 

 
Benefits to the 

economy 
	

 
 

For the reasons outlined above, more accessible trade financing may speed 
up development of Ukraine’s economy. Over time additional modules may 
be added to the system, for instance recently created e-CMR, digitalized 
bills of lading and other supply chain documents. There would be significant 
positive spillover effects to digitalization of other commercial documents. 

To begin with, it is necessary to consider the pros and cons of traditional centralized registries in 
comparison to innovative decentralized databases. In short, the main advantage of a centralized 
registry is that it provides the owner/operator of the registry with full control over all processes that 
take place. This can be both a guarantee of data security in the event that the owner/operator behaves 
in good faith, and the main threat to the stored information in the event of an unscrupulous 
owner/operator of a registry. Thus, there emerges the "problem of too much control". 

But this is not the only problem centralized databases are prone to. In addition to this, a centralized 
registry is usually more vulnerable to external cyber-attacks In fact, problems can arise even without 
external intervention - the entire registry can stop functioning due to some technical error. In this case 
only an owner or operator of a registry will be able to solve such a technical malfunction, so the whole 
system is once more dependent on the single point of failure. Practice confirms the non-illusory nature 
of these problems. For example, it is helpful to refer to recent BRDO report63 and the related comments 
of the Minister of Digital Transformation64. In the course of the relevant study, BRDO specialists, 
together with the team of the Ministry of Digital Transformation, examined 10 existing centralized 

																																																													
63 "Analysis of the current state of state electronic registers and assessment of potential corruption risks", BRDO 
64 https://www.epravda.com.ua/columns/2021/08/5/676592/ 
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Ukrainian registries, as well as conducted interviews. The following is the summary of main problems 
revealed with respect to the current centralized registries in Ukraine: 

 
 

Systemic failures constantly occur in the 
work of the studied state centralized 

registries, as well as cases of abuse of 
power. Thus, if the operator of the 

centralized system does not fix it, the 
system is inaccessible. 

 

 
 

Other problems include cases of 
unauthorized access, cases of manipulation 
with the data contained in a registry by law 
enforcement officials, cases of sale of data 
contained in the registers by government 

officials. 
 

 

If a centralized system carries so many risks, can a decentralized system cure all those problems? 
We believe it can. In fact, distributed ledger systems are designed to overcome the mentioned problem 
of too much control. In the case of a registry based on DLT, a database does not have a single owner. 
In fact, every member of the system has access to an entire database, that is, to the entire ledger. 
Simply put, each participant in a decentralized system can download to their computer a file with 
absolutely all transactions contained in a database. Such a system is called permissionless distributed 
ledger, and the Bitcoin blockchain is a prime example of such a system. It should be noted that such 
a permissionless blockchain system may not be the best choice for the purpose of creating the EIS 
module. Why? It is very doubtful that Ukrainian businesses would be willing to make their commercial 
information available to everyone, especially to their competitors. The same is true with financiers, so 
permissionless DLT may not be the best model for the TFDR module as well.  

Fortunately, similar considerations led to the emergence of another distributed ledger model – the 
permissioned distributed ledger. In permissioned type of DLT only the participants of a transaction 
have access to the information that was loaded into the distributed ledger. That is, if company A sends 
an electronic invoice to company B through the infrastructure of such a distributed ledger, then only 
companies A and B will have access to this invoice. All other nodes (i.e., all other companies) 
presented in the distributed ledger will not even suspect the existence of that e-invoice and will not 
have any access to it.  

The DLT-based e-invoicing system is to be based on the Zero-corner transmission model which was 
hailed as an emerging solution by the EMSFEI65. The model can be viewed as a network of 
independent 3-corner model platforms66 working on shared, distributed data instead of the data 
residing on a single storage device of a service provider or other actor. Such model presupposes that 
all parties share data with each other via connection with a distributed ledger, thus there is no direct 
sending of e-invoices in the strict sense of the term. The approach lessens the need for a bilateral 
Service Level Agreements between EDI-providers and users of e-invoicing because all parties 
effectively interact via API connections with the distributed ledger.  

The permissioned distributed ledger is based on the model where all validation work is performed by 
the predefined nodes known as validators. Those validators, indeed, play the essential role in the 
functioning of the whole system, simply because they are responsible for adding e-invoices to the 
distributed ledger. Validators are also responsible for changing the statuses of e-invoices in the 
distributed ledger (uploaded, delivered, factored, financed, etc.) to be shown to users via system 

																																																													
65 Page 23 of "Interoperability and transmission of e-invoices with a special focus on the needs of Small and Medium-sized Enterprises 
(SMEs)", EMSFEI 
66 Suppliers and their customers may use the services of service providers, to whom both are connected (3-corner model) and which 
may in turn be interconnected through a so-called 4-corner mode. 
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interface. The validators are needed to ensure integrity of data uploaded onto the distributed ledger, 
as well as to ensure that there were not any malicious transactions with the same object. The validators 
do so by performing certain computations while validating each and every transaction within the 
distributed ledger. Importantly, an architect of the distributed ledger is the one that decides who will 
assume the role of validators. As this concept entails that one or combination of Ukrainian ministries67 
could be the architects of the DLT ecosystem, validating nodes should probably be defined by them.  

Importantly, the EIS should have several validating nodes to be chosen on the random basis. Those 
nodes (physical computers) can be held by state-owned entities under the control of the Ministry of 
Finance and/or the Ministry of Digital Transformation and/or the Ministry of Economy. Having several 
validating nodes will ensure that the system is resilient against single point of failure, for instance, it 
would allow avoiding cases when attack on the one validating node will disable the whole system. 
Given that the future system will be comprised of both an EIS and a TFDR, thus validating nodes of 
TFDR-module could in principle also validate transactions within an EIS, for instance in case that other 
validating nodes are not responding. There is the same argument to choose several dozen operators 
to validate the transactions, simply to mitigate the risk of attack on the one single operator. 

Of course, there may be a point of view that the validator’s role of the EIS module should be assumed 
by the STSU. Such notion is based on the revealed practices of other countries where EISs are owned 
and operated by the state in form of the tax administrations. This is explained by the fact that e-invoices 
in all concerned countries are used for tax reporting, so the revenue administrations are often 
particularly interested in owning and operating an EIS. The same approach, however, cannot be simply 
copied into Ukrainian framework. Unlike other countries, in Ukraine there already exists database of 
electronic VAT invoices in XML format. Even though at first sight existing Ukrainian VAT database 
may look like the e-invoicing systems of other reviewed countries, in fact Ukrainian VAT invoices 
cannot give rise to any monetary rights of claim that could be sold or financed in either way. Such 
monetary rights can be evidenced only by commercial invoices. Simply put, Ukrainian VAT invoices 
have no commercial value for financiers. We have not identified any initiatives of the STSU on 
transforming the VAT register. Thus, we deem it unreasonable to project the EIS that is owned and 
operated by the STSU.  

To summarize, the DLT ecosystem should be based around the following principles: 

 

Permissioned 

The identity of all participating 
nodes is known 

Scalable 

Needs to support high 
volumes of e-invoices and 

high number of nodes 

Open 

Open-source product that can 
be modified with new modules 

and capabilities 

Sustainable 

Energy efficient without Proof 
of Work (PoW) consensus 

mechanism (no energy-
consuming mining to be done 

by nodes) 

E-invoicing standard neutral 

Should allow uploading 
different formats and syntaxes 

of electronic documents 

Interoperable 

Should, as much as possible, 
be based on well-known 
standards and technical 

specifications 

As a matter of fact, these principles align with the relevant guiding principles of the EBSI which is the 
most notable EU’s initiative in the field of DLT-based projects.	The EBSI aims to support the launch 

																																																													
67 Presumably, the Ministry of Finance and/or the Ministry of Economy in cooperation with the Ministry of Digital Transformation  
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and operation of EU-wide cross-border public services leveraged by blockchain technology. It is 
planned to materialize as a network of distributed nodes across Europe engaging in use cases 
selected by European Blockchain Partnership. Although for the time being e-invoicing is not among 
the use cases of the EBSI, it may be expected that in the future EBSI will extend its application to 
cross-border e-invoicing facilities, probably in cooperation with Peppol network. In this respect, we see 
it would be advantageous for Ukraine to join the EBSI network in terms of e-invoicing infrastructure, 
should it be recognized as the use case by European Blockchain Partnership. Integration of the 
Ukrainian DLT ecosystem with the pan-European DLT network may further bridge the gap between 
Ukrainian and EU-based businesses, in this way unlocking many new options for trade. Since non-
EU-countries may participate in European Blockchain Partnership (for instance, Norway has already 
joined the project), Ukraine’s participation in European Blockchain Partnership should be considered 
as well.  

Additionally, we deem that it is reasonable to establish certain ISO requirements that shall be met by 
the nodes validating the transactions within the system. It seems that in this context some practices of 
the studied countries could be transposed to Ukraine. For instance, countries like Turkey and 
Colombia introduced some ISO requirements with respect to private integrators that provide services 
of integration with an EIS. Both countries required their e-invoicing providers to comply with ISO 27001 
"Information security management", while Turkey also mandated compliance with ISO 22301 
"Business continuity management system". In our view, it is reasonable to base requirements to 
validating nodes of an EIS around both those well-known ISO standards.  

Other than that, we recommend a requirement for validating nodes to establish the reliable backup 
contingency systems that ensure safety of e-invoicing flow in case of disruption. Apparently, each 
validating node should have an additional backup center that could allow to relaunch the system in 
case of contingency, just like it is in case of Turkish EIS private integrators. At the same time, it is 
important to ensure that no e-invoicing information is contained in those databases, to mitigate the risk 
of their corruption. That is, given that they will receive and transfer loads of e-invoicing data to the EIS, 
EDI-providers should not be technically able to download the e-invoicing data that is transferred by 
them. There are different methods of achieving this aim, for instance, via Software Guard Extensions 
- hardware encryption technologies designed to create an "enclave" within memory which is hardware 
encrypted and cannot be accessed even by the administrator68, i.e., EDI-providers themselves. 

As per users of the e-invoicing system, it is essential that the system provides all users (businesses, 
financiers, insurance companies, etc.) with a unique identifier that is easy to use. Thus, there is need 
to draft ETF network map where all nodes could be identified by their EDR (business registry) codes. 
It worth noting that there is a strong case for mandating LEIs for all banks and factoring companies, 
potentially making engagement in cross-border trade finance easier. Faster, more reliable 
identification and verification of financiers would reduce time spent on manual verification and data 
consistency checks while also potentially curbing the incidence of fraud69.	At first stage, however, use 
of LEIs should be optional to raise awareness about LEI benefits among financiers and analyze their 
uptake of new identifier. If successful, banks and factoring companies may be mandated to obtain and 
renew LEIs in order to engage in factoring business. In the long run, LEIs may also be mandated for 
exporters from Ukraine for the reasons outlined above70. In this respect, it is necessary that there is a 

																																																													
68 https://software.intel.com/content/www/us/en/develop/topics/software-guard-extensions.html  
69 With high rates of global LEI adoption, the savings to trade finance banks can be significant, up to US $500 million on letters of credit 
alone according to analysis conducted by McKinsey & Co - page 17 of the White Paper - The Legal Entity Identifier: The Value of the 
Unique Counterparty ID, McKinsey & Company on behalf of the Global Legal Identifier Foundation (GLEIF) 
70 As an example, China has already mandated use of LEIs for its importers and exporters. Source: 
https://www.gleif.org/en/newsroom/blog/number-2-in-the-lei-lightbulb-blog-series-spotlight-on-china-a-nation-advancing-lei-usage-
through-policy-and-innovation. Furthermore, Chinese exporters are able to obtain LEIs for zero fee, which aims to support export 
industry. Source: Page 8 of Thematic Review on Implementation of the Legal Entity Identifier, GLEIF 
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directory within the ETF where all identifiers and addresses of end-users’ nodes can be consulted and 
checked.  

6.4 Establishing legal framework for e-invoicing 

Recommendation 4: E-invoices should substitute the array of currently existing commercial paper 
invoices produced by businesses during an ordinary transaction. Instead of two or even three paper 
invoices that are kept by sellers and buyers, Ukrainian businesses would be able to use one single 
electronic invoice to be stored within the EIS.  The proposed changes will not create any additional 
obligatory commercial documents; indeed, it is the other way around. 

We recommend adopting a comprehensive definition of an e-invoice as a commercial document in 
electronic structured form that is issued by a seller in the following cases: 

• for the sake of prepayment by a buyer, before actual supply of goods, performance of works 
or provision of services. 

• after the goods have been supplied, works have been performed or services have been 
rendered.  

A law should prescribe that structured e-invoices oblige a buyer to pay only in case that they are 
registered in the EIS and are accepted by the buyer. 

A law shall clearly require a minimum level of e-invoice content in order for a document to be 
considered an e-invoice. The exact obligatory data fields shall very much replicate the content of 
current paper invoices, so as not to disrupt already established business practices. At the same 
time, an e-invoice should have optional data fields to cover specifics of trade in goods, provision of 
services and performance of works, as well as specifics of some industries. Importantly, each e-
invoice shall bear its own unique number, by which it is identifiable and could be matched. 

Importantly, we recommend eliminating requirements to sign e-invoices by e-signatures and to 
indicate identity of the signatory. The export e-invoices will be sent via the Peppol network and 
certified by its Access Points, i.e., EDI-providers that have been certified by Peppol organization. 
All other (internal) e-invoices will be sent via the DLT-based EIS module where not the e-invoices 
themselves, but transactions with them (issuance, delivery, acceptance, etc.) will be signed by DLT 
signatures (private keys) provided to users during registration in the EIS module. 

To produce much productivity gains, digitalization of invoices should encompass all situations in 
which they are used in current realities. For instance, paper invoices are issued in common cases 
of return of goods by a buyer. So, it is important to introduce additional type of e-invoices – return 
(credit) e-invoices to be issued by a buyer in case of goods return. Interface of the EIS should enable 
issuance of both ordinary e-invoices and return (credit) e-invoices.  

Additionally, the legislation shall provide for the existence of specific export e-invoices which can be 
issued in both English and Ukrainian variants, while ordinary e-invoices must be only in Ukrainian.  

The EIS module shall allow downloading e-invoices by their issuers or other users upon 
authorization by the issuers, so that they can be used for other purposes or in other electronic 
systems, should it be needed. 

In addition to this, after the optional stage of e-invoicing reform, the commercial legislation should 
be amended and clearly oblige the parties to issue e-invoices in each case of supply of goods, 
provision of services and performance of works. In parallel to this change, we recommend providing 
for that factoring may be based only on the accepted e-invoices. The combination of these two 
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Rationale 

Why digitalization of invoices is the right solution at the right time? An invoice is a legal document 
that’s at the heart of international and internal trade. Paper invoices bring many challenges — they’re 
slow, risky and can be lost, misplaced, damaged, forged or stolen. And the task of preparing, collecting, 
validating, and sharing them across the various parties involved is highly resource intensive. For all 
these reasons, the electronic invoice is the central instrument for improving flow of commercial 
transactions.  

Based on the conducted study, we do not recommend standardizing paper invoices for following 
reasons: 

																																																													
71 Based on existing commercial practices in Ukraine, a seller usually issues two copies of the same invoice – one for itself and one for a 
buyer. In some cases, buyers also issue their versions of paper invoices. Accordingly, a seller and a buyer may produce two or even more 
paper invoices in the course of an ordinary transaction 
72 Pages 40-41 of Trade finance for SMEs in the digital era, OECD 
73 E-invoicing implementation is considered as a desirable requirement for successful development of supply chain finance markets. 
Source: Page 46 of SCF Guidebook for development banks and public entities, World Bank 
74 It is useful to draw parallels to paper consignment notes that have recently been digitized in Ukraine. In particular, the Ministry of 
Infrastructure provides numbers that businesses in Ukraine every year produce around 500 million paper consignment notes. Further to 
this, the total expenditures on paper and their manual processing constitute staggering UAH 1 billion. Source: 
https://mtu.gov.ua/news/31485.html. Although the Ministry has not provided any specific numbers on expected cost reduction in case of 
Ukraine, it refers to the experience of the EU countries where the lifecycle of a paper consignment note costs EUR 6.23 while the 
lifecycle of e-CMR costs EUR 1.69. EU countries also report 87% reduction of time needed to process e-CMRs compared to their paper 
analogues. Source: https://iaa.org.ua/news/2267-2/?fbclid=IwAR10bqE8zLJX9NUW6O1uJH3ztw1QLwY8vn_m5H9b033WLFr-
_f1U6TSPUtY.  Coupled with other numbers provided in this subsection, the same results may be expected for the e-invoicing in 
Ukraine. 

changes will contribute to combatting the problem of differentiation between trade factoring and 
purchase of NPLs, as only receivables arising out of real commercial transactions will be factored. 

Deriving lessons from the experience of the studied countries, we recommend mandating that once 
a seller start to issue e-invoices, it must issue only e-invoices. At the same time, if the counterparty 
of the seller does not yet have its node in the EIS, then the seller may still issue ordinary paper non-
standardized invoices. There should be strict penalties for breach of this obligation which could be 
easily revealed during tax inspections. 

The legal status of paper invoices, as well as VAT invoices, shall remain as it is, unchanged. Over 
time commercial e-invoices will be extended with new functions and could completely supersede 
other types of invoices. In perspective, businesses will have to issue only one document that 
simultaneously serves accounting, commercial and tax functions.  

Benefits to suppliers and 
buyers 

 
Commercial e-invoicing will eliminate excessive paperwork71, 
significantly simplify and automate accounting and tax processes, as 
well as turn trade finance into more accessible facility72.  

 
 

Benefits to financiers 
 

 
 

Commercial e-invoicing will speed up processing of commercial 
documents and combat double-financing problem via the EIS and 
TFDR, in this way driving down costs of risk. 

 
Benefits to the economy 

 
 
 

Commercial e-invoicing will contribute to tackling VAT fraud and 
enhance volumes of trade finance in Ukraine, especially with respect 
to SMEs73. It is expected that it will considerably improve the 
competitiveness of Ukrainian businesses on the global scale74. 
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(a) Paper invoices, even standardized, do not allow to automate the invoicing process and there 
will remain the need to process them by hand. 

(b) Without any automation benefits, standardized paper invoices will only put an additional 
burden on Ukrainian businesses. 

(c) Paper invoices, even uploaded to TFDR, do not allow to prevent double assignment because 
their information is not machine-readable and cannot be used for data checks. 

(d) Paper invoices bring about many risks of fraud if they are not registered in EIS. Moreover, 
none of the studied countries allows to upload paper invoices in e-invoicing system. 

How trade in goods looks now How trade in services looks now 75  

How trade in goods/services may look like with e-invoicing 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

As per the pre-payment, a seller would issue the pre-payment e-invoice to get an advance payment 
from a buyer. Upon the actual supply of goods, the seller should issue an ordinary e-invoice to 
document the fact of supply of goods, services or works. At the same time, the pre-payment accounting 
process may be further simplified. According to the position of the Ministry of Finance laid down in its 
letter No. 31-11410-06-5/4339 dated 16 Feb. 201776, a seller may issue such pre-payment paper 
invoices as "рахунок" and "рахунок-фактура" to document the transaction, provided they are 
coupled by the documents evidencing the payment. If those conditions are met, the Ministry of Finance 
argues that no additional invoices are needed. As "рахунок" and "рахунок-фактура" are to be 
substituted by pre-payment e-invoices, sellers may in principle follow this position and refrain from 
issuing additional ordinary e-invoices to document the fact of supply. At the same time, Ukrainian 
courts are of the opposite view that those paper pre-payment invoices do not constitute primary 
accounting documents and do not document the transaction77. That is, the explicit legislative 

																																																													
75 Based on existing commercial practices in Ukraine, a seller usually issues two copies of the same invoice – on 
e for itself and one for a buyer. In some cases, buyers also issue their versions of paper invoices. Accordingly, a seller and a buyer may 
produce two or even more paper invoices in the course of an ordinary transaction 
76 Pages 40-41 of T 
rade finance for SMEs in the digital era, OECD 
77 E-invoicing implementation is considered as a desirable requirement for successful development of supply chain finance markets. 
Source: Page 46 of SCF Guidebo 
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amendments are needed to make it clear that pre-payment e-invoices may document the transaction 
if they are coupled with documents proving actual payment. 

In fact, if we turn to the practice of other countries, the processes of trade digitalization often began 
with the transformation of invoices into electronic form. Such trade digitalization processes are 
especially active in the European Union, in this way making it a credible route to follow. 

Advantages of switching to electronic invoices according to European Commission78: 

  

  

  

 

Similar advantages are indicated by various institutions in all parts of the world where e-invoicing is 
gaining a foothold. Some experts point out that further cost savings may be brought about by fraud 
and loss prevention and reduction of auditing costs for trading parties and tax authorities79. 

E-invoicing can also lead to faster billing cycles, according to United Nations Economic Commission 
for Europe (UNECE)80. There are many similar reports of major stakeholders with the same idea that 
e-invoicing penetration brings many benefits for intra-country and cross-border business processes 
by speeding up all micro-activities within a supply chain, which results in considerable time savings. 

Cost-saving advantages of electronic invoicing:  

																																																													
ok for development banks and public entities, World Bank 
78 It is useful to draw parallels to paper consignment notes that have recently been digitized in Ukraine. In particular, the Ministry of 
Infrastructure provides numbers that businesses in Ukraine every year produce around 500 million paper consignment notes. Further to 
this, the total expenditures on paper and their manual processing constitute staggering UA 
H 1 billion. Source: https://mtu.gov.ua/news/31485.html. Although the Ministry has not provided any specific numbers on expect 
ed cost reduction in case of Ukraine, it refers to the experience of the EU countries where the lifecycle of a pa 
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processing 
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$30 to process a paper invoice  
$27 to process a PDF invoice 
WHILE 
$9 to process an e-invoice 

Source: Australian 
Taxation Office 
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As proven by examples from other countries, large companies are the ones that start utilizing e-
invoicing option upon its introduction. Given the leverage power of large corporates, fulfilling the 
expectations of trading parties is a very important consideration for all the SMEs that interact with 
those big companies81.  

As a result, in 2018 23% of the SMEs and 47% of the large corporations in the European Union are 
sending e-invoices suitable for automated processing. This is, without doubt, a significant number82. 

As per the e-signatures on e-invoices, we recommend eliminating electronic signature and reference 
to an individual that issued the export e-invoice requirements for export e-invoices in Ukraine. As the 
export e-invoices will be sent via Peppol network, they will be certified by the relevant access point or 
service provider registered in Ukraine (and not by the electronic signature of the seller / buyer), which 
will confirm the sender‘s authenticity (preferably, by use of an advanced certificate)83. That is, e-
invoices sent via Peppol will not need an electronic signature. The EU Standard and Peppol BIS 
specification contain quite detailed list of data and covers all necessary data of an e-invoice as the 
primary document, except for personal signature and positions of persons responsible for the business 
transaction. The EU E-invoicing Directive, the EU Standard and the Peppol BIS standard do not require 
the use of electronic signatures or seals for e-invoices, nor prevent their use. 

Concerning internal e-invoices, the situation is a bit different because internal e-invoices will be sent 
via the EIS module and not via the Peppol network. All transactions will have to be signed by 
cryptographic signatures to add them to the distributed ledger. That is, to deliver an e-invoice from 
point A to point B, this action will have to be signed by a private key of the seller. Likewise, acceptance 
of the e-invoice by the buyer (which will change the status of the e-invoice in the distributed ledger to 
"accepted") must also be signed by the private key of the buyer. The users of the system will be 
provided with those private keys while registering their accounts (nodes) in the system. To put it simply, 
the e-invoices themselves will not be signed, signatures will be applied to transactions carried out with 
the e-invoices. Otherwise, the sellers/buyers will have to separately sign the e-invoice with their digital 
signature and then sign the transaction with their DLT signature, obviously complicating the process. 
So, from this follows the same recommendation to eliminate requirements on electronic signature with 
respect to the internal e-invoices as well. 

																																																													
per consignment note costs EUR 6.23 while the lifecycle of e-CMR costs EUR 1.69. EU countries also report 87% reduction of time 
needed to process e-CMRs compared to their paper  
analogues. Source: https://iaa.org.ua/news/2267-2/?fbclid=IwAR10bqE8zLJX9NUW 
6O1uJH3ztw1QLwY8vn_m5H9b033WLFr-_f1U6TSPUtY.  Coupled with other numbers provided in this subsection, the same results 
may be expected for the e-invoicing in Ukraine. 
Ministry of Digital Transformation on the outcome of the pilot eDelivery project 

 
 

  

Source: European Central 
Bank and European 
Commission 

€2.50-10 to compile and send a paper invoice  
€5-15 to receive and settle paper invoice by hand 
WHILE 
30% aggregate cost reduction due to proliferation of e-invoicing in 
such EU countries as France, Greece, Slovenia, and Sweden. 

Source: interviews with EDI-
providers from Ukraine 

Up to $0.5 is the cost of lifecycle of an e-invoice in Ukraine.  
 
This leads to the conclusion that in Ukraine onboarding SMEs into e-
invoicing could significantly reduce their costs. The value of e-
invoicing is, thus, significant.  
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E-invoicing is a new milestone on the climb to the digitalized economy where all current paper-based 
processes are converted into digital form. E-invoicing calls for specific attention when considering that 
the goal of integrating into the Digital Single Market of the EU is already enshrined in the respective  
strategic documents84. The same is acknowledged in the National Strategy to Increase Foreign Direct 
Investment in Ukraine. The strategy expressly points out that Ukraine should join current EU e-
invoicing projects, transpose EU-compliant e-invoicing standard in Ukrainian and mandate use of new 
e-invoices for public procurement85.  

The importance of cross-border e-invoicing for Ukraine is also mentioned in the E4Digital report 
dedicated to digitalization of trade that is flowing via the transport corridor between the Baltic Sea and 
the Black Sea86. According to that report, the overall aim is to create a data pipeline of digitized 
commercial (e.g., e-invoices) and delivery documents that will simplify and speed up cross-border 
checks and bring about stronger cooperation between the EU and the Eastern Partnership Countries, 
including Ukraine. 

6.5 E-invoice acceptance as a buyer’s obligation to pay 

Rationale 

																																																													
84 For instance, Roadmap for Ukraine's integration into the EU Digital Single Market 
85 Page 93 of Section 2.3. Digital infrastructure of "National Strategy to Increase Foreign Direct Investment in Ukraine", E&Y with support 
from the USAID Competitive Economy Program per the request of the Government of Ukraine 
86 Preparatory actions to pilot a Digital Multi-modal Transport Corridor between the Baltic Sea and the Black Sea, E4Digital 
87 Page 29 of Trade finance for SMEs in the digital era, OECD 

Recommendation 5: To mandate that an e-invoice contains a legally valid claim for payment only 
when it is explicitly accepted by a buyer. The fact of acceptance is to be established and registered 
via the EIS.  

A law should be clear on that only accepted e-invoices can be the subject of factoring transactions. 
Over time, however, the definition of factoring shall be amended and provide that a factoring 
transaction may be concluded only based on non-mature accepted e-invoices. As e-invoices will be 
issued via the EIS only in case of B2B and B2G transactions, only real non-mature commercial 
receivables will be factored. Thus, truly trade factoring will be distilled from purchase of bad debts.  

In addition to this, e-invoices should be supplemented with the status of payment request (instruction). 
As the payment date will be indicated in the e-invoice, after that date the seller will be able to present 
it to the bank to get automatic payment from the buyer’s account in favor of the seller. Further to this, 
it will be possible to use e-invoices as mandatory payment instructions only after that payment term 
has elapsed, which will be recorded in the EIS. As both the financiers and the sellers will have their 
nodes in the system, it may be used to send those write-off requests, so new capability may be 
connected to the IT systems of banks via API connection with the EIS. 

Benefits to suppliers and 
buyers 

 
 
 
 

The acceptance status of e-invoices will be registered and stored in 
the EIS in tamper-proof manner, in this way significantly reducing any 
risks of fraud and loss of invoices. Buyer’s refusal to accept an e-
invoice will be automatically recorded by the EIS. Another potential 
benefit is quicker invoice approval, which would enable suppliers to 
discount such electronic invoices more efficiently87.  
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What really matters in trade finance process is whether a financier is purchasing a legally valid claim 
to a buyer. Currently, Ukrainian legislation establishes that monetary rights of claim arise out of 
underlying commercial agreements concluded between a seller and a buyer. At the same time, the 
legislation is unclear on the issue whether invoices contain any monetary right on their own. The 
applicable legislation, for instance the Civil Code of Ukraine, is silent on the matter. That said, court 
practice has elaborated the position that if a buyer signs an invoice, then a buyer is obliged to pay that 
invoice89. This is exactly why financiers demand invoices to be presented prior to any trade finance 
transaction in Ukraine. 

Stemming from this, it should be clearly regulated that accepted e-invoices contain rights of claim for 
payment. It should be made clear that counterparties can bring accepted e-invoices to a court as 
legally valid evidence of the monetary right against a buyer.  

Interestingly, most of the reviewed countries introduced the rule that the e-invoices are deemed as 
tacitly accepted if not objected to by a buyer within a predefined period of time (tacit acceptance 
period). In most of the reviewed countries the tacit acceptance period ranges from 3 to 8 days90. After 
the tacit acceptance has occurred, the buyer is also obliged to pay the e-invoice. At the same time, 
we do not recommend introducing such option for the time being, when considering established 
commercial practices. Currently, paper invoices are signed (i.e., accepted) by buyers at the moment 
of the goods, services or works receipt. In so doing, the buyer practically acknowledges that the goods, 
services or works have been received and match their description. For now, there is no such thing as 
tacit acceptance of paper invoices in Ukraine. That said, we do not recommend introducing tacit 
acceptance option for e-invoices in Ukraine, at least for the time being. For instance, some businesses 
may abuse the tacit acceptance period and send fresh air e-invoices to other businesses, for instance 
to big corporates dealing with thousands of invoices. It may well be expected that many businesses 
would not manage to object to those fresh air invoices in due time, after which they will be legally 
obliged to pay fraudsters the amounts indicated in e-invoices. The recent well-known cases of 
multimillion invoice scams with Google and Facebook91 further prove the point, that the tacit 
acceptance should not be applied from the outset of the e-invoicing launch, to avoid disruption in the 
well-established business processes.  

																																																													
88 For instance, the European Commission reports that on average time between invoice receipt and approval is reduced by an average 
of 10 days, allowing e-invoices to be paid more swiftly. Source: 
https://ec.europa.eu/cefdigital/wiki/display/CEFDIGITAL/2019/05/07/Government+of+Flanders+introduces+early+payment+with+e-
invoicing. Practically the same (up to 7 days faster with e-invoicing) was confirmed by Deloitte in its assessment of e-invoicing benefits 
for Australia, source: https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/au/Documents/tax/deloitte-au-tax-insights-5-e-invoicing-
310321.pdf.   
89 Information list of the Supreme Commercial Court of Ukraine No. 01-06/928/2012 dated 17.07.2012. There are many court cases where 
Ukrainian courts followed this position 
90 For more detailed information, please refer to the column 23 of the EIS spreadsheet 
91 https://www.cnbc.com/2019/03/28/how-to-avoid-invoice-theft-scam-that-cost-google-facebook-123m.html  

 
Benefits to financiers 

 
 

 
 

The future systems will enable businesses to automatically provide 
financiers with verified information on the acceptance status of an e-
invoice. 

 
Benefits to the economy 

 
 
 

As only accepted e-invoices will be eligible for factoring, increased 
transparency of acceptance process will reduce risks of financiers, 
namely that buyer have not accepted its obligation to pay. In 
perspective, this may drive down the cost of trade financing, making it 
more appealing. In the same vein, the electronic acceptance of e-
invoices will speed up all related commercial activities88. 
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How acceptance looks now with paper 
invoicing 

 

How acceptance may look like with e-
invoicing 

 
 

 
 

Of course, the system should also enable a buyer to grant its acceptance immediately after receipt of 
an e-invoice. The process of granting explicit acceptance should be made as easy as possible for the 
end user, ideally via just one or two clicks. Because the acceptance period will start from the moment 
of receipt of an invoice by a buyer, then it is essential to clearly define the moment. A possible option 
is to regulate that an invoice is deemed received by a buyer after it was added to the DLT network. Of 
course, the system should enable a buyer to check whether an invoice has been received by a buyer. 

During the discussions with the NBU some additional issues were raised, namely whether the 
proposed concept of an invoice overlaps with the existing legal status of payment requests or 
securities. Accordingly, let us address those matters: 

Payment requests 

Payment requests ensure that a seller can 
receive a payment even in case of a buyer’s 
disagreement to pay. Due to this, payment 
requests are: 

• settlement documents;  
• issued only in cases explicitly indicated 

in an underlying agreement between a 
seller and a buyer;  

• sent directly to a buyer’s bank, but not to 
a buyer. Contain demands to a bank to 
initiate a payment from a buyer’s 
account. 

E-invoices 

E-invoices ensure that supply of goods, 
provision of services and performance of 
works are documented according to 
accounting requirements. They also document 
the buyer’s acceptance of the goods, services 
or works as a precondition for buyer’s 
obligation to pay. Due to this, e-invoices will: 

• be settlement documents. If the buyer 
does not fulfill its obligation to pay, then the 
e-invoice may be redirected to the 
financier’s node in the EIS to write-off the 
funds from the buyer’s account in favor of 
the seller. Thus, e-invoices will play much 
the same role as payment requests.  

• be issued in practically all cases of trade in 
goods, provision of services and 
performance of works. No additional 
contractual arrangements will be needed. 

Settlement status of e-invoices will allow to avoid reverting to the court system of Ukraine, in so doing 
once more accelerating business processes. 
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As per the securities, the study revealed that in Colombia invoices do have the status of securities and 
can be transferred via endorsement. At the same time, current Ukrainian legislation does not favor 
such approach, the same in all other studied countries and in the EU. From our view, it is better not to 
extend securities legislation onto invoices due to different nature of the two instruments. 

Securities 

• Capital Markets Law92 contemplates the 
limited and exclusive list of groups of 
securities that can exist in Ukrainian legal 
framework (debt, equity securities, etc.);  

• Securities are in their nature financial 
instruments used to raise funds and do 
not document any underlying 
commercial transaction;  

• Securities are transferable and form the 
secondary market.  

 

E-invoices 

• Capital Markets Law does not include 
current paper invoices into any group of 
securities. As e-invoices will substitute 
current paper invoices, there should be no 
change. 

• Paper invoices, as well as future e-
invoices, are and will be used solely for 
commercial and accounting purposes. As 
they document the transaction, paper 
invoices and their electronic substitutes 
are and will be used for obtaining trade 
financing. 

• It is clear that TFDR and EIS will 
significantly ease transferability of the 
rights of monetary claim represented by e-
invoices via the relevant assignment 
agreements, and thus may create a 
secondary market.   

6.6 Accounting and tax aspects of e-invoicing 

																																																													
92 Paragraph 7 of Article 9 of the Capital Markets Law 

 
Recommendation 6: To explicitly provide in law that an electronic commercial invoice is a primary 
document used for accounting purposes. It is important to ensure that obligatory requirements to 
the content of e-invoices and accounting requirements overlap and do not contradict one another.  
The EIS will reduce the burden of storing primary paper documents because all issued e-invoices 
and return (credit) e-invoices will be stored in the EIS.  
Following these changes in law, e-invoices will have equal value with their current paper analogues 
from the point of tax collection. In the short-term perspective, however, the e-invoicing should not 
change the general rules for issuing VAT-invoices. It would rather ease the procedures of VAT 
invoicing from the standpoint of the seller. In particular, VAT invoices registry and the EIS may be 
interconnected, so that issuance of e-invoices automatically leads to issuance of VAT invoices for 
VAT payers. In case that deep integration is unlikely to be achieved, there may be another option 
where e-invoices issued by VAT payers could be simply shared with the tax administration to provide 
it with the reliable information on commercial transactions. 
In the medium to long-term perspective, e-invoices should be vested with tax functions and 
completely substitute VAT invoices. Accordingly, current VAT register should be replaced by the 
EIS where the tax administration will have its own nodes. All the necessary VAT-related information 
will be automatically shared with the tax administration’s nodes immediately after issuance of e-
invoices via the EIS.  
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Rationale 

For now, paper invoices have full accounting value and are deemed as primary documents under the 
applicable accounting legislation95. As e-invoices will simply substitute existing array of paper invoices, 
the e-invoices must have the same accounting value of documenting commercial transactions. Clear 
implementation of this idea in the law will minimize any difficulties businesses might have when 
interacting with tax and other authorities with respect to the e-invoicing system.  

As per the storage requirements of accounting legislation, those should be fulfilled by the EIS, by this 
reducing the need to have dedicated storage premises for loads of paper documents96. Given that the 
tax administration often reads the accounting legislation in the restrictive manner, it is equally important 
to explicitly regulate that all e-invoices must be stored in the EIS to meet accounting rules. 

It is important to ensure that the mandatory content of an e-invoice is fully compliant with the 
established accounting requirements, to avoid the problem of contradiction between those 
requirements that took place during the first phase of e-invoicing in the EU97. 

Although immutable storage is one of the main features of the DLT, it is also possible that some 
businesses will be unwilling to store e-invoicing data for the period that exceeds mandatory legal 
requirement. Thus, discussions with the market participants should be done to gather their views on 
the matter. If they are against "eternal" storage of their e-invoicing data in the EIS, then there are some 
options to guarantee deletion of data on expiry of the obligatory storage period. Those include 
programmable auto-deletion parameters such as "blockToLive" and "timeToLive". In particular, some 
DLTs provide the possibility of using a parameter called "blockToLive", namely that data on invoices 

																																																													
93 That on its own can lead to significant cost reductions, for instance with respect to storing e-invoices, as pointed out in the research of 
Deutsche Bank. Source: https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/sites/default/files/document/2014-12/E-Banking%20Snapshot%20Issue%2030%20-
%20E-invoicing_crown%20or%20catalyst%20of%20an%20efficient%20billing%20process.pdf  
94 Moreover, e-invoicing may help firms reduce the likelihood of receiving substantial fines when audited. Source: Page 6 of IMF 
Working Paper – Digitalization to improve tax compliance: evidence from VAT e-invoicing in Peru, International Monetary Fund. 
95 Paper invoices are mentioned as accounting primary documents in the Order of the Ministry of Justice No. 578/5 dated 12 Apr. 2012. 
The same is acknowledged by the STSU in its tax clarifications, for instance: http://if.sfs.gov.ua/baner/podatkovi-konsultatsii/konsultatsii-
dlya-fizichnih-osib/71156.html. The situation is, however, the other way around with such pre-payment paper invoices as "рахунок" and 
"рахунок-фактура" which will be described later in this subsection. 
96 For instance, clause 6.2 of the Order of the Ministry of Finance No. 88 dated 24 May 1995 establishes that accounting primary 
documents, including paper invoices, must be stored in dedicated premises or locked cabinets. 
97 Page 35 of "Final report of the expert group on e-Invoicing", published by the European Commission 

Benefits to suppliers and 
buyers 

 
 
 
 

The proposed EIS is directed towards easing of the accounting 
requirements93 and more automated process of creating VAT invoices. 

 

 
Benefits to financiers 

 
 

 
 

As the e-invoices will have full accounting value and document real 
commercial transactions, it is likely to increase readiness of financiers 
to invest into trade finance facilities. 

 
Benefits to the economy 

 
 
 

Given that the tax administration will receive reliable electronic 
information, it will increase collection and improve audit94 of VAT and 
other taxes without any increase of administrative burden. 
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is deleted when an X number of blocks has been added to the blockchain, and another parameter 
called "timeToLive" which would translate the conservation time of the information in terms of real life.  

An opposite approach may be used as well, namely that all e-invoicing data is stored off-chain and 
can be deleted by ordinary means. In this case the EIS stores only metadata of issued e-invoices. 
Some, or all, of the corporate data may be stored outside the DLT using registry-repository services 
such as, for example, OASIS RegRep98, the use of which becomes necessary in cases where the 
immutability properties of a DLT are unsuitable99. It may be needed to guarantee the ability of users 
to change or delete all the uploaded information.  

There are also other changes that could be introduced to the accounting legislation. For instance, 
Article 9 (6) of the Accounting Law contemplates that even if an enterprise issues only electronic 
accounting documents, at the request of the counterparty or state authorities the enterprise must 
provide them with paper copies of the documents. Given the current paperless trends and Once-Only 
principle, it is recommended to partially eliminate the requirement and contemplate those enterprises 
must provide paper copies only at request of their counterparties. In their turn, obligation to present 
paper documents at the request of state authorities should be eliminated, because state authorities 
will be able to obtain the digital data via integration with the EIS. 

Although it was not the focus of this project, during the study we have stumbled upon yet another 
problem restricting access of SMEs to trade finance in Ukraine. The problem presents a major 
challenge for Ukraine’s economy, when considering that small enterprises and private entrepreneurs 
are the ones that use the simplified tax system. To put it in detail, Ukrainian legislation prohibits 
taxpayers, using the simplified tax system, from making non-cash settlements100. With that in mind, 
the STSU often argues that if a financier pays a buyer under a factoring arrangement with a seller, 
then it is the non-cash settlement on the part of the seller. According to the STSU, businesses 
benefiting from the simplified tax system either cannot use factoring facilities or must switch to the 
income tax system which can potentially increase the tax burden on them. This is a prime example of 
the situation where legislative inconsistencies preclude many thousands of Ukrainian SMEs from using 
factoring services. Therefore, we recommend stating clearly in the Tax Code that those who benefit 
from the simplified tax system may enter factoring arrangements. 

Also, although small enterprises and private entrepreneurs using the simplified tax system are not 
obliged to issue and store accounting primary documents, the tax administration is of the view that 
they still should obtain from their suppliers accounting documents, for instance invoices, evidencing 
transactions101. That is, the EIS module should allow onboarding businesses benefitting from the 
simplified tax regime, so that they are able to issue, receive and store e-invoices with the EIS, by this 
reducing the administrative burden. 

Concerning tax perspective of future e-invoicing, it has the huge potential to improve VAT collection 
procedure and VAT-related dispute resolution. For instance, direct channel of communication between 
the tax administration (which may have its own node in the network) may allow to instantly transfer 
necessary e-invoices at the request of tax administration. This is expected to speed up reconciliation 
of documents by the tax administration, in this way reducing any human-related mistakes and 
accelerating the whole dispute resolution procedure. Furthermore, as the e-invoices document the 
underlying commercial transactions that may be subject to VAT, automatic (without human 
intervention) creation of VAT invoices may lead to outstanding advantages for all VAT payers. 

																																																													
98 http://docs.oasis-open.org/regrep/regrep-core/v4.0/os/regrep-core-overview-v4.0-os.html  
99 White Paper of the SCALES project 
100 The tax clarifications of the STSU No. 1468/6/99-00-04-06-03-06/ІПК dated 10 Apr. 2020, No. 712/ІПК/20-40-12-03-25 dated 22 Feb. 
2018, No. 4341/ІПК/08-01-12-04-11 dated 9 Oct. 2018. The relevant tax clarifications can be accessed via the following link: 
https://i.factor.ua/ukr/journals/nibu/2020/november/issue-90/article-111773.html 
101 https://tax.gov.ua/media-tsentr/novini/495584.html  
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Finally, the conducted study clearly demonstrates that most countries vest their e-invoices with 
commercial, accounting and VAT functions. In comparison, paper invoices in Ukraine have only 
commercial and accounting implications, while special VAT invoices are used for VAT reporting. Truly, 
existence of different registries complicates commercial transaction. Apparently, this would lead to 
substitution of the current VAT registry with the EIS in the medium- to long-term perspective. Ideally, 
in the end of the reform e-invoices should simultaneously perform the following roles: 

• an e-invoice as a sales document, which is part of the commercial transaction between 
the seller and the buyer and materializes a request to pay from the seller to the buyer.  

• an invoice as an accounting document which builds and supports the seller’s and the 
buyer’s accounts (Profit and Loss (P&L) and balance sheet), respectively booking the 
income and expenses in the P&L, and the VAT collected or deductible and the accounts 
payable or accounts receivable in the balance sheets.  

• an invoice as a tax document, proof of the deductibility of VAT, which constitutes a claim 
on the Tax Administration for the deductible VAT amount on the buyer side. 

6.7 UA e-invoicing standard 

Recommendation 7: Consistency between syntaxes of UA e-invoices and EU e-invoices is a vital 
prerequisite for ensuring interoperability in cross-border e-invoicing. Syntaxes represent those 
machine-readable lines of code by which e-invoicing systems interact. Given that the EU is the largest 
trade partner of Ukraine and has already developed its e-invoicing infrastructure, it is recommended 
to base those UA export e-invoices on the existing EU standards. This would allow Ukrainian 
exporters to connect to the said EU infrastructure.   

Importantly, Ukraine has already transposed EN-16931 standard of the EU, however, it was 
transposed in English and remains only an optional one102. Also, the transposed version is not even 
publicly available which calls into question perspectives of its successful adoption by businesses. We 
recommend updating it to the most up-to-date version of the EU standard and translating it into 
Ukrainian. 

It seems that the most viable option is to simply adopt PEPPOL BIS Billing 3.0 standard for UA export 
e-invoices. There are clear benefits behind opting for PEPPOL BIS Billing 3.0 standard – it is already 
designed and approbated in many countries. It is based on the EN-16931, so there will be no need 
to start from scratch using the EN documentation. It is well suited for countries with no e-invoicing 
infrastructure. Ukraine can adopt this e-invoicing standard with some necessary changes and 
supplement it with additional mandatory and optional data fields.  

The same PEPPOL standard may also be used for internal e-invoices. At the same time, as the 
internal e-invoices presumably raise less interoperability issues, Ukraine can also opt for the path of 
developing its own proprietary e-invoicing standard to be adopted by the national standardization 
body. If it is the case, we recommend elaborating UA e-invoicing standard on syntaxes that have 
been adopted in the EU103. Perhaps, Ukraine should adopt more popular UBL 2.1104 syntax. 
Additionally, there is a view that UBL standards are more convenient for businesses because the 
code in UBL syntax is presented in more human-readable way, so it is even possible to check any 
errors in the content by looking at the code of an e-invoice.  

																																																													
102 Order No. 194 of State Enterprise "Ukrainian Research and Training Center for Standardization, Certification and Quality" (the 
"UkrNDNC") 
103 EN-16931 compatible syntaxes include UBL 2.1 and CII UN/CEFACT 
104 There already is UBL 2.3 standard that is fully backward compatible with UBL 2.1 standard used as a syntax in EN-16931, so there is 
not much difference in preferring UBL 2.3 over UBL 2.1 standard. As a matter of fact, most EU countries use UBL 2.1 syntax 
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Further to this, if Ukraine opts for developing own proprietary standard for internal e-invoices, there 
are additional general considerations to consider: 

• it is generally compatible with standards adopted in the major trading partners of Ukraine. 

• core elements of an e-invoice can be adjusted according to specifics of transactions in some 
sectors of Ukrainian economy – this could be achieved via optional data fields of an e-invoice. 

• the standard is technology neutral because the EIS should be upgradable and should not be 
technologically bound only to e-invoices structured according to the future UA standard. That 
said, it is important to ensure that the EU e-invoicing standard is the only one accepted by 
the EIS. 

• IT systems of businesses, EDI-providers and financiers will be able to painlessly migrate to 
new structured data format.  

 

Rationale 

Whether Ukraine chooses to transpose and amend existing EU standards or create its own proprietary 
standard from the ground up, the future e-invoicing standard shall at least define: 

• core semantic elements of an e-invoice (i.e., part of an e-invoice with information that must 
be represented in an e-invoice such as quantity of goods, amounts owed, other 
commercial information). 

• syntax of an invoice (i.e., machine-readable part of an invoice that incorporates core 
semantic elements into a code). 

• syntax bindings (i.e., part of an e-invoice with the mapping between the core semantic 
elements and a syntax). 

As rightly pointed out by the Expert group on e-invoicing, to ensure full technical interoperability the 
messages transferred by communication protocols need to have a shared syntax and formats105. To 
avoid interoperability problems, any Ukrainian e-invoicing standard should be guided by the existing 
EU standard and modifications of EU standard that are in use in the main trading partners of Ukraine 
within the EU. Ideally, Ukrainian businesses will be able to exchange e-invoices based on UA standard 

																																																													
105 Page 42 of "Final report of the expert group on e-Invoicing", published by the European Commission 

Benefits to suppliers and 
buyers 

 
 
 
 

Structured e-invoices can be automatically processed by machines 
without much human intervention, even more so in case of huge 
volumes. 

 
 

Benefits to financiers 
 
 

 
 

It will be much easier to verify and extract information from the e-
invoices that have the same format, therefore reducing the time 
needed for processing trade financing request. Coupled with the TFDR 
capabilities, this will generate automated trade financing facilities. 

 
Benefits to the economy 

 
 
 

Structured e-invoices will ease verification of accounting documents 
and allow for automatic creation of VAT e-invoices via connection to 
VAT register. 
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with their EU counterparties. To attain this, an official recognition of the UA standard from the EU 
authorities may prove to be needed for the subsequent recognition of UA standard by EU-based 
businesses.  

6.8 Widening trade finance market via smart contracts 

Recommendation 8: To permit smart contracts in the future decentralized IT ecosystem. Smart 
contracts will enable sellers to automatically notify all or selected financiers about the accepted 
receivables that have been put on sale. Having received the notification, the financier with the best 
commercial proposal for the seller will be able to send the requested financing to the account defined 
in the smart contract, which will automatically trigger assignment of the receivables in favor of the 
financier. Accordingly, the assignment will be automatically recorded in the TFDR. 

 

Benefits to suppliers 
and buyers 

	

	

All businesses, especially SMEs, will be able to instantly request trade 
financing from financiers, as well as provide e-invoices evidencing the real 
trade transaction. With less actions to be done to receive trade financing, it 
is likely to enhance use of factoring in the economy. 

 

 
Benefits to financiers 

	

 

Financiers will no longer need to wait for new customers of factoring 
services to come. As the bottleneck of receiving trade financing requests 
will be removed, the financiers will be able to enlarge their factoring 
business. 

 
Benefits to the 

economy 
	

 
 

Trade financing requests via smart contracts will attract much more SMEs 
that currently are not even thinking about applying for factoring financing 
due to the discussed complexity. As the SMEs constitute large part of the 
economy, this will improve the financial condition of the whole economy. 

As is well known, one of the significant advantages of DLT systems is the possibility to use smart 
contracts. By its very nature, a smart contract is a program that runs when a predetermined conditions 
are met (If X occurs then do Y). It is possible to program a DLT network in a way that would 
automatically share accepted e-invoices with financiers that are also represented in the same DLT 
network. Of course, the seller will be the one that defines with whom to share those accepted 
receivables, so the receivables may be shared with only one financier, several selected financiers, or 
all financiers at once. With such automatic sharing feature in place, financiers would no longer need 
to wait for businesses to come and request trade financing. It will be the other way around – requesting 
trade financing will be easier than ever before, thus largely widening the customer base for factoring 
sector. Indeed, there already are notable examples of platforms that have successfully realized 
automatic sharing of commercial documents via smart contracts. For instance, Deloitte has developed 
a Proof-of-Concept and deployed a platform where, upon purchase, the agreement of sale between 
the importer and exporter is automatically shared with import bank using a smart contract on the 
blockchain106. The platform helped a bank reduce the time taken for issuing an LC significantly from 

																																																													
106 How Blockchain Can Reshape Trade Finance, Deloitte 
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20-30 days (as has been the industry norm) to a few hours107, evidently similar results may be achieved 
with sharing of e-invoices. The whole process may be divided into the following steps: 

• The seller sends goods to the buyer and issues the e-invoice via the EIS. While doing 
that, the seller ticks respective checkboxes next to financiers, from which the seller would 
like to receive trade financing. 

• If goods match their description, the buyer accepts the e-invoice in the EIS. Immediately 
upon the acceptance, the e-invoice is sent to the nodes of financiers with the seller’s 
request for trade financing.  

• The financier with the best commercial proposal for the seller adds a payment by sending 
the funds to the smart contract’s address. Immediately upon the transfer of funds, the 
assignment transaction is recorded in the TFDR. Now, the financier owns those 
receivables. 

It is realistic to assume that there may be some technical difficulties with the correct implementation 
of complex smart contracts sharing feature in Ukraine. If this is the case, we recommend implementing 
e-invoices sharing feature in two phases: 

• During the first stage sharing of e-invoices will not be done via smart contracts. Thus, sharing 
will not be truly automatic - once accepted by a buyer, e-invoices will not be automatically 
shared with financiers. To share e-invoices, the seller will have to manually choose nodes of 
financiers (the same as the seller will choose nodes of buyers to send them its e-invoices), 
indicate its terms (discount percent, etc.) and click the share button. Financiers will only be 
able to view data on accepted e-invoices but will not be able to automatically register 
receivables on their name in the TFDR by transferring requested trade financing to the 
predefined account. This will still allow to produce the outstanding positive effect of widening 
customer base for trade finance in Ukraine.  

• The second stage should result in full-scale launch of smart contracts capability in the EIS 
which will significantly automate and streamline the process of payment and assignment108. 
Truly automatic sharing capability means that once accepted by a buyer, e-invoices will be 
automatically shared with financiers. Importantly, a seller should be able to disable this 
automatic sharing. 

Recent adoption of the Law of Ukraine “On Virtual Assets” merits attention as well. Given the DLT 
nature of the e-invoicing system, there is the strong argument for tokenization of e-invoices to make 
them an investable and negotiable asset. For instance, it is worth considering the possibility of 
collecting a bunch of e-invoices into one token which can be further sold. This would allow to sell 
massive volumes of outstanding receivables without the need to conclude many separate or complex 
framework agreements on factoring assignment of that bunch of receivables.    

6.9 Timeline of the e-invoicing and trade finance reform 

It should be kept in mind, that practically all selected countries introduced e-invoicing as the tax-
focused measure rather than business-helping solution, so e-invoices have been embraced mostly by 
VAT payers. This clearly indicates that foreign best practices cannot be directly applied in case of 
Ukraine where e-invoicing is intended to substitute current paper invoicing carried out by all 
businesses, not only VAT payers. Thus, the proposed Ukrainian reform is of much larger scale when 
compared to e-invoicing reform in the studied countries, which should also be considered when 
planning the specific roadmap. The special surveys should be carried out to get better understanding 

																																																													
107 https://www2.deloitte.com/in/en/pages/strategy/articles/trade-financing-redefined-using-blockchain-technology.html  
108 Page 136 of ICC Global Survey 2018: Securing future growth, ICC 
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of the sectors that have already widely embraced e-invoicing, with special focus on those that have 
already adopted structured e-invoices.  

As the exact timeline depends on many different factors, including political ones, it is not provided in 
this Report. Instead, we recommend structuring the reform roadmap around the following contingent 
milestones: 

• The EIS module must be deployed and launched prior to implementation of e-invoicing. It 
should be well tested, so that it is fully workable system. Free portal for issuing e-invoices 
should be launched in parallel, not later than the start of the first optional phase. All interested 
EDI-providers should be already authorized by the Ministry of Digital Transformation. It is not 
critical if the TFDR is launched later, especially when considering that the relevant association 
must be established prior to its deployment, although it would be better to simultaneously 
launch both the EIS and the TFDR. By the time of the TFDR launch, the EIS should be already 
deployed, and businesses should be able to issue e-invoices. 

• The e-invoicing reform should start with optional phase for all, so that the businesses could 
prepare for the mandatory e-invoicing. The intention to completely switch to mandatory e-
invoicing must also be declared from the very beginning of the optional stage, to push 
businesses to make changes. Examples of other countries provide us with insight that such 
non-mandatory stage should last around 3 years for most of the businesses. The registration 
of the financed e-invoices in the TFDR, however, must be mandatory from the start of its 
operations.  

• After 6-12 months of the optional stage, the e-invoicing shall be mandated for the B2G 
transaction, including for the suppliers in public procurement. There may be gradual 
implementation timeline even within the B2G sector, for instance at first e-invoicing may be 
mandated for B2G transactions with corporatized state-owned companies and then for all 
other B2G transactions. While doing that, e-invoicing shall remain optional for B2B 
transactions. 

• After 24 months of the optional stage, the e-invoicing shall be mandated for some sectors of 
economy, for instance for VAT payers or companies that meet certain year-to-year turnover 
thresholds. 

• After 36 months of the optional stage, the e-invoicing shall be mandated for all.  

6.10 Certain other considerations 

• The TFDR and EIS capabilities should be designed and deployed concurrently with 
interoperability and complementarity as building blocks of the modules. 

• The targets of the new infrastructure should be achievable and realistic. The related success 
metrics must reflect the real situation and be developed jointly among the interested parties. 

• Once launched, the focus should be placed on promoting adoption of e-invoicing (via 
awareness-raising and education) to achieve its critical mass within the economy. 

• Ideally, the new IT ecosystem should be financially self-sufficient, though not driven by 
revenue considerations, at least during the first stages of the reform.  

• At the same time, some components of the system must be fully subsidized by the state to 
support proliferation of e-invoicing among SMEs – by this we are referring to free state portal 
where SMEs would be able to issue and deliver e-invoices for free.  

• For the system to be efficient, a detailed Business Analysis may prove to be needed. It should 
ensure that operating models, procedures, processes, and workflows are properly mapped 
and do not negatively disrupt existing commercial practices. The design of the IT ecosystem 
must guarantee business continuity and disaster recovery planning. To this end, special 
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attention should be placed on reaching consensus between practitioners, policy makers and 
technical experts.  

• A dedicated Program Management Office (PMO) would likely have to be established in order 
to manage the implementation of the new IT ecosystem. It would also deal with 
communications to other jurisdictions and monitor emerging initiatives in the field of e-invoicing 
and digitalization of trade finance practices. The PMO would be well-placed to produce 
implementation progress reports with focus placed on uptake of new solutions by the market 
and the obstacles stalling the implementation pace. The applicable regulations should clearly 
regulate that policy makers, for instance within Ukrainian ministries, must provide their 
considerations with respect to the implementation problems identified by the PMO. 

• It could be beneficial to convene an international advisory body composed of experts that have 
the necessary expertise in the field of the DLT solutions, e-invoicing, and trade finance. It 
could assist the PMO and policy makers on everything from policy to actual roll-out of the 
solution.  
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Annex 1. Comparison of the studied countries 
More detailed comparison of certain ETF metrics in Chile, Colombia, Italy, Turkey, Poland, and the USA is 
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Questions Turkey Colombia Chile Italy Poland U.S.A. 

Name the ETF 

Electronic Invoice 
Registration System 
(Elektronik Fatura Kayıt 
Sistemi - EFKS) 

Electronic invoicing system 
(Sistema de facturación) 

Electronic Invoicing System 
(Sistema de Facturación 
Electrónica) 

Exchange System (Sistema di 
Interscambio - SdI)  

 National System of e-
invoices (Krajowy System e-
Faktur - KSeF) will be used 
for B2B/B2C transactions. At 
the moment there is only the 
Electronic Invoicing Platform 
(Platforma Elektronicznego 
Fakturowania - PEF) which is 
used for B2G transactions. 

There is no ETF as such 

Applicable legislation 
(the lists are not 
comprehensive) 

1. General Communique on 
the Tax Procedural Law № 
509 adopted by the Revenue 
Administration (2019) 
 
2. Communique on the Tax 
Procedural Law № 526 
adopted by the Revenue 
Administration (2021) 

1. Chapter 4 of the Decree 
№1625 adopted by the 
Ministry of Commerce, 
Industry and Tourism (2016) 
 
2. Decree №1154 adopted by 
the Ministry of Commerce, 
Industry and Tourism (2020) 
 
3. Decree № 1074 adopted by 
the Ministry of Commerce, 
Industry and Tourism (2015) 
 
4. Resolution №000042 
adopted by the Revenue 
Administration (2020) 
 
5. Resolution №000037 
adopted by the Revenue 
Administration (2021) 
 
6. Resolution №000015 
adopted by the Revenue 
Administration (2021) 
 
7. Law № 2024 adopted by 
the Congress of Colombia 
(2020)  
 
8. Decree 358 adopted by the 
Ministry of Finance and Public 
Credit (2020) 

1. Law № 20727 adopted by 
the National Congress of 
Chile (2014) 
 
2. Resolution № 81 adopted 
by the Revenue 
Administration (2005) 
 
3. Resolution №45 adopted 
by the Revenue 
Administration (2003) 
 
4. Decree № 52 adopted by 
the Ministry of Economy, 
Development and Tourism 
(2019) 

1. Budget Law (2018) 
 
2. Resolution №89757/2018 
adopted by the Revenue 
Administration (2018) 
 
3. Ministerial Decree no. 
55/2013 adopted by the 
Ministry of Economy and 
Finance (2013) 
 
4. Resolution №99922/2020 
adopted by the Revenue 
Administration (2020) 

Draft Law proposed by the 
Ministry of Finance. It is 
currently at the opinion-
giving stage and has not yet 
been adopted. It should be 
noted that this draft 
prescribes that further 
regulations regarding the 
ETF shall be adopted by the 
Ministry of Finance.  
B2G transactions are 
primarily regulated by the 
Regulatory Law regarding 
electronic invoicing for public 
contracts. However, 
concession contracts are 
excluded from this regulation 

There is no federal 
legislation on e-invoicing 
matter. However, there 
are initiatives on the part 
of Business Payment 
Coalition in cooperation 
with the Federal Reserve 
and the major 
stakeholders. At the same 
time, Business Payment 
Coalition noted that there 
are no formal legal 
barriers to the adoption of 
e-Invoicing. Overall, the 
following reports of the 
Coalition were analyzed:  
 
1. e-Invoice 
Interoperability 
Framework: e-Delivery 
Network Feasibility 
Assessment.   
 
2. e-Invoice Exchange 
Framework: Approach to 
Managing a Federated 
Registry Services Model 
in a  
Four-Corner Network  
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B2G transactions are primarily regulated by the Regulatory Law regarding electronic invoicing for public contracts. However, concession contracts are excluded from this regulation		There is no federal legislation on e-invoicing matter. However, there are initiatives on the part of Business Payment Coalition in cooperation with the Federal Reserve and the major stakeholders. At the same time, Business Payment Coalition noted that there are no formal legal barriers to the adoption of e-Invoicing. Overall, the following reports of the Coalition were analyzed: 

1. e-Invoice Interoperability Framework: e-Delivery Network Feasibility Assessment.  

2. e-Invoice Exchange Framework: Approach to Managing a Federated Registry Services Model in a 
Four-Corner Network 

		Centralized authority in charge of e-invoices registration at the stage of issuance		Turkish Revenue Administration (Gelir İdaresi Başkanlığı - GIB). It supervises all activities of the ETF users. For instance, it has the right to conduct audits of users' data processing systems.		Revenue Administration (Dirección de Impuestos y Aduanas Nacionales - DIAN). Special Administrative Unit of it has the right to grant authorization to a private integrator or cancel it (for example, in case that the private integrator ceases to exist as a legal entity).		Revenue Administration (Servicio de Impuestos Internos - SII). Deputy Director of Inspection (Subdirector de Fiscalización) has the right to authorize private integrators. Most e-invoicing regulations came from the dedicated e-invoicing unit - Electronic Invoice and Sales Documents Office (Oficina de Factura Electrónica y Documentos de Venta) which is the part of the Revenue Administration. This Office supervises e-invoicing sphere. Powers of the Revenue Administration are outlined in different regulations. For instance, Resolution №99 provides that in case of detecting actions or omissions
tending to distort, hinder or harm the normal operation of the state free e-invoicing application
electronic, the Revenue Administration may order the restriction, suspension or exclusion from the ETF		 Revenue Administration (Agenzia delle Entrate - AdE).  We should note that Article 2 of Decree of 7 March 2008 prescribes that the Revenue Administration shall every 6 months report to the Ministry of Economy and Finance on the functioning of the ETF. Additionally, Revenue Agency and Sogei (operator of the ETF) are required to provide the Ministry of Economy and Finance, upon request, with all information in any way relating to the activities carried out and all the data processed that transit through the ETF		Ministry of Finance provides all the necessary legislation. However, its authority over the ETF is yet to be specified.

The Revenue Administration will operate the ETF.

The Revenue Administration ( Krajowa Administracja Skarbowa - KAS) will also have some authority in relation to e-invoicing process. For example, the Revenue Administration shall be notified of persons authorized to issue e-invoices on behalf of the taxpayer. In addition to this, the Revenue Administration will have the right to add information from the ETF to the Central Register of Tax Data that is co-administered by the Ministry of Finance and the Revenue Administration. 		Business Payment Coalition stresses that a governance body will need to determine the business requirements for managing a fragmented (federated)
registry and and the issuance of digital security certificates. The work group concluded that without a central authority and mandate for e-Invoicing, a fragmented (federated)
model would best fit the U.S. market. The United States would need an organization to manage the
fragmented (federated) model, such as a member-driven consortium.

		Is there a clearance or a post-audit model?

Author: [Ланцюжок приміток]

Ваша версія Excel дає змогу прочитати цей ланцюжок приміток, проте будь-які зміни в примітці буде вилучено, якщо відкрити цей файл у новішій версії Excel. Докладні відомості: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924.

Примітка:
    Clearance model - prior to the issue of each invoice, the supplier of a good or service must receive approval from administration, usually tax administration. Effectively, invoices are sent to the administration before transactions happen.

Post-audit model - invoices may be issued without prior administration's approval. Effectively, invoices are sent to the administration after transactions happen.		Clearance model is applied in case of e-Invoices. 

Post-audit model is used in case of e-Archives (that means that Revenue Administration checks monthly reports and its prior approval is not required). 		Clearance model		Clearance model		Clearance model		Poland plans to model itself on the Italian clearance model.		Post-audit model

		Centralized / fragmented registry		Centralized. It is operated by the Revenue Administration		Centralized. It is operated by the Revenue Administration, namely Special Administrative Unit of the Revenue Administration (Unidad Administrativa Especial Dirección de Impuestos y Aduanas Nacionales )		Centralized. It is operated by the Revenue Administration, 		Centralized. Sdl is operated by the Sogei which is a state-owned enterprise. Its activities are supervised by the Revenue Administration.		Centralized. It is to be operated by the Revenue Administration		Fragmented (federated) model. It is to be operated by private integrators

		Roll-out stages		05.03.2010 - an e-invoice as a legal document was first described in General Communique on the Tax Procedural Law No. 397. At first, it was not mandatory.
14.12.2012 - Mandatory phase began with the promulgation of General Communique on the Tax Procedural Law No. 421. Using electronic invoices was made mandatory for some groups of taxpayers such as companies holding lube oil trade licenses, companies manufacturing or importing goods mentioned in the List No.(III) Attached to the Excise Tax Law, etc. E-invoicing became mandatory for these groups as of 01.04.2014.
20.06.2015 - General Communique on the Tax Procedural Law No. 454 was promulgated. According to this last piece of legislation, the following taxpayers are included, besides previously mentioned ones, within the list of taxpayers obliged to issue e-invoices. For instance, taxpayers with gross revenues over 10 million Turkish Liras in 2014 or the following fiscal periods were obliged to do so.
19.10.2019 - General Communique on the Tax Procedural Law No. 509 was promulgated. Within this context, using the e-invoice system and e-arşiv invoices became mandatory for businesses with a year-end turnover of TRY 5 million and above. Other categories of taxpayers were obliged as well. In general, a one-year transition period was given to them.
March 2021 - all public entities are obliged to receive electronic invoices		1995 - Article 37 of Law 223 first mentioned invoice in the form of an electronic document.
2007 - an important advance was made with the technical regulation of electronic invoicing through Decree 1929 of 2007 and Resolution 14465 of 2007.
2013 - DIAN published a draft of the decree with the plan to implement electronic invoicing across Colombia. 
It was planned to introduce mandatory e-invoicing in 2018-2019, however, the Constitutional Court considered unconstitutional the law that originally introduced e-invoicing. So, the schedule for mandatory e-invoicing adoption was set up once more.
Between 15 June 2020 and 11 November 2020 – persons were obliged to issue e-invoices as a consequence of their main economic activity code.
Between 15 June 2020 and 11 November 2020 - Persons were obliged to issue e-invoices irrespective of their main activity code (including public entities, education institutions, insurance entities, natural persons with income higher than 3,500 tax value units (for the year 2021 this amounts to $ 33,900, etc.).
Within two months - Persons newly obliged to issue e-invoices. In addition, it was prescribed that electronic billers must adopt the technical annexes re the ETF, at the latest within three (3) months following the date of publication of the technical annexes.
		2003 – Chile introduced voluntary electronic invoicing  

2014 – Chile introduced mandatory e-invoicing for large companies  

2016 – Chile introduced mandatory e-invoicing for urban MSMEs  

2017 – Chile introduced mandatory e-invoicing for urban microenterprises and rural MSMEs  

2018 – Chile introduced mandatory e-invoicing for rural microenterprises. 

2021 – Chile will introduce mandatory e-invoicing for B2C 		June 2014 - the use of e-invoices in public procurement (B2G) in Italy became mandatory for ministries, tax agencies and national security agencies.

31.03.2015 – e-invoices became mandatory for all public entities in B2G transactions.

01.01.2017 - the ETF was made available for invoicing between private entities (B2B and B2C sectors). At this stage it was not mandatory.

01.07.2018 - B2B e-invoicing became mandatory for companies engaged in petrol sales and for sub-contractors to suppliers in public procurement.

01.01.2019 - e-invoicing became mandatory for all companies in B2B and B2C transactions.

		2005 - the regulation was passed by the Ministry of Finance to align the legal value of electronic invoicing with that of traditional one 

18.04.2019 - all entities that participate in public procurement (B2G) in Poland must accept electronic invoices.

01.10.2021 - According to the proposed Bill, new regulations introducing electronic invoices will come into force on October 1, 2021. However, for the time being, the application of these provisions will be voluntary. 

early 2023 - e-invoices will become mandatory (without any restrictions).		There is no mandatory plan re electronic invoices in B2G transactions. We should note that there are several  state-supported initiatives in this regard, for example Invoice Processing Platform (IPP) that was launched by the U.S. Department of the
Treasury’s Bureau of the Fiscal Service. In this regard we should note that the Office of Management and Budget mandated agencies to move to an electronic invoicing system by 2018. While the Office didn’t specifically call out IPP as the one standard system, most agencies chose to use IPP. In contrast, there is no plan re electronic invoices in B2B and B2C.

		Types of e-invoices		There are 2 different types of electronic invoices: e-Invoice and e-Archive. The main differences between e-Invoice and e-Archive invoice:

- e-Invoice is used in B2B transactions, so they can only be sent to e-Invoice user. An e-Invoice can only be issued if a customer is able to receive invoices in the UBL-TR XML data format and is registered in the system. In practice, this means that this process will only work in case a customer is also required to meet the e-Invoicing regulations. E-Invoice shall be sent to the Turkish Revenue Administration for approval.

Companies that want to issue e-Invoices in Turkey must register with the Revenue Administration.

- e-Archive is used in transactions where a customer is not able to receive and process e-invoices, namely are not registered in the E-invoice system. In such casesit is allowed to provide him with an e-Archive Invoice (Turkish: E-Arşiv) instead of a regular e-Invoice. This e-Archive invoice does not have to be sent for approval to the Turkish Revenue Administration and can be sent directly to a customer.

Turkish legislation also covers other B2C-specific types of invoices. For instance, there are e-Tickets which include road, sea and air passenger tickets, tickets for movies, theaters, sports competitions, etc. Mostly, such e-Tickets are optional. Only some businesses are obliged to issue such e-Tickets (such as cinema businesses, etc.). In comparison, so called e-Adisyon (electronic consumer bills) were made obligatory for certain service businesses (restaurants, cafes, casinos, bars, etc.). Note that such e-documents shall also be reported to the Revenue Administration though the reporting itself is not based on the clearance model and shall be provided on a monthly basis. Though those documents may legally qualify as invoices, they are not of primary interest of this study because they are primarily B2C-spcecific.		There are plenty of electronic fiscal Documents  in Colombia. Those include but are not limited to electronic invoices, electrnonic receipts issued by POS machines, electronic export invoices, electronic debit and credit notes, other electronic equivalent documents (such as cinema tickets, passenger transport tickets, documents issued in toll collection), electronic consumer invoices (Boleta de venta electronica), etc. 

For the sake of clarity, electronic invoice differs from electronic export invoice in the information that can be outlined in an invoice. For example, the latter allows to enter amounts in foreign currency, identify the port of embarkation and disembarkation, the value of the export according to clause of sale, the value of freight and insurance, etc. Otherwise, electronic export invoices do not differ too much from ordinary e-invoices.

That being said, other types of invoices (except for an e-invoice as such) were not highlighted in this study because the study is mainly focused on B2B transactions, while those B2C-specific invoices constitute a topic of its own, which is not of a primary interest for the current study.		There are plenty of Electronic Fiscal Documents (Documento Tributario Electronico) in Chile. Those include but are not limited to electronic sales invoices, electronic consumer invoices (Boleta Electronica), electronic credit and debit notes, electronic export invoices, etc.

For the sake of clarity, electronic invoice differs from electronic export invoice in the information that can be outlined in an invoice. For example, the latter allows to enter amounts in foreign currency, identify the port of embarkation and disembarkation, the value of the export according to clause of sale, the value of freight and insurance, etc. Otherwise, electronic export invoices do not differ too much from ordinary e-invoices.

That being said, other types of invoices (except for an e-invoice as such) were not highlighted in this study because the study is mainly focused on B2B transactions, while those B2C-specific invoices constitute a topic of its own, which is not of a primary interest for the current study.		There is only one type of e-invoice (Factura electrónica) as such. It is called FatturaPA in B2G transactions and an e-invoice in all other transactions. There are separate technical specifications for e-invoices in B2B and in B2G. Additionally, there are other similar documents such as electronic credit and debit notes, etc. The B2C-specific electronic fiscal documents are not regulated.		There is only one type of e-invoice (fakturze ustrukturyzowanej). The B2C-specific electronic fiscal documents are not regulated.		Not regulated

		Information required in an e-Invoice		Invoices must contain at least the following information:

• date of issuance
• a unique, sequential number of the invoice
• supplier data (company name, address, tax number)
• customer data (address and other data if available, tax number)
• full description of goods and services provided
• quantity and price of goods and services provided
• rate and amount of tax applicable for the category of goods and services provided
• the net, the taxable value of the invoice
• the invoice total, the gross amount
• Delivery date and waybill number of the goods sold;

			Invoices must contain at least the following information:


• date of issuance
• a unique, sequential number of the invoice
• supplier data (company name, address, VAT number and, in some cases, also the company’s tax code)
• customer data (address and other data if available)
• full description of goods and services – quantity and price
• any discounts, ancillary costs, and expected expenses (if applicable)
• the net, the taxable value of the invoice
• rate and amount of VAT applicable for the category of goods and services provided
• the invoice total, the gross amount
			Invoices must contain at least the following information:

• date of invoice issuance
• a unique, sequential number of the invoice
• supplier data (company name, address, VAT number)
• customer data (address, VAT number, and other data if available)
• full description of goods and services provided (quantity and type)
• net price per unit (excl. VAT)
• rate and amount of VAT applicable for the category of goods and services provided
• the total amount of VAT
• date of delivery
• payment method
• the invoice total (incl. VAT)		Invoices must contain at least the following information:

• date of issuance
• a unique, sequential number of the invoice
• supplier data (company name, address, VAT number and, in some cases, also the company’s tax code)
• customer data (address and other data if available)
• full description of goods and services – quantity and price
• any discounts, ancillary costs, and expected expenses (if applicable)
• the net, the taxable value of the invoice
• rate and amount of VAT applicable for the category of goods and services provided
• the invoice total, the gross amount
			Invoices must contain at least the following information:

• date of issuance
• a unique, sequential number of the invoice
• supplier data (company name, address, tax number)
• customer data (address and other data if available, tax number)
• full description of goods and services provided
• quantity and price of goods and services provided
• net price per unit
• any discounts, ancillary costs, and expected expenses (if applicable)
• the net, the taxable value of the invoice
• rate and amount of VAT applicable for the category of goods and services provided
• the invoice total, the gross amount.		There are no overriding requirements regarding the form of invoices, except for the commercial  invoices that accompany the imported goods and are used as customs declarations. There are also some requirements to the content of invoices in B2G transactions. If an invoice does not have all the information that the agency requires, the invoice is not valid or complete.

		Standardization		UBL-TR (a customized version of  UBL 2.0) national format is used. The data is prepared in XML language and may be compressed in zip form. The data must be encoded using UTF-8.		The standard format is the XML, which uses UBL 2.1 (Universal Business Language) with extensions provided by the Revenue Administration. The data is prepared in XML language and may be compressed in zip form. The data must be encoded using UTF-8.		Documento Tributario Electrónico – DTE, is a structured and electronically signed data document in XML format that is being sent to the Chilean Revenue Administration. In other words, DTE represents the e-invoice. To be able to issue DTE, Chilean businesses must first obtain a Folio Authorization Code (Código de Asignación de Folios – CAF) from the Chilean Revenue Administration. This CAF is incorporated in every e-invoice. The data must be encoded using UTF-8 and may be compressed in zip form		 The data must be encoded using UTF-8. It may be send in XML form (in case of one file) or compressed in zip form (in case of several files). Note that there is a dedicated XMLPA national format for B2G. Additionally, it is provided for that EU e-invoicing standards may be used		The standard format will be the XML, which uses UBL V2 (Universal Business Language). In B2G transactions UBL 2.1, UN/CEFACT CII and PEPPOL BIS Billing
3.0 are used. The data must be encoded using UTF-8 and compressed in zip form. It is provided for that EU e-invoicing standards may be used		There is no single standard in relation to the format of e-invoices. Business Payment Coalition presented their report in relation to this issue - 
Catalog of Electronic Invoice Technical Standards in the U.S.  The report describes the
current fragmentation in the U.S. market usage of e-Invoices and the interoperability challenges
among the standards. The Coalition proposes that XML language shall be used for e-invoices. The work group recommends support for both the EDI/AS2 and ebMS3/AS4/WS models in the U.S market
to start. Support for both allows access points the option of migrating to AS4 in accordance with their
business needs. Over time, new connections should use ebMS3/AS4/WS. Additionally, the work group recommends OASIS UBL 2.x19 due to its common data dictionary and use of a single
syntax.

		Types of transactions mandatory for electronic invoices		e-Invoices are mandatory for the following situations:
1. For businesses with a year-end turnover of TRY 5 million and above
2. For those who manufacture, construct and/or import certain goods in 2020 or the following years. Their list is specified in the Excise Law
3. Those running an e-commerce business or providing intermediary services through the internet
4. Taxpayers engaged in the fruit and vegetable trade as brokers or merchants.

e-Archives are mandatory for the following situations: 
1. If an invoice of 5,000 TL or more, including VAT, was issued to a tax-payer – this invoice shall be issued as an E-Archive invoice.
2. If an invoice of 30,000 TL or more, including VAT, was issued to a non-taxpayer – this invoice shall be issued as an E-Archive invoice.
 However, if both the seller and the buyer are users registered in the e-Invoice application, all invoices issued between them must be e-Invoices.

Paper invoices can be issued for amounts below 5,000 and 30,000.
 		1. All those subject to Sales Tax (VAT)
2. All those subject to the National Consumption Tax (INC)
3. All those that have the legal status of merchants
4. Self-employed, such as doctors, lawyers, etc. 
5. Merchants who sell goods that are the product of agricultural or livestock activity, regardless of their status as taxpayer or non-taxpayer of the taxes administered by the DIAN, except for those who are not obliged to issue sales invoices and / or any other equivalent document that are provided for in Articles 616-2, paragraph 4 of paragraph 2 and paragraph 3 of Article 437 and 512 - 13 of the ET and in Article 1.6.1.4.3., which is found in the Sole Regulatory Decree in Tax Matter 1625 of 2016.
6. Merchants, importers, service providers and vendors.
7. Typographers and lithographers not subject to sales tax.
8. Taxpayers registered with the simplified tax system.  
		Practically all Chilean businesses are now required to use e-Invoices. 		The obligation to do electronic invoicing started for everyone (excluding the exempted) on January 1, 2019.  There are several categories of taxpayers that are exempted from e-invoicing. For example, taxpayers who apply the advantage regime, pursuant to article 27, paragraphs 1 and 2 of Decree-Law n.98 / 2011
and taxpayers who apply the so-called lump-sum regime pursuant to Article 1, paragraphs 54-89 of Law no. 190/2014) are exempted		 E-invoicing in B2B is allowed but currently not mandatory. Concerning future changes, the proposed regulations do not provide for any special rules for the size of the taxpayer's enterprise, its turnover, etc. Thus, when the compulsory use of the system will be introduced, all taxpayers (regardless of the above criteria) will be obliged to issue e-invoices		Not regulated

		Are there any force majeure clauses that provide for the situations in which documents required to be arranged as e-invoices can be issued in paper format?		Yes. For example, in case the ETF is not working or in case of interruption in data processing system of the seller or the private integrator. In case of such interruption the seller must notify the Revenue Administration within three days.		No. If the Revenue Administration's electronic invoice prior validation service is unavailable, which prevents validation of e-invoices, the system will generate a notification that the user must continue to invoice electronically without the electronic validation document.		Yes. For example, taxpayers may choose to issue paper invoices in case they carry out their economic activity in a geographical place without Internet or without access to electricity or in a place defined as a disaster zone 		No		As of now - no		Not regulated. However, parallel existence of paper and electronic invoices is not prohibited

		How e-invoices can be send to the ETF for verification?		There are three ways to issue and exchange e-Invoices and e-Archives with the ETF:
1. Through dedicated state portal run by the Revenue Administration ( GİB Portal Yöntemi). As we understand, users can issue a maximum of 500 e-Invoices per month via the state portal.
2. Through private integrators (Özel Entegratör Yöntemi) that have received state permission
3. Through direct integration of own data processing systems with state data processing systems.
The same principles apply regarding B2G.		1. Through dedicated state portal run by the Revenue Administration. 
2. Through private integrators that were authorized by the Revenue Administration.
3. Through direct integration of own data processing systems with state data processing systems.
		1. Through dedicated state portal (MiPyme portal) run by the Revenue Administration. However, this option is only for small businesses that meet predefined criteria.
2. Through private integrators that were authorized by the Revenue Administration
3. Through direct integration of own data processing systems with state data processing systems		Transmission of files to the ETF can be done with the following methods:
 - a certified email system, hereinafter referred to as the “PEC Service”; 
- application cooperation system, on the Internet, with a service using a “web service” model via HTTPS protocol, hereafter “SDICoop service”; 
- a data transmission system using remote terminals using the SFTP protocol, hereafter “SDIFtp service”.
 - a transmission system that can be used via the web service’s special “Invoices and payments” [Fatture e corrispettivi] functionality. 
The single file must not exceed the size of 5MB.
All these channels of communication with the ETF differ - for example, PEC certified e-mail can carry multiple files up to a maximum of 30 MB and there is no need to be accredited. The SdICOOP (web service): can carry single files up to a maximum of 5 MB and it is necessary to be accredited, etc. The same principles apply regarding B2G.

		1. Through dedicated state portal. However, this option is only for small businesses that meet predefined criteria.
2. Through private integrators.
3. Through direct integration of own data processing systems with state data processing systems. 

In B2G transactions e-invoices may be send via dedicated state portal or via platforms of 2 selected private integrators (private firms). Only those integrators have the right to provide connection to B2G e-invoicing platform.		Not regulated

		How e-invoices can be send to counterparties in B2B transactions?		e-Invoices can only be delivered via the dedicated state portal. On the other hand, e-Archives can be delivered via all kinds of electronic means. Sellers can also send e-Archives in their printed versions. 		E-invoices are to be send via e-mails or via other ways of electronic transmission.		Small companies and companies that have difficulties with establishing their own e-invoice system can deliver their e-invoices via the dedicated state portal. In addition to this, e-invoices may be delivered through the systems of private integrators or via e-mail. 		Exclusively through the ETF. The ETF sends the receiving entity the invoice by forwarding the incoming file 
received, using transmission channels similar to those used for receipt.		There will be a state exchange platform (KSeF) via which sellers and buyers will be able to exchange structured invoices electronically		The Business Payment Coalition argues that a strong business case exists for
implementing a four-corner e-Delivery network model in the United States. In a four-corner model, a seller on one platform may easily reach a buyer on another platform. The four-corner model achieves interoperability for the e-Invoice senders and receivers who use different
service provider platforms. To implement this a network of federated access points has to be created.  Under interoperability agreements, two service providers become access points and connect to each other and transmit or accept invoices on behalf of their customers. Standardized models for interoperability, such as CEF, PEPPOL and EESPA in Europe, shall be adopted. The Coalition argues that private integrators shall allow integration of client applications with their platforms

		Can sellers create e-invoices directly via the state portal?		Yes, if the seller doesn't have other options, those e-Invoices and e-Archives may be created directly via the state portal ( GİB Portal Yöntemi). So, information may be filled out manually. After creation the seller can download this electronic invoice from the state portal.		Yes		Yes, small companies and companies that have difficulties with establishing their own e-invoice system are entitled to do so		E-invoice may be created by using application provided by Italian Revenue Administration		It will be possible to create e-invoices via the government portal (eMikrofirma). However, Polish Ministry of Finance indicated that this will only work for small enterprises		As we understand, no. Business Payment Coalition in its guiding principles stresses  that future e-invoicing scenario should not
require a singular platform or solution for the exchange of electronic business documents, but
rather support a federated network of access points and service providers

		Automated / manual reporting		Both options are possible. The state portal may be used for manually adding low volume of e-invoices. At the same time, private integrators are more convenient for dealing with high volume of e-invoices which requires automated reporting.		Both options are possible. The state portal may be used for manually adding low volume of e-invoices. At the same time, private integrators are more convenient for dealing with high volume of e-invoices which requires automated reporting.		Both options are possible. The state portal may be used for manually adding low volume of e-invoices. At the same time, private integrators are more convenient for dealing with high volume of e-invoices which requires automated reporting.		Both options are possible. The state services may be used for manually adding low volume of e-invoices. At the same time, private integrators are more convenient for dealing with high volume of e-invoices which requires automated reporting.		Not clear. However, company's own system may allow automated reporting, while eMikrofirma is more likely to allow manual reporting with volume limitations (because it is intended for small businesses)		Both options will be possible via the services of private integrators

		Can companies issue e-invoices in B2C transactions, namely issue e-invoices directly to customers not registered in the ETF?		Although e-Invoice users can only send/receive invoices with the registered e-Invoice users, companies may issue e-Archive invoices directly to taxpayers and end-users whether they are e-Invoice users or not, in electronic format. An e-Archive invoice is an invoice that is created electronically and can be provided to your customer by e-mail, SMS or as a printed document.		Once the document is received, DIAN will inform the issuer of the document that it has been received by means of an automatic message transmitted by DIAN's Electronic Invoice Information Service. So, buyer needs to have some connection to the DIAN system. However, if the buyer has not identified the email address, the seller shall issue a paper invoice. 

Author: Author:
Why email?		

Author: [Ланцюжок приміток]

Ваша версія Excel дає змогу прочитати цей ланцюжок приміток, проте будь-які зміни в примітці буде вилучено, якщо відкрити цей файл у новішій версії Excel. Докладні відомості: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924.

Примітка:
    Clearance model - prior to the issue of each invoice, the supplier of a good or service must receive approval from administration, usually tax administration. Effectively, invoices are sent to the administration before transactions happen.

Post-audit model - invoices may be issued without prior administration's approval. Effectively, invoices are sent to the administration after transactions happen.						Yes. In 2021 e-invoicing will be mandatory in B2C transactions.		E-invoices must always be sent to customers through the
SdI interchange system, otherwise they are considered not
issued. So, buyer must have a PEC certified email or other connection to SDL interchange system. Buyers can also receive e-invoices via free state web-portal (Fatture e Corrispettivi)		E-invoices in B2C transactions must be issued only at the customer's request. However, the regulation does not indicate this form of request (i.e. whether it is to be in writing, electronic, verbal, etc.). Moreover, as we understand it, the system for accepting the use of e-invoices will only work in the optional period (i.e. until the beginning of 2023). After that, the request of the buyer in B2C transactions will not be needed		Not regulated

		Is it possible to change an issued electronic invoice?		No. They can be changed only before their issuance.		Yes. In order to rectify the e-invoice, the seller must issue a credit / debit note. 		Yes. For example, address section may be updated. However, not all sections can be changed (for example, ID number of seller or buyer cannot be changed)		Yes,. For example, should the invoice contain any errors or invalid data, or if delivery to the recipient proves to be impossible, SDI refuses the document. The supplier then has to correct mistakes and resend the invoice		It will be possible to correct it both by means of a correcting invoice in accordance with the rules applicable so far (in this case, the adjustment of the tax base and output tax will be carried out in accordance with the principles set out in Article 29a (13) of the VAT Act) and a correcting invoice in the form of an electronic invoice, i.e. an invoice issued through the ETF. 

It also prescribes that even paper invoices, issued before the effective date of the Draft, may be corrected via corrective e-invoice.		Yes. In order to rectify the e-invoice, the seller must issue a credit note 

		Can the validity of an e-invoice be checked on a state website or a private administrator’s website?		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes. It will be possible without the need to authenticate in the system		It may be concluded that the Business Payment Coalition proposes to enable validation of e-invoices between the parties to a transaction. Validation via a state website was not proposed. It is also possible via existing B2G Invoice Processing Platform.

		Is a digital signature required to issue an e-invoice?		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No

		What is the storage period for e-invoices?		Storage period for an e-invoice is 10 years.		Storage period of an e-invoice is 5 years		Storage period of an e-invoice is 6 years		Storage period for an e-invoice is 10 years		Storage period of an e-invoice is 5 years		No

		Functions 
corresponding to an e-invoice		
• Payment;
• Accounting;
• Invoice verification against the contract, the purchase order and the goods and service delivered; 
•  VAT reporting.		
• Payment;
• Accounting;
• Invoice verification against the contract, the purchase order and the goods and service delivered; 
•  VAT reporting.		
• Payment;
• Accounting;
• Invoice verification against the contract, the purchase order and the goods and service delivered; 
•  VAT reporting.		
• Payment;
• Accounting;
• Invoice verification against the contract, the purchase order and the goods and service delivered; 
•  VAT reporting.		
• Payment;
• Accounting;
• Invoice verification against the contract, the purchase order and the goods and service delivered; 
• VAT reporting.		
• Payment;
• Accounting;
• Invoice verification against the contract, the purchase order and the goods and service delivered; 
•  sales tax reporting.

		Does an invoice contain a legal claim?		Yes, after it is deemed as accepted. The Commercial Code of Turkey provides for that if the person receiving an invoice does not object to the content of the invoice within 8 days from the date of receipt, it is deemed to have accepted the content. Payment related to invoices of suppliers of goods and service providers must be made within 30 calendar days of the date of the invoice, unless the parties agreed otherwise in the contract. Note that the payment period stipulated in the contract can be a maximum of sixty days from the date of receipt of the invoice.		Yes, after it is deemed as accepted. The Commercial Code of Colombia provides for that if the person receiving an invoice does not object to the content of the invoice within 3 days from the date of receipt, it is deemed to have accepted the content. The Law №2024 of 2020 regulated that payment related to invoices of suppliers of goods and service providers must be made within 60  days (from January 2021) and within 45 days (from January 2022). This term is calculated from the date of electrnonic receipt or, if an e-invoice was not received, from the date of receipt of the goods or services or effective provision of services. It is explicitly stated that the parties cannot agree on the longer payment period. 

Additionally, note that, unlike other countries, an e-invoice has the legal status of security.		Yes, after it is deemed as accepted. The Law 19,983 provides for that if the person receiving an invoice does not object to the content of the invoice within 8 days (or within the term the parties agreed upon) from the date of receipt by the Revenue Administration, it is deemed to have accepted the content. The objection shall be recorded through the Acceptance and Claim Registry provided by the Revenue Administration and integrated with the ETF. Payment related to invoices of suppliers of goods and service providers must be made within 30 calendar days of the date of the invoice. However, the parties may agree on the longer payment period, provided that the parties within 5 days following the conclusion registered such prolongation agreement in the special register (Register of agreements with exceptional payment term - Registro de acuerdos con plazo excepcional de pago) administered by the Ministry of Economy, Development and Tourism. 

		Yes, after it is deemed as accepted. Concerning B2G transactions, the applicable legislation provides for that there are 15 day to either accept or object to an e-invoice. The term is calculated from the date of electronic receipt by the Revenue Administration. Tacit acceptance is not provided for in B2G transactions, so in case of acceptance absence the invoice in B2G transactions will not be deemed automatically accepted. At the same time, there is no acceptance period in B2B and B2G transactions. In the absence of any contractual provision to the contrary, the terms of payment in all business transactions shall be 30 days from receipt of the invoice. The parties may extend the payment term up to 60 days with a verbal agreement and beyond 60 days with an agreement in writing.		Acceptance period is not specified in the legislation. In the absence of any contractual provision to the contrary, the terms of payment in all business transactions may not exceed 60 days from receipt of the invoice and 30 days with regard to the public entities.

		As regards the acceptance period, 31 U.S.C. § 3901(a) (4) and 31 C.F.R. § 1315.4(b) establish that if the invoice receipt date is annotated on the invoice, the invoice is deemed "received" on the later of the receipt date or 7 days after delivery of the goods or services assuming: 1) no earlier acceptance occurred; and 2) the contract does not specify a longer acceptance period.

If the receipt date is not annotated on the invoice, the invoice is deemed "received" on the invoice date.The Prompt Payment Act is federal law governing payment terms from government agencies. Generally, the payment term with regard to the government is limited to 30 days after receipt of invoice of contractor. There is no obligatory payment term for B2B transactions that is established on the federal level. 

		Did the state provide for any incentive to use the ETF?		No		No		No		Yes. Italy introduced such tax incentives such as priority for VAT repayments for those making use of the ETF, exemption from keeping VAT registers, provisional non-application and reduction of penalties for late issuance of the electronic invoice were also introduced, simplification in terms of registration of purchases, simplification in terms of annotation of invoices issued, etc.		Yes. Upon launch of the ETF, it is planned that VAT refund will be within 40 days instead of 60 days, as currently. This benefit is, however, subject to quite strict conditions: the refund amount cannot exceed PLN 3000, the taxpayer must have been registered for VAT for at least a year and all invoices in a tax period must be issued via the new system. In addition, taxpayers using the new system will not be obliged to submit the JPK_FA electronic file containing the details of sales invoices, which must currently be presented to the tax administration upon request. Incentives with regard to the corrective credit notes were also introduced.		No

		Shall the private integrators obtain a state permission in order to operate?		Yes. The permission is granted by the Revenue Administration. The permission can be revoked, in case of unlawful behavior on the part of a private integrator. 		Yes. The permission is granted by the Revenue Administration. The permission can be revoked, in case of unlawful behavior on the part of a private integrator. 		Yes. The permission is granted by the Revenue Administration. The permission can be revoked, in case of unlawful behavior on the part of a private integrator. 		Yes.  The permission is granted by the Revenue Administration. The permission can be revoked, in case of unlawful behavior on the part of a private integrator. 		It is not yet regulated		The Business Payment Coalition argues that such private integrators shall be authorized. However, this proposal was put in general terms without detailed definition of the role and mandate of the responsible government institution. There are no specific requirements in the case of Invoice Processing Platform.

		Is there any requirement regarding location of data processing systems of private integrators?		Yes. The data processing systems must be located within the borders of Turkey.		No		No		No		It is not yet regulated		No

		Is the list of private integrators published on the state website?		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		It is not yet regulated		Not regulated

		Fees for using the ETF		State portal is free of charge. Private integrators may charge their fees. No cap is provided for in this regard.		State portal is free of charge. Private integrators may charge their fees. No cap is provided for in this regard. 		State portal is free of charge. Private integrators may charge their fees. No cap is provided for in this regard.  
		State portal is free of charge. Private integrators may charge their fees. No cap is provided for in this regard. 		Provisions re fees are to be adopted. The Draft provides for the maximum limit of state budget expenditures required to launch the ETF. For instance, in 2021 such state budget expenditures shall not exceed PLN 20,125,810 (approximately 5.5 mln US dollars)		Not regulated 

		Was the legislation primary to creation of the registry?		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No. There are already several e-invoicing models in place

		Is there a user manual for the ETF?		Yes. There are separate manuals for e-Invoices and for e-Archives		Yes		Yes		Yes		No		No

		Overall purpose		Collection of taxes and to avoid tax evasion. Business and consumer benefits are not primary drivers.  		Collection of taxes and to avoid tax evasion. Business and consumer benefits are not primary drivers.  		Collection of taxes and to avoid tax evasion. Business and consumer benefits are not primary drivers.  		Collection of taxes and to avoid tax evasion. Business and consumer benefits are not primary drivers.  		Collection of taxes and to avoid tax evasion. Business and consumer benefits are not primary drivers.  		N/A





























































TFDR

		Questions		Turkey		Colombia		Chile		Italy		Poland		U.S.A.

		Name of the TDFR		Central Receivables Recording (Merkezi Fatura
Kaydı Sistemi, MFKS)		Registry of electronic invoices considered as securities (Registro de la factura electrónica de venta como título valor - RADIAN)		Electronic Credit Transfer Register (Registro electrónico de cesión de créditos)		The TFDR for B2B transactions the part of the existing ETF system. 

At the same time, there is a dedicated TFDR for public receivables which is called the Commercial Credits Platform (Piattaforma dei Crediti Commerciali - PCC). For the sake of clarity, the latter allows creditors to request the certification of credits relating to sums due for administration and to trace any subsequent advance, compensation, assignment and payment operations that are carried out with certified credits.		The TFDR is the part of the future ETF system. 		It will be the part of the future ETF system

		Applicable legislation (the list is not comprehensive)		1. "Regulation on the Procedures and Principles to be applied in Factoring Transactions" adopted by Banking Regulation and Supervision Agency (2015).
2. "Regulation on the Procedures and Principles Regarding the Establishment, Operation and Management of the Central Receivables Recording" adopted by Banking Regulation and Supervision Agency (2015).
3. "Application Principles of Central Receivables Recording" adopted by Association of Financial Institutions (2016).		1. Resolution № 000015 adopted by the Revenue Administration (2021) 

2. Decree №1154 adopted by the Ministry of Commerce, Industry and Tourism (2020)

3. Decree № 1074 adopted by the Ministry of Commerce, Industry and Tourism (2015)		1. "Law № 19.983" adopted by the National Congress of Chile (2004)
2. "Supreme Decree № 93" adopted by the Ministry of Finance (2005)
3. "Circular № 56" adopted by the Revenue Administration (2013)
		There is no specific legislation re the TFDR which is the part of the ETF. So, legislation re the ETF shall be applied in that case.

The situation is different in case of  the Commercial Credits Platform which is mostly regulated by the following legislation:

1. Law no. 89 adopted by the Parliament (2014)
2. Decree of 22 May 2012 adopted by the Ministry of Economy and Finance
3. Decree of 25 June 2012 adopted by the Ministry of Economy and Finance
4. Circular № 35/2012 adopted by the Ministry of Economy and Finance
5. Circular № 36/2012 adopted by the Ministry of Economy and Finance
		There is no specific legislation re the TFDR which is the part of the ETF. So, legislation re the ETF shall be applied in this case.
		Currently there is no legislation regarding the TFDR. So, the relevant reports of the Business Payment Coalition were analyzed:
1. e-Invoice Interoperability Framework: e-Delivery Network Feasibility Assessment.  

2. e-Invoice Exchange Framework: Approach to Managing a Federated Registry Services Model in a 
Four-Corner Network.
 As we understand, every state will adopt its own legislation on this matter

		Centralized / fragmented registry		Centralized		Centralized		Centralized		Centralized		Centralized		Fragmented

		Is the TFDR created outside of the ETF system?		Yes		No		Yes		The TFDR for B2B is the part of the ETF. At the same time, the TFDR for B2G exists outside the ETF though it is integrated with the ETF		The TFDR for B2B is the part of the ETF		No

		Ownership structure		TFDR is held by a public institution - Association of Financial Institutions (Financial Kurumlar Birliğine), which is a mandatory professional association for Turkish financial companies. The TFDR was developed in cooperation with the Credit Bureau of Turkey (Kredi Kayıt Bürosu). The latter is the only credit bureau in Turkey founded by 9 major Turkish banks and operating as a structure of the Banks Association of Turkey (Türkiye Bankalar Birliği). The Credit Bureau of Turkey currently has approximately 200 members.		The TFDR (as the part of the ETF) is held by the Revenue Administration		The TFDR is held by the Revenue Administration 		The TFDR (as the part of the ETF) is held by the Ministry of Economy and Finance. The Commercial Credits Platform is also owned by the Ministry.		The TFDR (as the part of the ETF)  will be held by the Ministry of Finance. 		The TFDR (as the part of the ETF) will be held by private integrators

		Management structure		A separate subsidiary (the Factoring Commercial Enterprise) to be in charge of the project was set up within the Association of Financial Institutions. 

The Factoring Sector Representatives Board (elected by the Association of Financial Institutions) supervises its activities. The Factoring Sector Representatives Board has to report to the Board of Directors of the Association of Financial Institutions at least once a month. 

The Factoring Sector Representatives Board may resolve the disputes between the companies regarding their use of the TFDR. If deemed necessary, it can refer the matter to the Board of Directors of the Association of Financial Institutions.

 TFDR itself is operated by the Credit Bureau of Turkey which has a status of the Service Provider Company, according to Application Principles of Central Receivables Recording.

The Board of Directors of the Association of Financial Institutions has the right to apply enforcement measures (fines, for example) in case it found unlawful behavior on the part of users.		The TFDR (as the part of the ETF) is managed by the Administrative Unit of the Revenue Administration		The TFDR is managed by the Revenue Administration. Additionally, it has the right to entrust administration of the TFDR to third parties		The TFDR (as the part of the ETF) is managed by the Revenue Administration. 

 The Commercial Credits Platform is managed by the Ministry of Economy and Finance, namely its Sogei enterprise.

There are certain reporting obligations in case of the Commercial Credits Platform. For instance, it is provided for that all public entities must report to the Ministry all certifications of their debts that they have made (for the sake of clarity, public entities must necessarily certify the credits owed, at the request of the creditor, to make them "certified credits" that can be assigned). For the purpose of obtaining certification, the credit shall be a completed obligation, correctly recorded in the accounting records of the debtor entity and which is due for payment. Furthermore, there must be no impeding factors for payment , such as the existence of disputes, etc.

Other departments and entities also take part in the certification process.  For example, if the public entity does not certify the credit within the statutory term of 30 days, the creditor can ask the State Territorial Accounting Office or the Central Budget Office to appoint a commissioner.

The appointed commissioner will, within 50 days of the appointment, certify the credit or declare that the credit is no longer valid.		The TFDR (as the part of the ETF) will be managed by the Revenue Administration		Not regulated

		Mandatory / voluntary reporting of sold invoices		Mandatory. Assignees are obliged to report		Mandatory. Assignors are obliged to report electronic endorsements of their e-invoices in order to participate in their electronic circulation. However, it is also provided for, that electronic sales invoices that are not registered in the TFDR will continue to be constituted as a security		Mandatory. Assignors are obliged to report		Voluntary in case of the TFDR which is the part of the ETF. At the same time, it is mandatory in case of the Commercial Credits Platform where the debtors (public entitites) shall register the assignment or object to the assgnment upon receipt of "transaction registration form" which was sent by an assignor or an assignee.		Voluntary		Voluntary

		What requirements should factoring companies and banks meet in order to use the TFDR?		
It is prescribed that all factoring companies and banks using the TFDR must be a member of the Credit Bureau of Turkey.

They shall verify their IP-addresses with the Credit Bureau of Turkey. Otherwise, they will not be allowed to access the TFDR. In addition, they are required to notify the Credit Bureau of Turkey in case of change of their IP-addresses.		Every company has to get authorization of the Revenue Administration in order to access the ETF, because the TFDR is the part of the ETF		Every company has to get authorization of the Revenue Administration in order to access the ETF, because the TFDR is the part of the ET		There are no specific requirements re the TFDR which is the part of the ETF. 

 Concerning access to the Commercial Credits Platform,  it is obligatory to have a PEC address. 		There are no specific requirements		There are no specific requirements

		Shall the private integrators obtain a state permission in order to operate?		Yes. It can be revoked as well, in case of unlawful behavior on the part of a private integrator.		Yes, private integrators shall obtain permissions from the Revenue Administration. It can be revoked as well, in case of unlawful behavior on the part of a private integrator.		Not regulated		Yes. For instance, in order to access the ETF (the TFDR is the part of it) prior accreditation of the Revenue Administration is required. However, such accreditation is not required if the PEC (Certified Electronic Mail) channel of communication with the ETF is used. Concerning the Commercial Credits Platform, the legislation does not regulate existence of any private integrators.		There are no specific requirements re the TFDR (which is the part of the ETF)		There are no specific requirements re the TFDR (which is the part of the ETF)

		How information may be added to the TFDR? 		1. Through the web portal of Association of Financial Institutions (in Application principles of Central Receivables Recording this function is called WEB Screen). 
2. Through the private integrators that are connected to the TFDR (in Application principles of Central Receivables Recording this function is called WEB Service).		TFDR is the part of the ETF, so the same principles apply		This can only be done via the state portal. Electronic File of Assignment has to be delivered to the Revenue Administration via its portal		TFDR is the part of the ETF, so the same principles apply.

Concerning the Commercial Credits Platform, various methods have been made available for input :

1. manual data entry via web: this mode is only suitable in cases of limited amounts of information;
2. massive upload of data by sending pre-compiled files: this mode allows communicating large amounts of information, however, requires manual activity to prepare andupload files;
3. telematic transmission of data flows: this mode allows to communicate large quantities of
information without the need for special manual interventions, however it requires that the subject (creditor or
public administration) that intends to make use of it has IT systems capable of connecting to the interfaces of the Commercial Credits Platform. 

Private integrators are not regulated in the applicable legislation though it is not prohibited to establish connection to the Commercial Credits Platform via those private integrators.		TFDR will be the part of the ETF, so the same principles apply		TFDR will be the part of the ETF, so the same principles apply

		Automated / manual reporting		In case of web portal of Association of Financial institutions - only manual reporting is possible. It is recommended to use this portal only if other options are not possible. So, more automated reporting is possible in case of systems of private integrators.		Both options are possible. The state portal may be used for manually adding low volume of transactions. At the same time, private integrators are more convenient for dealing with high volume of transactions which requires automated reporting.		Both options are possible. The state portal may be used for manually adding low volume of transactions. At the same time, private integrators are more convenient for dealing with high volume of transactions which requires automated reporting.		Both options are possible. The state portal may be used for manually adding low volume of transactions. At the same time, private integrators are more convenient for dealing with high volume of transactions which requires automated reporting.		It is yet to be regulated		Private integrators will allow both options

		Can paper invoices be added in the TFDR?		Yes		No		As we understand it, only e-invoices shall be added into the TFDR		In case of the TFDR that is the part of the ETF - no. In case of the Commercial Credits Platform - yes.		No		Not regulated

		Is there a validation against tax authority database?		Yes. Under the protocol that Association of Financial Institutions concluded with the Revenue Administration the following information is checked by the Revenue Administration in the process of adding information in the TFDR:
- ID numbers / Taxpayer numbers
- e-invoice taxpayer status
- e-invoice.		Yes		Yes. The Revenue Administration shall verify that the transferred document corresponds to the one registered by the Revenue Administration in the Electronic Invoicing System (Sistema de Facturación Electrónica)		Yes. Note that the Commercial Credits Platform is integrated with the ETF though remains a dedicated system.		Yes		Not regulated

		Is the TFDR  integrated with databases other than databases of the tax authority?		Yes. It is integrated with the Movable Pledge Registry System (MPRS) which is held by the Ministry of Trade. This integration allows factoring companies and banks to electronically inquire pledged receivables. Similarly, MPRS users are able to inquire electronically the information regarding pledges of receivables that are registered with the TFDR to find out whether a given receivable has been previously subject to transfer in part or in whole. 
As mentioned above, the TFDR is also integrated with databases of the Revenue Administration.		No, it is not directly provided for. However, as we understand it, the TFDR can be integrated with databases of other state agencies - Article 2.2.2.53.14 of the Decree № 1074 prescribes that the Revenue Administration shall provide the competent authorities, at their request, with the information re e-invoices 		No		In case of the TFDR that is the part of the ETF - no. At the same time, the Commercial Credit Platform (the TFDR for B2G) is integrated with the National Database of Public Contracts (this is needed to check the existence of public procurement contract) and with the National Health System’s electronic ordering platform (which is a platform where public health entities make their orders)  		No, it will be the part of the ETF		No, it will be the part of the ETF

		Is financing of future receivables under existing contracts facilitated by the TFDR?		Yes. Article 5 of Application Principles of Central Receivables Recording prescribes that companies must add information regarding future receivables.		Yes, there are no restrictions in this regard		Yes, there are no restrictions in this regard		Yes, there are no restrictions in this regard		Yes, there are no restrictions in this regard		Yes, there are no restrictions in this regard

		Can a factoring company enter information into the TFDR before the factoring transaction is completed (for instance, to check if some e-invoice has already been added to the registry)?		No. It can only be done in the inquiry process. TFDR users can check whether there is any duplication / excess amount through inquiry screens before adding any information regarding a factoring transaction.		No. It can only be done in the inquiry process.		No. It can only be done in the inquiry process. Any person may verify whether a certain document has been published in the TFDR. The information in the TFDR will be available for consultation for a period of one year. 		Yes		Yes		Not regulated

		Shall the company inquire about the details of a transfer before adding the transfer to the TFDR?		Yes		Yes		There is no specific obligation in this regard		There is no specific obligation in this regard		There is no specific obligation in this regard		There is no specific obligation in this regard

		Does the TFDR allow traceability of the documents?		Yes		Yes. It can be achieved through the ETF which gives immediate notices about registration of e-invoice to the users involved in the transaction or affected by it.		Yes		In case of the TFDR that is the part of the ETF - no. In case of the Commercial Credit Platform - yes.		No		The Business Payment Coalition proposes to introduce such option. We should note that their proposal concerns the technical side of the issue. The Coalition has no proposals re the necessary legislative changes. 

		Shall a factoring company notify in case that the receivable documents are transferred?		Yes, this information shall be added. 		Yes. Endorsements of e-invoices shall be recorded.		Yes, this information shall be added 		No in case of the TFDR which is the part of the ETF. However, such obligation to notify of asssignment arises in case of the Commercial Credits Platform.		No		Not regulated

		Shall the information on collection of a payment be added into the system?		Yes. It should be added		Yes. It should be added		Yes. It should be added		In case of the TFDR that is the part of the ETF - no. In case of the Commercial Credit Platform - yes.		No		Not regulated with regard to B2B/B2C. At the same, Invoice Processing Platform allows to check collection status of an e-invoice.

		Can the added information be updated? What are the restrictions?		The information entered as a mandatory field cannot be updated (for instance, fields regarding document date, currency type, document amount, etc.). In order to correct any information regarding these fields, the transaction must be canceled and a new transaction entry must be made. Other fields can be updated.		Yes. For instance, in the event of an erroneous entry in the Registry of the endorsement		In the event of an erroneous entry in the Registry of the assignment of the credit contained in an electronic invoice or the mention as transferee of a person other than the corresponding one, the assignor must request that the entry be left without effect, or request the administrative correction of the same from the Registry Administrator		It is not explicitly regulated whether factoring transaction information can be updated. At the same time, some information can be modified. For example, the Commercial Credits Platform automatically records payment date from an invoice though this information can be modified. As the system allows to add paper invoices, the information about them shall be added manually. Note that after sending these invoices via the Commercial Credits Platform they will no longer be modifiable by the creditor.		No		Not regulated

		What is not allowed to be recorded in the TDFR?		1. Duplications.
2. Transactions with excess amount (in case that new factoring transaction contains more than the transferable amount in the previous transaction).		Duplications. It is also provided for that limits to the circulation of the electronic sales invoice (that emerged as the result of measures ordered by competent authorities, for example, courts) as a security shall be recorded in the TFDR		1. Duplications 

2. Transactions in which the amount of the assigned credit is more than the total value of the e-invoice. 

3. If there are many transactions of the same event, the registry will reject them automatically.		Concnerning the Commercial Credits Platform, for instance, transactions with fully paid invoices cannot be entered into the system. As the system is integrated with the ETF, duplications financing is also prevented		The same as in the ETF case		Not regulated

		Preservation of the original non-electronic invoice		A factoring company shall keep the original printed invoices images, excluding the images of the invoices created within the scope of the e-Invoices and e-Archive application.		 No specific regulation		 No specific regulation		 No specific regulation		 No specific regulation		 No specific regulation

		Restrictions regarding cancellation of transactions		One and the same person cannot enter information into the register and then cancel it. This can only be done by different people.  		There are no specific restrictions		There are no specific restrictions		There are no specific restrictions		There are no specific restrictions		There are no specific restrictions

		Shall factoring companies compare their own records with the transactions entered into the TFDR? What shall they do in case of discrepancies?		Companies should compare their own records with the transactions entered into the Central Receivables Recording using the "TFDR Reconciliation Report". Reconciliation studies should be carried out regularly, the differences in both databases should be eliminated.		There are no obligatory requirement that companies shall compare their factoring records with those of the TFDR.		There are no obligatory requirement that companies shall compare their factoring records with those of the TFDR		There are no obligatory requirement that companies shall compare their factoring records with those of the TFDR. Note that in 2019 it was established that all public administrations shall align the Commercial Credits Platform data with their accounting records		There are no obligatory requirement that companies shall compare their factoring records with those of the TFDR		There are no obligatory requirement that companies shall compare their factoring records with those of the TFDR

		Does the system provide participants data on credit quality or market analysis?		Such obligations are not directly provided for in applicable legislation. 		Such obligations are not directly provided for in applicable legislation. 		Such obligations are not directly provided for in applicable legislation. The website of the Revenue Administration provides data re e-invoices assigned and amounts ceded, forms of payment in relation to e-invoices		Such obligations are not directly provided for in applicable legislation 		Such obligations are not directly provided for in applicable legislation 		Such obligations are not directly provided for in applicable legislation 

		Does the TDFR system send any warning notifications (for instance, in cases of system checks)?		Yes. For instance, in the event that other companies cannot enter the correct information about the same receivable into the system due to the fact that the companies record their receivable information incorrectly in the TFDR, they must immediately correct the erroneous records after receiving the warning message sent from the TFDR.		The user must continue to invoice electronically without the electronic validation document in case that the DIAN's validation service is unavailable		Yes, for instance, when the system is unavailable		Yes, for instance, the Commercial Credits Platform notifies when the system is unavailable or when the assignment was made		Not regulated		Not regulated

		Requirements regarding back-up internet connection		Companies should have a backup line from a second internet service provider in order to avoid problems with access to TFDR. However, as we understand it, it is a recommendation.		There are no specific requirements.		There are no specific requirements		There are no specific requirements		There are no specific requirements		There are no specific requirements

		Fees for using the TFDR		Association of Financial Institutions has the right to set fees for using the TFDR. Private integrators can also charge their fees. No cap is provided for in this regard. Existence of a for-profit or a cost based model is not directly regulated.		State portal is free of charge. Private integrators may charge their fees. No cap is provided for in this regard. Existence of a for-profit or a cost based model is not directly regulated.		State portal is free of charge. Private integrators may charge their fees. No cap is provided for in this regard. Existence of a for-profit or a cost based model is not directly regulated.		The TFDR is free of charge		The TFDR is free of charge		Too early stage

		Was the legislation primary to creation of the registry?		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		Yes		No

		Is there a User Manual for the TFDR?		No		No		Yes		The answer is negative in case of the TFDR which is the part of the ETF. However, the answer is positive in case of the  Commercial Credits Platform.		No		No

		How proprietary information is protected?		In order to access the TFDR, a user has to enter its password which shall not be shared. 

As for access to the information in the TFDR, private integrators are obliged to open their data warehouses to the Banking Regulation and Supervision Agency. Private integrators shall not spread the information contained in the TFDR. 

If a factoring company wants to procure some services regarding entering information in the TFDR, than it has to conclude confidentiality agreement with the services provider.		In order to access the TFDR, a user has to enter its password which shall not be shared. In addition, the Revenue Administration grants permission to register events in the TFDR to those users who meet, at least, the following requirements:

1. Be certified with the NTC -ISO / lEC 27001 technical standard for normalization, in its latest version in force. 
2. Adopt procedures aimed at consulting, documenting, preventing and alerting the competent authorities about the possible use, directly or indirectly, of the operations that they register in the RADIAN as an instrument for use of money or other assets from criminal activities or aimed at financing them; or to give the appearance of legality to criminal activities or related transactions and funds; or for money laundering, etc. 

Not only assignees or assignors have to comply with the above requirements, but also private integrators and electronic trading platforms. 

We should note that there are additional requirements imposed on the electronic trading platforms. For instance, they shall ensure that the information that is registered in the RADIAN, using their electronic trading platforms, corresponds to the economic reality of the business, transfer, transactions and / or circulation. The foregoing includes the verification of the negotiated value of the electronic sales invoices as a security, prior to any registration of the electronic endorsements made through their systems. They are also obliged to adopt appropriate contingency plans or backup systems that mitigate the occurrence of operational or technological failures.  		There are no specific provisions re TFDR. There are only genereal provisions that data shall be protected by all persons involved		There are no specific provisions re TFDR, so general provisions re the ETF shall be applied.		There are no specific provisions re TFDR, so general provisions re the ETF shall be applied		Business Payment Coalition argues that 
communications within the framework should be limited to authenticated participants (seller,
buyer, and service provider, if applicable.). It proposes to use x.509 public key infrastructure (PKI) certificates to provide authentication of senders and receivers. The recommendation for the message transport protocol calls for supporting both Applicability
Statement 2 (AS2) and Applicability Statement 4 (AS4). AS4 is the standard message transport
protocol used by the frameworks assessed, however AS2 is widely used currently in the United
States amongst EDI service providers.  The Business Payment Coalition states that over time, AS4 should become more widely used within the
e-Delivery network because of the flexibility and advantages it offers service provider platforms
and networks over AS2
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Centralized authority in 
charge of e-invoices 

registration at the stage 
of issuance 

Turkish Revenue 
Administration (Gelir İdaresi 
Başkanlığı - GIB). It 
supervises all activities of the 
ETF users. For instance, it 
has the right to conduct audits 
of users' data processing 
systems. 

Revenue Administration 
(Dirección de Impuestos y 
Aduanas Nacionales - DIAN). 
Special Administrative Unit of 
it has the right to grant 
authorization to a private 
integrator or cancel it (for 
example, in case that the 
private integrator ceases to 
exist as a legal entity). 

Revenue Administration 
(Servicio de Impuestos 
Internos - SII). Deputy 
Director of Inspection 
(Subdirector de Fiscalización) 
has the right to authorize 
private integrators. Most e-
invoicing regulations came 
from the dedicated e-invoicing 
unit - Electronic Invoice and 
Sales Documents Office 
(Oficina de Factura 
Electrónica y Documentos de 
Venta) which is the part of the 
Revenue Administration. This 
Office supervises e-invoicing 
sphere. Powers of the 
Revenue Administration are 
outlined in different 
regulations. For instance, 
Resolution №99 provides that 
in case of detecting actions or 
omissions 
tending to distort, hinder or 
harm the normal operation of 
the state free e-invoicing 
application 
electronic, the Revenue 
Administration may order the 
restriction, suspension or 
exclusion from the ETF 

 Revenue Administration 
(Agenzia delle Entrate - AdE).  
We should note that Article 2 
of Decree of 7 March 2008 
prescribes that the Revenue 
Administration shall every 6 
months report to the Ministry 
of Economy and Finance on 
the functioning of the ETF. 
Additionally, Revenue Agency 
and Sogei (operator of the 
ETF) are required to provide 
the Ministry of Economy and 
Finance, upon request, with 
all information in any way 
relating to the activities 
carried out and all the data 
processed that transit through 
the ETF 

Ministry of Finance provides 
all the necessary legislation. 
However, its authority over 
the ETF is yet to be 
specified. 
 
The Revenue Administration 
will operate the ETF. 
 
The Revenue Administration 
( Krajowa Administracja 
Skarbowa - KAS) will also 
have some authority in 
relation to e-invoicing 
process. For example, the 
Revenue Administration shall 
be notified of persons 
authorized to issue e-
invoices on behalf of the 
taxpayer. In addition to this, 
the Revenue Administration 
will have the right to add 
information from the ETF to 
the Central Register of Tax 
Data that is co-administered 
by the Ministry of Finance 
and the Revenue 
Administration.  

Business Payment 
Coalition stresses that a 
governance body will 
need to determine the 
business requirements for 
managing a fragmented 
(federated) 
registry and and the 
issuance of digital 
security certificates. The 
work group concluded 
that without a central 
authority and mandate for 
e-Invoicing, a fragmented 
(federated) 
model would best fit the 
U.S. market. The United 
States would need an 
organization to manage 
the 
fragmented (federated) 
model, such as a 
member-driven 
consortium. 

Is there a clearance or a 
post-audit model? 

Clearance model is applied in 
case of e-Invoices.  
 
Post-audit model is used in 
case of e-Archives (that 
means that Revenue 
Administration checks 
monthly reports and its prior 
approval is not required).  

Clearance model Clearance model Clearance model 
Poland plans to model itself 
on the Italian clearance 
model. 

Post-audit model 

Centralized / 
fragmented registry 

Centralized. It is operated by 
the Revenue Administration 

Centralized. It is operated by 
the Revenue Administration, 
namely Special Administrative 
Unit of the Revenue 
Administration (Unidad 
Administrativa Especial 
Dirección de Impuestos y 
Aduanas Nacionales ) 

Centralized. It is operated by 
the Revenue Administration,  

Centralized. Sdl is operated 
by the Sogei which is a state-
owned enterprise. Its activities 
are supervised by the 
Revenue Administration. 

Centralized. It is to be 
operated by the Revenue 
Administration 

Fragmented (federated) 
model. It is to be operated 
by private integrators 

Roll-out stages 

05.03.2010 - an e-invoice as 
a legal document was first 
described in General 
Communique on the Tax 
Procedural Law No. 397. At 
first, it was not mandatory. 
14.12.2012 - Mandatory 
phase began with the 
promulgation of General 
Communique on the Tax 
Procedural Law No. 421. 
Using electronic invoices was 
made mandatory for some 

1995 - Article 37 of Law 223 
first mentioned invoice in the 
form of an electronic 
document. 
2007 - an important advance 
was made with the technical 
regulation of electronic 
invoicing through Decree 
1929 of 2007 and Resolution 
14465 of 2007. 
2013 - DIAN published a draft 
of the decree with the plan to 

2003 – Chile introduced 
voluntary electronic invoicing   
 
2014 – Chile introduced 
mandatory e-invoicing for 
large companies   
 
2016 – Chile introduced 
mandatory e-invoicing for 
urban MSMEs   
 
2017 – Chile introduced 
mandatory e-invoicing for 

June 2014 - the use of e-
invoices in public procurement 
(B2G) in Italy became 
mandatory for ministries, tax 
agencies and national security 
agencies. 
 
31.03.2015 – e-invoices 
became mandatory for all 
public entities in B2G 
transactions. 
 

2005 - the regulation was 
passed by the Ministry of 
Finance to align the legal 
value of electronic invoicing 
with that of traditional one  
 
18.04.2019 - all entities that 
participate in public 
procurement (B2G) in Poland 
must accept electronic 
invoices. 
 

There is no mandatory 
plan re electronic invoices 
in B2G transactions. We 
should note that there are 
several  state-supported 
initiatives in this regard, 
for example Invoice 
Processing Platform (IPP) 
that was launched by the 
U.S. Department of the 
Treasury’s Bureau of the 
Fiscal Service. In this 
regard we should note 
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groups of taxpayers such as 
companies holding lube oil 
trade licenses, companies 
manufacturing or importing 
goods mentioned in the List 
No.(III) Attached to the Excise 
Tax Law, etc. E-invoicing 
became mandatory for these 
groups as of 01.04.2014. 
20.06.2015 - General 
Communique on the Tax 
Procedural Law No. 454 was 
promulgated. According to 
this last piece of legislation, 
the following taxpayers are 
included, besides previously 
mentioned ones, within the list 
of taxpayers obliged to issue 
e-invoices. For instance, 
taxpayers with gross 
revenues over 10 million 
Turkish Liras in 2014 or the 
following fiscal periods were 
obliged to do so. 
19.10.2019 - General 
Communique on the Tax 
Procedural Law No. 509 was 
promulgated. Within this 
context, using the e-invoice 
system and e-arşiv invoices 
became mandatory for 
businesses with a year-end 
turnover of TRY 5 million and 
above. Other categories of 
taxpayers were obliged as 
well. In general, a one-year 
transition period was given to 
them. 
March 2021 - all public 
entities are obliged to receive 
electronic invoices 

implement electronic invoicing 
across Colombia.  
It was planned to introduce 
mandatory e-invoicing in 
2018-2019, however, the 
Constitutional Court 
considered unconstitutional 
the law that originally 
introduced e-invoicing. So, the 
schedule for mandatory e-
invoicing adoption was set up 
once more. 
Between 15 June 2020 and 
11 November 2020 – persons 
were obliged to issue e-
invoices as a consequence of 
their main economic activity 
code. 
Between 15 June 2020 and 
11 November 2020 - Persons 
were obliged to issue e-
invoices irrespective of their 
main activity code (including 
public entities, education 
institutions, insurance entities, 
natural persons with income 
higher than 3,500 tax value 
units (for the year 2021 this 
amounts to $ 33,900, etc.). 
Within two months - Persons 
newly obliged to issue e-
invoices. In addition, it was 
prescribed that electronic 
billers must adopt the 
technical annexes re the ETF, 
at the latest within three (3) 
months following the date of 
publication of the technical 
annexes. 

urban microenterprises and 
rural MSMEs   
 
2018 – Chile introduced 
mandatory e-invoicing for 
rural microenterprises.  
 
2021 – Chile will introduce 
mandatory e-invoicing for B2C  

01.01.2017 - the ETF was 
made available for invoicing 
between private entities (B2B 
and B2C sectors). At this 
stage it was not mandatory. 
 
01.07.2018 - B2B e-invoicing 
became mandatory for 
companies engaged in petrol 
sales and for sub-contractors 
to suppliers in public 
procurement. 
 
01.01.2019 - e-invoicing 
became mandatory for all 
companies in B2B and B2C 
transactions. 

01.10.2021 - According to 
the proposed Bill, new 
regulations introducing 
electronic invoices will come 
into force on October 1, 
2021. However, for the time 
being, the application of 
these provisions will be 
voluntary.  
 
early 2023 - e-invoices will 
become mandatory (without 
any restrictions). 

that the Office of 
Management and Budget 
mandated agencies to 
move to an electronic 
invoicing system by 2018. 
While the Office didn’t 
specifically call out IPP as 
the one standard system, 
most agencies chose to 
use IPP. In contrast, there 
is no plan re electronic 
invoices in B2B and B2C. 

Types of e-invoices 

There are 2 different types of 
electronic invoices: e-Invoice 
and e-Archive. The main 
differences between e-Invoice 
and e-Archive invoice: 
 
- e-Invoice is used in B2B 
transactions, so they can only 
be sent to e-Invoice user. An 
e-Invoice can only be issued if 
a customer is able to receive 
invoices in the UBL-TR XML 
data format and is registered 
in the system. In practice, this 
means that this process will 
only work in case a customer 
is also required to meet the e-
Invoicing regulations. E-
Invoice shall be sent to the 

There are plenty of electronic 
fiscal Documents  in 
Colombia. Those include but 
are not limited to electronic 
invoices, electrnonic receipts 
issued by POS machines, 
electronic export invoices, 
electronic debit and credit 

notes, other electronic 
equivalent documents (such 
as cinema tickets, passenger 
transport tickets, documents 
issued in toll collection), 
electronic consumer invoices 
(Boleta de venta electronica), 
etc.  
 
For the sake of clarity, 
electronic invoice differs from 
electronic export invoice in the 

There are plenty of Electronic 
Fiscal Documents 
(Documento Tributario 
Electronico) in Chile. Those 
include but are not limited to 
electronic sales invoices, 
electronic consumer invoices 
(Boleta Electronica), 

electronic credit and debit 
notes, electronic export 
invoices, etc. 
 
For the sake of clarity, 
electronic invoice differs from 
electronic export invoice in the 
information that can be 
outlined in an invoice. For 
example, the latter allows to 
enter amounts in foreign 
currency, identify the port of 

There is only one type of e-
invoice (Factura electrónica) 
as such. It is called FatturaPA 
in B2G transactions and an e-
invoice in all other 
transactions. There are 
separate technical 
specifications for e-invoices in 
B2B and in B2G. Additionally, 
there are other similar 
documents such as electronic 
credit and debit notes, etc. 
The B2C-specific electronic 
fiscal documents are not 
regulated. 

There is only one type of e-
invoice (fakturze 
ustrukturyzowanej). The 
B2C-specific electronic fiscal 
documents are not regulated. 

Not regulated 
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Turkish Revenue 
Administration for approval. 
 
Companies that want to issue 
e-Invoices in Turkey must 
register with the Revenue 
Administration. 
 
- e-Archive is used in 
transactions where a 
customer is not able to 
receive and process e-
invoices, namely are not 
registered in the E-invoice 
system. In such casesit is 
allowed to provide him with an 
e-Archive Invoice (Turkish: E-
Arşiv) instead of a regular e-
Invoice. This e-Archive 
invoice does not have to be 
sent for approval to the 
Turkish Revenue 
Administration and can be 
sent directly to a customer. 
 
Turkish legislation also covers 
other B2C-specific types of 
invoices. For instance, there 
are e-Tickets which include 
road, sea and air passenger 
tickets, tickets for movies, 
theaters, sports competitions, 
etc. Mostly, such e-Tickets 
are optional. Only some 
businesses are obliged to 
issue such e-Tickets (such as 
cinema businesses, etc.). In 
comparison, so called e-
Adisyon (electronic consumer 
bills) were made obligatory for 
certain service businesses 
(restaurants, cafes, casinos, 
bars, etc.). Note that such e-
documents shall also be 
reported to the Revenue 
Administration though the 
reporting itself is not based on 
the clearance model and shall 
be provided on a monthly 
basis. Though those 
documents may legally qualify 
as invoices, they are not of 
primary interest of this study 
because they are primarily 
B2C-spcecific. 

information that can be 
outlined in an invoice. For 
example, the latter allows to 
enter amounts in foreign 
currency, identify the port of 
embarkation and 
disembarkation, the value of 
the export according to clause 
of sale, the value of freight 
and insurance, etc. 
Otherwise, electronic export 
invoices do not differ too 
much from ordinary e-
invoices. 
 
That being said, other types of 
invoices (except for an e-
invoice as such) were not 
highlighted in this study 
because the study is mainly 
focused on B2B transactions, 
while those B2C-specific 
invoices constitute a topic of 
its own, which is not of a 
primary interest for the current 
study. 

embarkation and 
disembarkation, the value of 
the export according to clause 
of sale, the value of freight 
and insurance, etc. 
Otherwise, electronic export 
invoices do not differ too 
much from ordinary e-
invoices. 
 
That being said, other types of 
invoices (except for an e-
invoice as such) were not 
highlighted in this study 
because the study is mainly 
focused on B2B transactions, 
while those B2C-specific 
invoices constitute a topic of 
its own, which is not of a 
primary interest for the current 
study. 

Information required in 
an e-Invoice 

Invoices must contain at least 
the following information: 
 
• date of issuance 
• a unique, sequential number 
of the invoice 

Invoices must contain at least 
the following information: 
 
• date of issuance 
• a unique, sequential number 
of the invoice 

Invoices must contain at least 
the following information: 
 
• date of invoice issuance 
• a unique, sequential number 
of the invoice 

Invoices must contain at least 
the following information: 
 
• date of issuance 
• a unique, sequential number 
of the invoice 

Invoices must contain at 
least the following 
information: 
 
• date of issuance 

There are no overriding 
requirements regarding 
the form of invoices, 
except for the commercial  
invoices that accompany 
the imported goods and 
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• supplier data (company 
name, address, tax number) 
• customer data (address and 
other data if available, tax 
number) 
• full description of goods and 
services provided 
• quantity and price of goods 
and services provided 
• rate and amount of tax 
applicable for the category of 
goods and services provided 
• the net, the taxable value of 
the invoice 
• the invoice total, the gross 
amount 
• Delivery date and waybill 
number of the goods sold; 

• supplier data (company 
name, address, VAT number 
and, in some cases, also the 
company’s tax code) 
• customer data (address and 
other data if available) 
• full description of goods and 
services – quantity and price 
• any discounts, ancillary 
costs, and expected expenses 
(if applicable) 
• the net, the taxable value of 
the invoice 
• rate and amount of VAT 
applicable for the category of 
goods and services provided 
• the invoice total, the gross 
amount 

• supplier data (company 
name, address, VAT number) 
• customer data (address, 
VAT number, and other data if 
available) 
• full description of goods and 
services provided (quantity 
and type) 
• net price per unit (excl. VAT) 
• rate and amount of VAT 
applicable for the category of 
goods and services provided 
• the total amount of VAT 
• date of delivery 
• payment method 
• the invoice total (incl. VAT) 

• supplier data (company 
name, address, VAT number 
and, in some cases, also the 
company’s tax code) 
• customer data (address and 
other data if available) 
• full description of goods and 
services – quantity and price 
• any discounts, ancillary 
costs, and expected expenses 
(if applicable) 
• the net, the taxable value of 
the invoice 
• rate and amount of VAT 
applicable for the category of 
goods and services provided 
• the invoice total, the gross 
amount 

• a unique, sequential 
number of the invoice 
• supplier data (company 
name, address, tax number) 
• customer data (address 
and other data if available, 
tax number) 
• full description of goods 
and services provided 
• quantity and price of goods 
and services provided 
• net price per unit 
• any discounts, ancillary 
costs, and expected 
expenses (if applicable) 
• the net, the taxable value of 
the invoice 
• rate and amount of VAT 
applicable for the category of 
goods and services provided 
• the invoice total, the gross 
amount. 

are used as customs 
declarations. There are 
also some requirements 
to the content of invoices 
in B2G transactions. If an 
invoice does not have all 
the information that the 
agency requires, the 
invoice is not valid or 
complete. 

Standardization 

UBL-TR (a customized 
version of  UBL 2.0) national 
format is used. The data is 
prepared in XML language 
and may be compressed in 
zip form. The data must be 
encoded using UTF-8. 

The standard format is the 
XML, which uses UBL 2.1 
(Universal Business 
Language) with extensions 
provided by the Revenue 
Administration. The data is 
prepared in XML language 
and may be compressed in 
zip form. The data must be 
encoded using UTF-8. 

Documento Tributario 
Electrónico – DTE, is a 
structured and electronically 
signed data document in XML 
format that is being sent to the 
Chilean Revenue 
Administration. In other 
words, DTE represents the e-
invoice. To be able to issue 
DTE, Chilean businesses 
must first obtain a Folio 
Authorization Code (Código 
de Asignación de Folios – 
CAF) from the Chilean 
Revenue Administration. This 
CAF is incorporated in every 
e-invoice. The data must be 
encoded using UTF-8 and 
may be compressed in zip 
form 

 The data must be encoded 
using UTF-8. It may be send 
in XML form (in case of one 
file) or compressed in zip form 
(in case of several files). Note 
that there is a dedicated 
XMLPA national format for 
B2G. Additionally, it is 
provided for that EU e-
invoicing standards may be 
used 

The standard format will be 
the XML, which uses UBL V2 
(Universal Business 
Language). In B2G 
transactions UBL 2.1, 
UN/CEFACT CII and 
PEPPOL BIS Billing 
3.0 are used. The data must 
be encoded using UTF-8 and 
compressed in zip form. It is 
provided for that EU e-
invoicing standards may be 
used 

There is no single 
standard in relation to the 
format of e-invoices. 
Business Payment 
Coalition presented their 
report in relation to this 
issue -  
Catalog of Electronic 
Invoice Technical 
Standards in the U.S.  
The report describes the 
current fragmentation in 
the U.S. market usage of 
e-Invoices and the 
interoperability challenges 
among the standards. 
The Coalition proposes 
that XML language shall 
be used for e-invoices. 
The work group 
recommends support for 
both the EDI/AS2 and 
ebMS3/AS4/WS models 
in the U.S market 
to start. Support for both 
allows access points the 
option of migrating to AS4 
in accordance with their 
business needs. Over 
time, new connections 
should use 
ebMS3/AS4/WS. 
Additionally, the work 
group recommends 
OASIS UBL 2.x19 due to 
its common data 
dictionary and use of a 
single syntax. 
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Types of transactions 
mandatory for 

electronic invoices 

e-Invoices are mandatory for 
the following situations: 
1. For businesses with a year-
end turnover of TRY 5 million 
and above 
2. For those who 
manufacture, construct and/or 
import certain goods in 2020 
or the following years. Their 
list is specified in the Excise 
Law 
3. Those running an e-
commerce business or 
providing intermediary 
services through the internet 
4. Taxpayers engaged in the 
fruit and vegetable trade as 
brokers or merchants. 
 
e-Archives are mandatory for 
the following situations:  
1. If an invoice of 5,000 TL or 
more, including VAT, was 
issued to a tax-payer – this 
invoice shall be issued as an 
E-Archive invoice. 
2. If an invoice of 30,000 TL 
or more, including VAT, was 
issued to a non-taxpayer – 
this invoice shall be issued as 
an E-Archive invoice. 
 However, if both the seller 
and the buyer are users 
registered in the e-Invoice 
application, all invoices issued 
between them must be e-
Invoices. 
 
Paper invoices can be issued 
for amounts below 5,000 and 
30,000. 
  

1. All those subject to Sales 
Tax (VAT) 
2. All those subject to the 
National Consumption Tax 
(INC) 
3. All those that have the legal 
status of merchants 
4. Self-employed, such as 
doctors, lawyers, etc.  
5. Merchants who sell goods 
that are the product of 
agricultural or livestock 
activity, regardless of their 
status as taxpayer or non-
taxpayer of the taxes 
administered by the DIAN, 
except for those who are not 
obliged to issue sales invoices 
and / or any other equivalent 
document that are provided 
for in Articles 616-2, 
paragraph 4 of paragraph 2 
and paragraph 3 of Article 437 
and 512 - 13 of the ET and in 
Article 1.6.1.4.3., which is 
found in the Sole Regulatory 
Decree in Tax Matter 1625 of 
2016. 
6. Merchants, importers, 
service providers and 
vendors. 
7. Typographers and 
lithographers not subject to 
sales tax. 
8. Taxpayers registered with 
the simplified tax system.   

Practically all Chilean 
businesses are now required 
to use e-Invoices.  

The obligation to do electronic 
invoicing started for everyone 
(excluding the exempted) on 
January 1, 2019.  There are 
several categories of 
taxpayers that are exempted 
from e-invoicing. For example, 
taxpayers who apply the 
advantage regime, pursuant 
to article 27, paragraphs 1 
and 2 of Decree-Law n.98 / 
2011 
and taxpayers who apply the 
so-called lump-sum regime 
pursuant to Article 1, 
paragraphs 54-89 of Law no. 
190/2014) are exempted 

 E-invoicing in B2B is 
allowed but currently not 
mandatory. Concerning 
future changes, the proposed 
regulations do not provide for 
any special rules for the size 
of the taxpayer's enterprise, 
its turnover, etc. Thus, when 
the compulsory use of the 
system will be introduced, all 
taxpayers (regardless of the 
above criteria) will be obliged 
to issue e-invoices 

Not regulated 

Are there any force 
majeure clauses that 

provide for the 
situations in which 

documents required to 
be arranged as e-

invoices can be issued 
in paper format? 

Yes. For example, in case the 
ETF is not working or in case 
of interruption in data 
processing system of the 
seller or the private integrator. 
In case of such interruption 
the seller must notify the 
Revenue Administration 
within three days. 

No. If the Revenue 
Administration's electronic 
invoice prior validation service 
is unavailable, which prevents 
validation of e-invoices, the 
system will generate a 
notification that the user must 
continue to invoice 
electronically without the 
electronic validation 
document. 

Yes. For example, taxpayers 
may choose to issue paper 
invoices in case they carry out 
their economic activity in a 
geographical place without 
Internet or without access to 
electricity or in a place defined 
as a disaster zone  

No As of now - no 

Not regulated. However, 
parallel existence of 
paper and electronic 
invoices is not prohibited 

How e-invoices can be 
send to the ETF for 

verification? 

There are three ways to issue 
and exchange e-Invoices and 
e-Archives with the ETF: 
1. Through dedicated state 
portal run by the Revenue 
Administration ( GİB Portal 
Yöntemi). As we understand, 
users can issue a maximum 

1. Through dedicated state 
portal run by the Revenue 
Administration.  
2. Through private integrators 
that were authorized by the 
Revenue Administration. 
3. Through direct integration 
of own data processing 

1. Through dedicated state 
portal (MiPyme portal) run by 
the Revenue Administration. 
However, this option is only 
for small businesses that 
meet predefined criteria. 

Transmission of files to the 
ETF can be done with the 
following methods: 
 - a certified email system, 
hereinafter referred to as the 
“PEC Service”;  
- application cooperation 
system, on the Internet, with a 

1. Through dedicated state 
portal. However, this option 
is only for small businesses 
that meet predefined criteria. 
2. Through private 
integrators. 
3. Through direct integration 
of own data processing 

Not regulated 
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of 500 e-Invoices per month 
via the state portal. 
2. Through private integrators 
(Özel Entegratör Yöntemi) 
that have received state 
permission 
3. Through direct integration 
of own data processing 
systems with state data 
processing systems. 
The same principles apply 
regarding B2G. 

systems with state data 
processing systems. 

2. Through private integrators 
that were authorized by the 
Revenue Administration 
3. Through direct integration 
of own data processing 
systems with state data 
processing systems 

service using a “web service” 
model via HTTPS protocol, 
hereafter “SDICoop service”;  
- a data transmission system 
using remote terminals using 
the SFTP protocol, hereafter 
“SDIFtp service”. 
 - a transmission system that 
can be used via the web 
service’s special “Invoices 
and payments” [Fatture e 
corrispettivi] functionality.  
The single file must not 
exceed the size of 5MB. 
All these channels of 
communication with the ETF 
differ - for example, PEC 
certified e-mail can carry 
multiple files up to a maximum 
of 30 MB and there is no need 
to be accredited. The 
SdICOOP (web service): can 
carry single files up to a 
maximum of 5 MB and it is 
necessary to be accredited, 
etc. The same principles 
apply regarding B2G. 

systems with state data 
processing systems.  
 
In B2G transactions e-
invoices may be send via 
dedicated state portal or via 
platforms of 2 selected 
private integrators (private 
firms). Only those integrators 
have the right to provide 
connection to B2G e-
invoicing platform. 

How e-invoices can be 
send to counterparties 
in B2B transactions? 

e-Invoices can only be 
delivered via the dedicated 
state portal. On the other 
hand, e-Archives can be 
delivered via all kinds of 
electronic means. Sellers can 
also send e-Archives in their 
printed versions.  

E-invoices are to be send via 
e-mails or via other ways of 
electronic transmission. 

Small companies and 
companies that have 
difficulties with establishing 
their own e-invoice system 
can deliver their e-invoices via 
the dedicated state portal. In 
addition to this, e-invoices 
may be delivered through the 
systems of private integrators 
or via e-mail.  

Exclusively through the ETF. 
The ETF sends the receiving 
entity the invoice by 
forwarding the incoming file  
received, using transmission 
channels similar to those used 
for receipt. 

There will be a state 
exchange platform (KSeF) 
via which sellers and buyers 
will be able to exchange 
structured invoices 
electronically 

The Business Payment 
Coalition argues that a 
strong business case 
exists for implementing a 
four-corner e-Delivery 
network model in the 
United States. In a four-
corner model, a seller on 
one platform may easily 
reach a buyer on another 
platform. The four-corner 
model achieves 
interoperability for the e-
Invoice senders and 
receivers who use 
different service provider 
platforms. To implement 
this a network of 
federated access points 
has to be created.  Under 
interoperability 
agreements, two service 
providers become access 
points and connect to 
each other and transmit 
or accept invoices on 
behalf of their customers. 
Standardized models for 
interoperability, such as 
CEF, PEPPOL and 
EESPA in Europe, shall 
be adopted. The Coalition 
argues that private 
integrators shall allow 
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integration of client 
applications with their 
platforms 

Can sellers create e-
invoices directly via the 

state portal? 

Yes, if the seller doesn't have 
other options, those e-
Invoices and e-Archives may 
be created directly via the 
state portal ( GİB Portal 
Yöntemi). So, information may 
be filled out manually. After 
creation the seller can 
download this electronic 
invoice from the state portal. 

Yes 

Yes, small companies and 
companies that have 
difficulties with establishing 
their own e-invoice system 
are entitled to do so 

E-invoice may be created by 
using application provided by 
Italian Revenue 
Administration 

It will be possible to create e-
invoices via the government 
portal (eMikrofirma). 
However, Polish Ministry of 
Finance indicated that this 
will only work for small 
enterprises 

As we understand, no. 
Business Payment 
Coalition in its guiding 
principles stresses  that 
future e-invoicing 
scenario should not 
require a singular 
platform or solution for 
the exchange of 
electronic business 
documents, but rather 
support a federated 
network of access points 
and service providers 

Automated / manual 
reporting 

Both options are possible. 
The state portal may be used 
for manually adding low 
volume of e-invoices. At the 
same time, private integrators 
are more convenient for 
dealing with high volume of e-
invoices which requires 
automated reporting. 

Both options are possible. 
The state portal may be used 
for manually adding low 
volume of e-invoices. At the 
same time, private integrators 
are more convenient for 
dealing with high volume of e-
invoices which requires 
automated reporting. 

Both options are possible. 
The state portal may be used 
for manually adding low 
volume of e-invoices. At the 
same time, private integrators 
are more convenient for 
dealing with high volume of e-
invoices which requires 
automated reporting. 

Both options are possible. 
The state services may be 
used for manually adding low 
volume of e-invoices. At the 
same time, private integrators 
are more convenient for 
dealing with high volume of e-
invoices which requires 
automated reporting. 

Not clear. However, 
company's own system may 
allow automated reporting, 
while eMikrofirma is more 
likely to allow manual 
reporting with volume 
limitations (because it is 
intended for small 
businesses) 

Both options will be 
possible via the services 
of private integrators 

Can companies issue e-
invoices in B2C 

transactions, namely 
issue e-invoices directly 

to customers not 
registered in the ETF? 

Although e-Invoice users can 
only send/receive invoices 
with the registered e-Invoice 
users, companies may issue 
e-Archive invoices directly to 
taxpayers and end-users 
whether they are e-Invoice 
users or not, in electronic 
format. An e-Archive invoice 
is an invoice that is created 
electronically and can be 
provided to your customer by 
e-mail, SMS or as a printed 
document. 

Once the document is 
received, DIAN will inform the 
issuer of the document that it 
has been received by means 
of an automatic message 
transmitted by DIAN's 
Electronic Invoice Information 
Service. So, buyer needs to 
have some connection to the 
DIAN system. However, if the 
buyer has not identified the 
email address, the seller shall 
issue a paper invoice.  

Yes. In 2021 e-invoicing will 
be mandatory in B2C 
transactions. 

E-invoices must always be 
sent to customers through the 
SdI interchange system, 
otherwise they are considered 
not issued. So, buyer must 
have a PEC certified email or 
other connection to SDL 
interchange system. Buyers 
can also receive e-invoices 
via free state web-portal 
(Fatture e Corrispettivi) 

E-invoices in B2C 
transactions must be issued 
only at the customer's 
request. However, the 
regulation does not indicate 
this form of request (i.e. 
whether it is to be in writing, 
electronic, verbal, etc.). 
Moreover, as we understand 
it, the system for accepting 
the use of e-invoices will only 
work in the optional period 
(i.e. until the beginning of 
2023). After that, the request 
of the buyer in B2C 
transactions will not be 
needed 

Not regulated 

Is it possible to change 
an issued electronic 

invoice? 

No. They can be changed 
only before their issuance. 

Yes. In order to rectify the e-
invoice, the seller must issue 
a credit / debit note.  

Yes. For example, address 
section may be updated. 
However, not all sections can 
be changed (for example, ID 
number of seller or buyer 
cannot be changed) 

Yes,. For example, should the 
invoice contain any errors or 
invalid data, or if delivery to 
the recipient proves to be 
impossible, SDI refuses the 
document. The supplier then 
has to correct mistakes and 
resend the invoice 

It will be possible to correct it 
both by means of a 
correcting invoice in 
accordance with the rules 
applicable so far (in this 
case, the adjustment of the 
tax base and output tax will 
be carried out in accordance 
with the principles set out in 
Article 29a (13) of the VAT 
Act) and a correcting invoice 
in the form of an electronic 
invoice, i.e. an invoice issued 
through the ETF.  
 
It also prescribes that even 
paper invoices, issued before 
the effective date of the 

Yes. In order to rectify the 
e-invoice, the seller must 
issue a credit note  
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Draft, may be corrected via 
corrective e-invoice. 

Can the validity of an e-
invoice be checked on a 

state website or a 
private administrator’s 

website? 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Yes. It will be possible 
without the need to 
authenticate in the system 

It may be concluded that 
the Business Payment 
Coalition proposes to 
enable validation of e-
invoices between the 
parties to a transaction. 
Validation via a state 
website was not 
proposed. It is also 
possible via existing B2G 
Invoice Processing 
Platform. 

Is a digital signature 
required to issue an e-

invoice? 
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No 

What is the storage 
period for e-invoices? 

Storage period for an e-
invoice is 10 years. 

Storage period of an e-invoice 
is 5 years 

Storage period of an e-invoice 
is 6 years 

Storage period for an e-
invoice is 10 years 

Storage period of an e-
invoice is 5 years 

No 

Functions  
corresponding to an e-

invoice 

 
• Payment; 
• Accounting; 
• Invoice verification against 
the contract, the purchase 
order and the goods and 
service delivered;  
•  VAT reporting. 

 
• Payment; 
• Accounting; 
• Invoice verification against 
the contract, the purchase 
order and the goods and 
service delivered;  
•  VAT reporting. 

 
• Payment; 
• Accounting; 
• Invoice verification against 
the contract, the purchase 
order and the goods and 
service delivered;  
•  VAT reporting. 

 
• Payment; 
• Accounting; 
• Invoice verification against 
the contract, the purchase 
order and the goods and 
service delivered;  
•  VAT reporting. 

 
• Payment; 
• Accounting; 
• Invoice verification against 
the contract, the purchase 
order and the goods and 
service delivered;  
• VAT reporting. 

 
• Payment; 
• Accounting; 
• Invoice verification 
against the contract, the 
purchase order and the 
goods and service 
delivered;  
•  sales tax reporting. 

Does an invoice contain 
a legal claim? 

Yes, after it is deemed as 
accepted. The Commercial 
Code of Turkey provides for 
that if the person receiving an 
invoice does not object to the 
content of the invoice within 8 
days from the date of receipt, 
it is deemed to have accepted 
the content. Payment related 
to invoices of suppliers of 
goods and service providers 
must be made within 30 
calendar days of the date of 
the invoice, unless the parties 
agreed otherwise in the 
contract. Note that the 
payment period stipulated in 
the contract can be a 
maximum of sixty days from 
the date of receipt of the 
invoice. 

Yes, after it is deemed as 
accepted. The Commercial 
Code of Colombia provides 
for that if the person receiving 
an invoice does not object to 
the content of the invoice 
within 3 days from the date of 
receipt, it is deemed to have 
accepted the content. The 
Law №2024 of 2020 
regulated that payment 
related to invoices of suppliers 
of goods and service 
providers must be made 
within 60  days (from January 
2021) and within 45 days 
(from January 2022). This 
term is calculated from the 
date of electrnonic receipt or, 
if an e-invoice was not 
received, from the date of 
receipt of the goods or 
services or effective provision 
of services. It is explicitly 
stated that the parties cannot 
agree on the longer payment 
period.  
 
Additionally, note that, unlike 
other countries, an e-invoice 
has the legal status of 
security. 

Yes, after it is deemed as 
accepted. The Law 19,983 
provides for that if the person 
receiving an invoice does not 
object to the content of the 
invoice within 8 days (or 
within the term the parties 
agreed upon) from the date of 
receipt by the Revenue 
Administration, it is deemed to 
have accepted the content. 
The objection shall be 
recorded through the 
Acceptance and Claim 
Registry provided by the 
Revenue Administration and 
integrated with the ETF. 
Payment related to invoices of 
suppliers of goods and 
service providers must be 
made within 30 calendar days 
of the date of the invoice. 
However, the parties may 
agree on the longer payment 
period, provided that the 
parties within 5 days following 
the conclusion registered 
such prolongation agreement 
in the special register 
(Register of agreements with 
exceptional payment term - 
Registro de acuerdos con 
plazo excepcional de pago) 

Yes, after it is deemed as 
accepted. Concerning B2G 
transactions, the applicable 
legislation provides for that 
there are 15 day to either 
accept or object to an e-
invoice. The term is calculated 
from the date of electronic 
receipt by the Revenue 
Administration. Tacit 
acceptance is not provided for 
in B2G transactions, so in 
case of acceptance absence 
the invoice in B2G 
transactions will not be 
deemed automatically 
accepted. At the same time, 
there is no acceptance period 
in B2B and B2G transactions. 
In the absence of any 
contractual provision to the 
contrary, the terms of 
payment in all business 
transactions shall be 30 days 
from receipt of the invoice. 
The parties may extend the 
payment term up to 60 days 
with a verbal agreement and 
beyond 60 days with an 
agreement in writing. 

Acceptance period is not 
specified in the legislation. In 
the absence of any 
contractual provision to the 
contrary, the terms of 
payment in all business 
transactions may not exceed 
60 days from receipt of the 
invoice and 30 days with 
regard to the public entities. 

As regards the 
acceptance period, 31 
U.S.C. § 3901(a) (4) and 
31 C.F.R. § 1315.4(b) 
establish that if the 
invoice receipt date is 
annotated on the invoice, 
the invoice is deemed 
"received" on the later of 
the receipt date or 7 days 
after delivery of the goods 
or services assuming: 1) 
no earlier acceptance 
occurred; and 2) the 
contract does not specify 
a longer acceptance 
period. 
 
If the receipt date is not 
annotated on the invoice, 
the invoice is deemed 
"received" on the invoice 
date.The Prompt 
Payment Act is federal 
law governing payment 
terms from government 
agencies. Generally, the 
payment term with regard 
to the government is 
limited to 30 days after 
receipt of invoice of 
contractor. There is no 
obligatory payment term 
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administered by the Ministry 
of Economy, Development 
and Tourism.  

for B2B transactions that 
is established on the 
federal level.  

Did the state provide for 
any incentive to use the 

ETF? 
No No No 

Yes. Italy introduced such tax 
incentives such as priority for 
VAT repayments for those 
making use of the ETF, 
exemption from keeping VAT 
registers, provisional non-
application and reduction of 
penalties for late issuance of 
the electronic invoice were 
also introduced, simplification 
in terms of registration of 
purchases, simplification in 
terms of annotation of 
invoices issued, etc. 

Yes. Upon launch of the 
ETF, it is planned that VAT 
refund will be within 40 days 
instead of 60 days, as 
currently. This benefit is, 
however, subject to quite 
strict conditions: the refund 
amount cannot exceed PLN 
3000, the taxpayer must 
have been registered for 
VAT for at least a year and 
all invoices in a tax period 
must be issued via the new 
system. In addition, 
taxpayers using the new 
system will not be obliged to 
submit the JPK_FA 
electronic file containing the 
details of sales invoices, 
which must currently be 
presented to the tax 
administration upon request. 
Incentives with regard to the 
corrective credit notes were 
also introduced. 

No 

Shall the private 
integrators obtain a 
state permission in 
order to operate? 

Yes. The permission is 
granted by the Revenue 
Administration. The 
permission can be revoked, in 
case of unlawful behavior on 
the part of a private integrator.  

Yes. The permission is 
granted by the Revenue 
Administration. The 
permission can be revoked, in 
case of unlawful behavior on 
the part of a private integrator.  

Yes. The permission is 
granted by the Revenue 
Administration. The 
permission can be revoked, in 
case of unlawful behavior on 
the part of a private integrator.  

Yes.  The permission is 
granted by the Revenue 
Administration. The 
permission can be revoked, in 
case of unlawful behavior on 
the part of a private integrator.  

It is not yet regulated 

The Business Payment 
Coalition argues that such 
private integrators shall 
be authorized. However, 
this proposal was put in 
general terms without 
detailed definition of the 
role and mandate of the 
responsible government 
institution. There are no 
specific requirements in 
the case of Invoice 
Processing Platform. 

Is there any requirement 
regarding location of 

data processing 
systems of private 

integrators? 

Yes. The data processing 
systems must be located 
within the borders of Turkey. 

No No No It is not yet regulated No 

Is the list of private 
integrators published 
on the state website? 

Yes Yes Yes No It is not yet regulated Not regulated 

Fees for using the ETF 

State portal is free of charge. 
Private integrators may 
charge their fees. No cap is 
provided for in this regard. 

State portal is free of charge. 
Private integrators may 
charge their fees. No cap is 
provided for in this regard.  

State portal is free of charge. 
Private integrators may 
charge their fees. No cap is 
provided for in this regard.   

State portal is free of charge. 
Private integrators may 
charge their fees. No cap is 
provided for in this regard.  

Provisions re fees are to be 
adopted. The Draft provides 
for the maximum limit of 
state budget expenditures 
required to launch the ETF. 
For instance, in 2021 such 
state budget expenditures 
shall not exceed PLN 
20,125,810 (approximately 
5.5 mln US dollars) 

Not regulated  
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Was the legislation 
primary to creation of 

the registry? 
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

No. There are already 
several e-invoicing 
models in place 

Is there a user manual 
for the ETF? 

Yes. There are separate 
manuals for e-Invoices and 
for e-Archives 

Yes Yes Yes No No 

Overall purpose 

Collection of taxes and to 
avoid tax evasion. Business 
and consumer benefits are 
not primary drivers.   

Collection of taxes and to 
avoid tax evasion. Business 
and consumer benefits are 
not primary drivers.   

Collection of taxes and to 
avoid tax evasion. Business 
and consumer benefits are 
not primary drivers.   

Collection of taxes and to 
avoid tax evasion. Business 
and consumer benefits are 
not primary drivers.   

Collection of taxes and to 
avoid tax evasion. Business 
and consumer benefits are 
not primary drivers.   

N/A 
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Name of the TDFR 
Central Receivables Recording 
(Merkezi Fatura 
Kaydı Sistemi, MFKS) 

Registry of electronic 
invoices considered as 
securities (Registro de la 
factura electrónica de 
venta como título valor - 
RADIAN) 

Electronic Credit Transfer 
Register (Registro 
electrónico de cesión de 
créditos) 

The TFDR for B2B 
transactions the part of the 
existing ETF system.  
 
At the same time, there is a 
dedicated TFDR for public 
receivables which is called 
the Commercial Credits 
Platform (Piattaforma dei 
Crediti Commerciali - 
PCC). For the sake of 
clarity, the latter allows 
creditors to request the 
certification of credits 
relating to sums due for 
administration and to trace 
any subsequent advance, 
compensation, assignment 
and payment operations 
that are carried out with 
certified credits. 

The TFDR is the part of 
the future ETF system.  

It will be the part of the future 
ETF system 

Applicable legislation (the list 
is not comprehensive) 

1. "Regulation on the 
Procedures and Principles to be 
applied in Factoring 
Transactions" adopted by 
Banking Regulation and 
Supervision Agency (2015). 
2. "Regulation on the 
Procedures and Principles 
Regarding the Establishment, 
Operation and Management of 
the Central Receivables 
Recording" adopted by Banking 
Regulation and Supervision 
Agency (2015). 
3. "Application Principles of 
Central Receivables Recording" 
adopted by Association of 
Financial Institutions (2016). 

1. Resolution № 000015 
adopted by the Revenue 
Administration (2021)  
 
2. Decree №1154 adopted 
by the Ministry of 
Commerce, Industry and 
Tourism (2020) 
 
3. Decree № 1074 
adopted by the Ministry of 
Commerce, Industry and 
Tourism (2015) 

1. "Law № 19.983" 
adopted by the National 
Congress of Chile (2004) 
2. "Supreme Decree № 
93" adopted by the 
Ministry of Finance (2005) 
3. "Circular № 56" adopted 
by the Revenue 
Administration (2013) 

There is no specific 
legislation re the TFDR 
which is the part of the 
ETF. So, legislation re the 
ETF shall be applied in that 
case. 
 
The situation is different in 
case of  the Commercial 
Credits Platform which is 
mostly regulated by the 
following legislation: 
 
1. Law no. 89 adopted by 
the Parliament (2014) 
2. Decree of 22 May 2012 
adopted by the Ministry of 
Economy and Finance 
3. Decree of 25 June 2012 
adopted by the Ministry of 
Economy and Finance 
4. Circular № 35/2012 
adopted by the Ministry of 
Economy and Finance 
5. Circular № 36/2012 
adopted by the Ministry of 
Economy and Finance 

There is no specific 
legislation re the TFDR 
which is the part of the 
ETF. So, legislation re 
the ETF shall be applied 
in this case. 

Currently there is no legislation 
regarding the TFDR. So, the 
relevant reports of the 
Business Payment Coalition 
were analyzed: 
1. e-Invoice Interoperability 
Framework: e-Delivery 
Network Feasibility 
Assessment.   
 
2. e-Invoice Exchange 
Framework: Approach to 
Managing a Federated 
Registry Services Model in a  
Four-Corner Network. 
 As we understand, every state 
will adopt its own legislation on 
this matter 

Centralized / fragmented 
registry 

Centralized Centralized Centralized Centralized Centralized Fragmented 

Is the TFDR created outside 
of the ETF system? 

Yes No Yes 

The TFDR for B2B is the 
part of the ETF. At the 
same time, the TFDR for 
B2G exists outside the ETF 
though it is integrated with 
the ETF 

The TFDR for B2B is the 
part of the ETF 

No 

Ownership structure 

TFDR is held by a public 
institution - Association of 
Financial Institutions (Financial 
Kurumlar Birliğine), which is a 

The TFDR (as the part of 
the ETF) is held by the 
Revenue Administration 

The TFDR is held by the 
Revenue Administration  

The TFDR (as the part of 
the ETF) is held by the 
Ministry of Economy and 
Finance. The Commercial 

The TFDR (as the part of 
the ETF)  will be held by 
the Ministry of Finance.  

The TFDR (as the part of the 
ETF) will be held by private 
integrators 
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mandatory professional 
association for Turkish financial 
companies. The TFDR was 
developed in cooperation with 
the Credit Bureau of Turkey 
(Kredi Kayıt Bürosu). The latter 
is the only credit bureau in 
Turkey founded by 9 major 
Turkish banks and operating as 
a structure of the Banks 
Association of Turkey (Türkiye 
Bankalar Birliği). The Credit 
Bureau of Turkey currently has 
approximately 200 members. 

Credits Platform is also 
owned by the Ministry. 

Management structure 

A separate subsidiary (the 
Factoring Commercial 
Enterprise) to be in charge of 
the project was set up within the 
Association of Financial 
Institutions.  
 
The Factoring Sector 
Representatives Board (elected 
by the Association of Financial 
Institutions) supervises its 
activities. The Factoring Sector 
Representatives Board has to 
report to the Board of Directors 
of the Association of Financial 
Institutions at least once a 
month.  
 
The Factoring Sector 
Representatives Board may 
resolve the disputes between 
the companies regarding their 
use of the TFDR. If deemed 
necessary, it can refer the 
matter to the Board of Directors 
of the Association of Financial 
Institutions. 
 
 TFDR itself is operated by the 
Credit Bureau of Turkey which 
has a status of the Service 
Provider Company, according to 
Application Principles of Central 
Receivables Recording. 
 
The Board of Directors of the 
Association of Financial 
Institutions has the right to 
apply enforcement measures 
(fines, for example) in case it 
found unlawful behavior on the 
part of users. 

The TFDR (as the part of 
the ETF) is managed by 
the Administrative Unit of 
the Revenue 
Administration 

The TFDR is managed by 
the Revenue 
Administration. 
Additionally, it has the right 
to entrust administration of 
the TFDR to third parties 

The TFDR (as the part of 
the ETF) is managed by 
the Revenue 
Administration.  
 
 The Commercial Credits 
Platform is managed by the 
Ministry of Economy and 
Finance, namely its Sogei 
enterprise. 
 
There are certain reporting 
obligations in case of the 
Commercial Credits 
Platform. For instance, it is 
provided for that all public 
entities must report to the 
Ministry all certifications of 
their debts that they have 
made (for the sake of 
clarity, public entities must 
necessarily certify the 
credits owed, at the request 
of the creditor, to make 
them "certified credits" that 
can be assigned). For the 
purpose of obtaining 
certification, the credit shall 
be a completed obligation, 
correctly recorded in the 
accounting records of the 
debtor entity and which is 
due for payment. 
Furthermore, there must be 
no impeding factors for 
payment , such as the 
existence of disputes, etc. 
 
Other departments and 
entities also take part in the 
certification process.  For 
example, if the public entity 
does not certify the credit 
within the statutory term of 
30 days, the creditor can 
ask the State Territorial 
Accounting Office or the 

The TFDR (as the part of 
the ETF) will be managed 
by the Revenue 
Administration 

Not regulated 
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Central Budget Office to 
appoint a commissioner. 
 
The appointed 
commissioner will, within 
50 days of the 
appointment, certify the 
credit or declare that the 
credit is no longer valid. 

Mandatory / voluntary 
reporting of sold invoices 

Mandatory. Assignees are 
obliged to report 

Mandatory. Assignors are 
obliged to report electronic 
endorsements of their e-
invoices in order to 
participate in their 
electronic circulation. 
However, it is also 
provided for, that 
electronic sales invoices 
that are not registered in 
the TFDR will continue to 
be constituted as a 
security 

Mandatory. Assignors are 
obliged to report 

Voluntary in case of the 
TFDR which is the part of 
the ETF. At the same time, 
it is mandatory in case of 
the Commercial Credits 
Platform where the debtors 
(public entitites) shall 
register the assignment or 
object to the assgnment 
upon receipt of "transaction 
registration form" which 
was sent by an assignor or 
an assignee. 

Voluntary Voluntary 

What requirements should 
factoring companies and 

banks meet in order to use 
the TFDR? 

 
It is prescribed that all factoring 
companies and banks using the 
TFDR must be a member of the 
Credit Bureau of Turkey. 
 
They shall verify their IP-
addresses with the Credit 
Bureau of Turkey. Otherwise, 
they will not be allowed to 
access the TFDR. In addition, 
they are required to notify the 
Credit Bureau of Turkey in case 
of change of their IP-addresses. 

Every company has to get 
authorization of the 
Revenue Administration in 
order to access the ETF, 
because the TFDR is the 
part of the ETF 

Every company has to get 
authorization of the 
Revenue Administration in 
order to access the ETF, 
because the TFDR is the 
part of the ET 

There are no specific 
requirements re the TFDR 
which is the part of the 
ETF.  
 
 Concerning access to the 
Commercial Credits 
Platform,  it is obligatory to 
have a PEC address.  

There are no specific 
requirements 

There are no specific 
requirements 

Shall the private integrators 
obtain a state permission in 

order to operate? 

Yes. It can be revoked as well, 
in case of unlawful behavior on 
the part of a private integrator. 

Yes, private integrators 
shall obtain permissions 
from the Revenue 
Administration. It can be 
revoked as well, in case of 
unlawful behavior on the 
part of a private integrator. 

Not regulated 

Yes. For instance, in order 
to access the ETF (the 
TFDR is the part of it) prior 
accreditation of the 
Revenue Administration is 
required. However, such 
accreditation is not required 
if the PEC (Certified 
Electronic Mail) channel of 
communication with the 
ETF is used. Concerning 
the Commercial Credits 
Platform, the legislation 
does not regulate existence 
of any private integrators. 

There are no specific 
requirements re the 
TFDR (which is the part 
of the ETF) 

There are no specific 
requirements re the TFDR 
(which is the part of the ETF) 

How information may be 
added to the TFDR?  

1. Through the web portal of 
Association of Financial 
Institutions (in Application 
principles of Central 
Receivables Recording this 
function is called WEB Screen).  
2. Through the private 
integrators that are connected 
to the TFDR (in Application 
principles of Central 

TFDR is the part of the 
ETF, so the same 
principles apply 

This can only be done via 
the state portal. Electronic 
File of Assignment has to 
be delivered to the 
Revenue Administration 
via its portal 

TFDR is the part of the 
ETF, so the same 
principles apply. 
 
Concerning the 
Commercial Credits 
Platform, various methods 
have been made available 
for input : 
 

TFDR will be the part of 
the ETF, so the same 
principles apply 

TFDR will be the part of the 
ETF, so the same principles 
apply 
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Receivables Recording this 
function is called WEB Service). 

1. manual data entry via 
web: this mode is only 
suitable in cases of limited 
amounts of information; 
2. massive upload of data 
by sending pre-compiled 
files: this mode allows 
communicating large 
amounts of information, 
however, requires manual 
activity to prepare and 
upload files; 
3. telematic transmission of 
data flows: this mode 
allows to communicate 
large quantities of 
information without the 
need for special manual 
interventions, however it 
requires that the subject 
(creditor or 
public administration) that 
intends to make use of it 
has IT systems capable of 
connecting to the interfaces 
of the Commercial Credits 
Platform.  
 
Private integrators are not 
regulated in the applicable 
legislation though it is not 
prohibited to establish 
connection to the 
Commercial Credits 
Platform via those private 
integrators. 

Automated / manual 
reporting 

In case of web portal of 
Association of Financial 
institutions - only manual 
reporting is possible. It is 
recommended to use this portal 
only if other options are not 
possible. So, more automated 
reporting is possible in case of 
systems of private integrators. 

Both options are possible. 
The state portal may be 
used for manually adding 
low volume of 
transactions. At the same 
time, private integrators 
are more convenient for 
dealing with high volume 
of transactions which 
requires automated 
reporting. 

Both options are possible. 
The state portal may be 
used for manually adding 
low volume of 
transactions. At the same 
time, private integrators 
are more convenient for 
dealing with high volume 
of transactions which 
requires automated 
reporting. 

Both options are possible. 
The state portal may be 
used for manually adding 
low volume of transactions. 
At the same time, private 
integrators are more 
convenient for dealing with 
high volume of transactions 
which requires automated 
reporting. 

It is yet to be regulated 
Private integrators will allow 
both options 

Can paper invoices be added 
in the TFDR? 

Yes No 
As we understand it, only 
e-invoices shall be added 
into the TFDR 

In case of the TFDR that is 
the part of the ETF - no. In 
case of the Commercial 
Credits Platform - yes. 

No Not regulated 

Is there a validation against 
tax authority database? 

Yes. Under the protocol that 
Association of Financial 
Institutions concluded with the 
Revenue Administration the 
following information is checked 
by the Revenue Administration 
in the process of adding 
information in the TFDR: 
- ID numbers / Taxpayer 
numbers 
- e-invoice taxpayer status 

Yes 

Yes. The Revenue 
Administration shall verify 
that the transferred 
document corresponds to 
the one registered by the 
Revenue Administration in 
the Electronic Invoicing 
System (Sistema de 
Facturación Electrónica) 

Yes. Note that the 
Commercial Credits 
Platform is integrated with 
the ETF though remains a 
dedicated system. 

Yes Not regulated 
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- e-invoice. 

Is the TFDR  integrated with 
databases other than 
databases of the tax 

authority? 

Yes. It is integrated with the 
Movable Pledge Registry 
System (MPRS) which is held 
by the Ministry of Trade. This 
integration allows factoring 
companies and banks to 
electronically inquire pledged 
receivables. Similarly, MPRS 
users are able to inquire 
electronically the information 
regarding pledges of 
receivables that are registered 
with the TFDR to find out 
whether a given receivable has 
been previously subject to 
transfer in part or in whole.  
As mentioned above, the TFDR 
is also integrated with 
databases of the Revenue 
Administration. 

No, it is not directly 
provided for. However, as 
we understand it, the 
TFDR can be integrated 
with databases of other 
state agencies - Article 
2.2.2.53.14 of the Decree 
№ 1074 prescribes that 
the Revenue 
Administration shall 
provide the competent 
authorities, at their 
request, with the 
information re e-invoices  

No 

In case of the TFDR that is 
the part of the ETF - no. At 
the same time, the 
Commercial Credit Platform 
(the TFDR for B2G) is 
integrated with the National 
Database of Public 
Contracts (this is needed to 
check the existence of 
public procurement 
contract) and with the 
National Health System’s 
electronic ordering platform 
(which is a platform where 
public health entities make 
their orders)   

No, it will be the part of 
the ETF 

No, it will be the part of the 
ETF 

Is financing of future 
receivables under existing 
contracts facilitated by the 

TFDR? 

Yes. Article 5 of Application 
Principles of Central 
Receivables Recording 
prescribes that companies must 
add information regarding future 
receivables. 

Yes, there are no 
restrictions in this regard 

Yes, there are no 
restrictions in this regard 

Yes, there are no 
restrictions in this regard 

Yes, there are no 
restrictions in this regard 

Yes, there are no restrictions 
in this regard 

Can a factoring company 
enter information into the 
TFDR before the factoring 

transaction is completed (for 
instance, to check if some e-

invoice has already been 
added to the registry)? 

No. It can only be done in the 
inquiry process. TFDR users 
can check whether there is any 
duplication / excess amount 
through inquiry screens before 
adding any information 
regarding a factoring 
transaction. 

No. It can only be done in 
the inquiry process. 

No. It can only be done in 
the inquiry process. Any 
person may verify whether 
a certain document has 
been published in the 
TFDR. The information in 
the TFDR will be available 
for consultation for a 
period of one year.  

Yes Yes Not regulated 

Shall the company inquire 
about the details of a transfer 
before adding the transfer to 

the TFDR? 

Yes Yes 
There is no specific 
obligation in this regard 

There is no specific 
obligation in this regard 

There is no specific 
obligation in this regard 

There is no specific obligation 
in this regard 

Does the TFDR allow 
traceability of the 

documents? 
Yes 

Yes. It can be achieved 
through the ETF which 
gives immediate notices 
about registration of e-
invoice to the users 
involved in the transaction 
or affected by it. 

Yes 

In case of the TFDR that is 
the part of the ETF - no. In 
case of the Commercial 
Credit Platform - yes. 

No 

The Business Payment 
Coalition proposes to 
introduce such option. We 
should note that their proposal 
concerns the technical side of 
the issue. The Coalition has no 
proposals re the necessary 
legislative changes.  

Shall a factoring company 
notify in case that the 

receivable documents are 
transferred? 

Yes, this information shall be 
added.  

Yes. Endorsements of e-
invoices shall be recorded. 

Yes, this information shall 
be added  

No in case of the TFDR 

which is the part of the 
ETF. However, such 
obligation to notify of 
asssignment arises in case 
of the Commercial Credits 
Platform. 

No Not regulated 

Shall the information on 
collection of a payment be 

added into the system? 
Yes. It should be added Yes. It should be added Yes. It should be added 

In case of the TFDR that is 
the part of the ETF - no. In 
case of the Commercial 
Credit Platform - yes. 

No 

Not regulated with regard to 
B2B/B2C. At the same, Invoice 
Processing Platform allows to 
check collection status of an e-
invoice. 
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Can the added information be 
updated? What are the 

restrictions? 

The information entered as a 
mandatory field cannot be 
updated (for instance, fields 
regarding document date, 
currency type, document 
amount, etc.). In order to correct 
any information regarding these 
fields, the transaction must be 
canceled and a new transaction 
entry must be made. Other 
fields can be updated. 

Yes. For instance, in the 
event of an erroneous 
entry in the Registry of the 
endorsement 

In the event of an 
erroneous entry in the 
Registry of the assignment 
of the credit contained in 
an electronic invoice or the 
mention as transferee of a 
person other than the 
corresponding one, the 
assignor must request that 
the entry be left without 
effect, or request the 
administrative correction of 
the same from the Registry 
Administrator 

It is not explicitly regulated 
whether factoring 
transaction information can 
be updated. At the same 
time, some information can 
be modified. For example, 
the Commercial Credits 
Platform automatically 
records payment date from 
an invoice though this 
information can be 
modified. As the system 
allows to add paper 
invoices, the information 
about them shall be added 
manually. Note that after 
sending these invoices via 
the Commercial Credits 
Platform they will no longer 
be modifiable by the 
creditor. 

No Not regulated 

What is not allowed to be 
recorded in the TDFR? 

1. Duplications. 
2. Transactions with excess 
amount (in case that new 
factoring transaction contains 
more than the transferable 
amount in the previous 
transaction). 

Duplications. It is also 
provided for that limits to 
the circulation of the 
electronic sales invoice 
(that emerged as the result 
of measures ordered by 
competent authorities, for 
example, courts) as a 
security shall be recorded 
in the TFDR 

1. Duplications  
 
2. Transactions in which 
the amount of the 
assigned credit is more 
than the total value of the 
e-invoice.  
 
3. If there are many 
transactions of the same 
event, the registry will 
reject them automatically. 

Concnerning the 
Commercial Credits 
Platform, for instance, 
transactions with fully paid 
invoices cannot be entered 
into the system. As the 
system is integrated with 
the ETF, duplications 
financing is also prevented 

The same as in the ETF 
case 

Not regulated 

Preservation of the original 
non-electronic invoice 

A factoring company shall keep 
the original printed invoices 
images, excluding the images of 
the invoices created within the 
scope of the e-Invoices and e-
Archive application. 

 No specific regulation  No specific regulation  No specific regulation  No specific regulation  No specific regulation 

Restrictions regarding 
cancellation of transactions 

One and the same person 
cannot enter information into 
the register and then cancel it. 
This can only be done by 
different people.   

There are no specific 
restrictions 

There are no specific 
restrictions 

There are no specific 
restrictions 

There are no specific 
restrictions 

There are no specific 
restrictions 

Shall factoring companies 
compare their own records 

with the transactions entered 
into the TFDR? What shall 

they do in case of 
discrepancies? 

Companies should compare 
their own records with the 
transactions entered into the 
Central Receivables Recording 
using the "TFDR Reconciliation 
Report". Reconciliation studies 
should be carried out regularly, 
the differences in both 
databases should be 
eliminated. 

There are no obligatory 
requirement that 
companies shall compare 
their factoring records with 
those of the TFDR. 

There are no obligatory 
requirement that 
companies shall compare 
their factoring records with 
those of the TFDR 

There are no obligatory 
requirement that 
companies shall compare 
their factoring records with 
those of the TFDR. Note 
that in 2019 it was 
established that all public 
administrations shall align 
the Commercial Credits 
Platform data with their 
accounting records 

There are no obligatory 
requirement that 
companies shall compare 
their factoring records 
with those of the TFDR 

There are no obligatory 
requirement that companies 
shall compare their factoring 
records with those of the 
TFDR 

Does the system provide 
participants data on credit 
quality or market analysis? 

Such obligations are not directly 
provided for in applicable 
legislation.  

Such obligations are not 
directly provided for in 
applicable legislation.  

Such obligations are not 
directly provided for in 
applicable legislation. The 
website of the Revenue 
Administration provides 
data re e-invoices 
assigned and amounts 

Such obligations are not 
directly provided for in 
applicable legislation  

Such obligations are not 
directly provided for in 
applicable legislation  

Such obligations are not 
directly provided for in 
applicable legislation  
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ceded, forms of payment 
in relation to e-invoices 

Does the TDFR system send 
any warning notifications (for 
instance, in cases of system 

checks)? 

Yes. For instance, in the event 
that other companies cannot 
enter the correct information 
about the same receivable into 
the system due to the fact that 
the companies record their 
receivable information 
incorrectly in the TFDR, they 
must immediately correct the 
erroneous records after 
receiving the warning message 
sent from the TFDR. 

The user must continue to 
invoice electronically 
without the electronic 
validation document in 
case that the DIAN's 
validation service is 
unavailable 

Yes, for instance, when 
the system is unavailable 

Yes, for instance, the 
Commercial Credits 
Platform notifies when the 
system is unavailable or 
when the assignment was 
made 

Not regulated Not regulated 

Requirements regarding 
back-up internet connection 

Companies should have a 
backup line from a second 
internet service provider in 
order to avoid problems with 
access to TFDR. However, as 
we understand it, it is a 
recommendation. 

There are no specific 
requirements. 

There are no specific 
requirements 

There are no specific 
requirements 

There are no specific 
requirements 

There are no specific 
requirements 

Fees for using the TFDR 

Association of Financial 
Institutions has the right to set 
fees for using the TFDR. Private 
integrators can also charge their 
fees. No cap is provided for in 
this regard. Existence of a for-
profit or a cost based model is 
not directly regulated. 

State portal is free of 
charge. Private integrators 
may charge their fees. No 
cap is provided for in this 
regard. Existence of a for-
profit or a cost based 
model is not directly 
regulated. 

State portal is free of 
charge. Private integrators 
may charge their fees. No 
cap is provided for in this 
regard. Existence of a for-
profit or a cost based 
model is not directly 
regulated. 

The TFDR is free of charge 
The TFDR is free of 
charge 

Too early stage 

Was the legislation primary 
to creation of the registry? 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No 

Is there a User Manual for the 
TFDR? 

No No Yes 

The answer is negative in 
case of the TFDR which is 
the part of the ETF. 
However, the answer is 
positive in case of the  
Commercial Credits 
Platform. 

No No 

How proprietary information 
is protected? 

In order to access the TFDR, a 
user has to enter its password 
which shall not be shared.  
 
As for access to the information 
in the TFDR, private integrators 
are obliged to open their data 
warehouses to the Banking 
Regulation and Supervision 
Agency. Private integrators 
shall not spread the information 
contained in the TFDR.  
 
If a factoring company wants to 
procure some services 
regarding entering information 
in the TFDR, than it has to 
conclude confidentiality 
agreement with the services 
provider. 

In order to access the 
TFDR, a user has to enter 
its password which shall 
not be shared. In addition, 
the Revenue 
Administration grants 
permission to register 
events in the TFDR to 
those users who meet, at 
least, the following 
requirements: 
 
1. Be certified with the 
NTC -ISO / lEC 27001 
technical standard for 
normalization, in its latest 
version in force.  
2. Adopt procedures aimed 
at consulting, 
documenting, preventing 
and alerting the competent 
authorities about the 
possible use, directly or 
indirectly, of the operations 

There are no specific 
provisions re TFDR. There 
are only genereal 
provisions that data shall 
be protected by all persons 
involved 

There are no specific 
provisions re TFDR, so 
general provisions re the 
ETF shall be applied. 

There are no specific 
provisions re TFDR, so 
general provisions re the 
ETF shall be applied 

Business Payment Coalition 
argues that  
communications within the 
framework should be limited to 
authenticated participants 
(seller, 
buyer, and service provider, if 
applicable.). It proposes to use 
x.509 public key infrastructure 
(PKI) certificates to provide 
authentication of senders and 
receivers. The 
recommendation for the 
message transport protocol 
calls for supporting both 
Applicability 
Statement 2 (AS2) and 
Applicability Statement 4 
(AS4). AS4 is the standard 
message transport 
protocol used by the 
frameworks assessed, 
however AS2 is widely used 
currently in the United 
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that they register in the 
RADIAN as an instrument 
for use of money or other 
assets from criminal 
activities or aimed at 
financing them; or to give 
the appearance of legality 
to criminal activities or 
related transactions and 
funds; or for money 
laundering, etc.  
 
Not only assignees or 
assignors have to comply 
with the above 
requirements, but also 
private integrators and 
electronic trading 
platforms.  
 
We should note that there 
are additional 
requirements imposed on 
the electronic trading 
platforms. For instance, 
they shall ensure that the 
information that is 
registered in the RADIAN, 
using their electronic 
trading platforms, 
corresponds to the 
economic reality of the 
business, transfer, 
transactions and / or 
circulation. The foregoing 
includes the verification of 
the negotiated value of the 
electronic sales invoices 
as a security, prior to any 
registration of the 
electronic endorsements 
made through their 
systems. They are also 
obliged to adopt 
appropriate contingency 
plans or backup systems 
that mitigate the 
occurrence of operational 
or technological failures.   

States amongst EDI service 
providers.  The Business 
Payment Coalition states that 
over time, AS4 should become 
more widely used within the 
e-Delivery network because of 
the flexibility and advantages it 
offers service provider 
platforms 
and networks over AS2 

 
 




